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be

ready for operation
|1
Owing to the efforts of

in two weeks.
the Mexican diplomatic representatives in Tokio, the steamers between Japan and San
Diego, Cal.,
will touch at one or two Mexican ports.
.Postmaster General Emory C. Smith
will dispatch a commission to Porto Rico
shortly to examine into the postal necessities there and make recommendations
for the establishment of a complete
service.The Acting Secretary of the
Xavy has notified the President that
the fish commission steamer Albatross
and the revenue cutter McLean are no
longer needed for naval purposes.
Japanese newspapers say that Japan
wants to buy the Ladrone islands for their
ti.sh resources.The latest phase of the
Roosevelt boom is the formation of a club
in Chicago to support him for President
of the United States in 1904....The
navy
department has ordered the cruisers St.
Louis and St. Paul to the League Island
navy yard, Philadelphia, where they will
he restored to then condition as liners and
return to the American line, from which
they were chartered.Sir Thomas Lipton, tlie latest challenger for the America’s
cup, lias contributed si0,000 for relieving the sick and wounded American soldiers.President McKinley has appointed his live peace commissioners—Secretary
of State Day, Senator Cushman K. Davis
of Minnesota, Senator William P. Frye
of Maine, Mr. Whitelaw Reid of New York
and Justice E. 1). White.The creditors
of the ‘'Brokerage by Syndicate” firm of
John M. Hobby a Co., Boston, met Aug.
and heard reports. Mr. Hobby, Sr.,
said he loaned his name to his son for the
business.
lie had examined the books
and found that his son owed S*5b,*)oO.*i»5.
The assets were si, 080..*>5
John Anderson, who was to have been hanged Aug.
at Norfolk for murders committed on
the schooner Olive Pecker, has been reprived until the fourth Friday in October.
....Minister Ruck says Japan is well
satisfied with the annexation of Hawaii to
the United States.The chief feature of
the Friday evening meeting of the scientific convention in Boston was the address
by President Eliot of Harvard in Sanders
theatre.
Speaking of the war he said
that it was worth all it cost in showing
the immeasurable value of the army and
navy.The Chicago Times-Herald says
that McKinley has accepted the invitation
to attend the peace jubilee in Chicago.
Possibly lie will be accompanied by Gage,
Secretary of the Treasury, and Long,
Secretary of the Navy_The California
raisin growers association has organized
for the purpose of establishing a high
standard of quality and to put a stop to
the shipment of inferior raisins.
The
association has under its control over 90
of
the
percent,
crop of the State_The
Manila correspondent of the London
Times says: “The leading commercial
men here have signed a memorial to Lord
Salisbury, urging him to use his influence
to prevent the
Spaniards from regaining
The consupremacy in the Philippines.
duct of the American troops is admirable.
The town since their occupation has been
wonderfully free from disturbance.*'
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It is practically
..iv«il station will be built
Rear Admiral Belknap,
negotiating for the governamended that Bar Harbor
it is all fixed.
One of tlie

familiarly

i.'Hvn

been selected

>

as
as

Negotiations

1

Long

the site

are

now

purchase of the islands

by

the Rodicks.The
the Mate as sent in to
by the local assessors
lease over the valuation
A laigci' number of towns
*te increase iu their valua:v ported such increase for
..ssor Pottle_ThefollowMate Reform school, havu my oi
navy, have received
>eharge from the school:
navy: Martin Lee, 1st
volunteers: Thomas J.
•i

regiment volunteers;

:iie

ngiueer corps; Fred

B.

Elroy Thompson, Guy

W. Harmon. Wallace
‘.iward B. Ilai: is navy :
stou J.. ;).ivis, Charles

i .riis was a
at Porter

signal boy

on

and was off
:.;.-h ilee* was
visited the school last
a
furlough. There are a
v\
i>
have previously
; l,,'e
discharge.\ eon"U the
Washington county
pieied ;raek laying on the
li Aug.
h and by so doing
isi;ee:ed with Calais and the
a -iiie
rail,'oad.
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he only 11 hours away
ate the n
*cessity of crossiian border to reach there_ !
•w court has handed down an
•eision in the case of the
\.Z. Cates »f Rumford Falls,
h ied for
selling a quantity
.he indictment
ug liquor,
He claimed
wit, one sale.
tment was defective on the
did not state with sulri•-s
the'offense charged, as
iesiguate the amount sold,
'one sale.
The law court
iaim and orders that the
i>e (piashed.\tb.l5 p.
m.,
i tnager Libby and
Secretary
lie only officials of the Maine
Association or of the New
‘.cultural Society present at
tieu
the New England fair
sing the office and going home.
i’1 >n,
except the races, ended
Tth hardly an exception the
•'ere shipped to
Bangor, and
will go to the state fair at
J. N.
Clark, a prominent
who came to Iloulton from
ears ago and
opened Clark’s
Aug. -7th of consumption,
te and three children, lie was
the First Maine cavalry.
bor is favored with
literary
»ng the number being William
TIs, Thomas Nelson Page, I)r.
Dyke, Hamilton Mabie and
Tailey Aldrich.One of out
Mates in the Union has a Maine
governor.
The list includes
Maine, Black of New York,
Michigan, Rogers of WashingAt*vine of North Dakota.
The
was elected lieutenant
govaas just taken the oath as
govthe death of Governor Briggs.
:n in
Whitefield, Maine. All
"'in
on Maine
farms.The
< observer
announces
that
uernsey, Esq., of Dover, is a
for speaker of the House of
lives at the oming session of
‘lure, having received the
i:

J
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lllill

from other sections of the
'■ three woolen mills in
Pitts<l». Monday morning, after a
l lour month
They have
s to
keep running six mouths,
nil convention of the Maine
iiiistiau Temperance Union

1

1

in

liangor, September 20,

21

the Central Congregational
The new building erected upon
dry of Maine campus, to pro'oi y accommodations and board
will be ready at the beginning
term, September 21, 1808. All
the University are open to
I hese are the school of law, the
‘use, the Latin scientific course,
hie course, the chemical course,
ultural course, the pharmacy
ic
preparatory medical course,
mechanical and electrical encourses.Galen C. Moses of
assigned for the benefit of his
Symouds, Snow & Cook of
1 he revenue
stamps on the assignT*os indicating a failure for $220,Moses has been
interested
trie railway building and has
T.tnied as one of the weathiest men

..

-Mate.
1

!

S,

‘ff.
Assistant Secretary MeikleWar Department contemplates
':1'* islnnent of a line of transports

U

^It y°fk
is

to Havana, Santiago and
expected that the route will

Obituary.
Hiraui S.

Parker, died

in

Massachusetts

Aug. 17th, aged 2S years, 7 months. He went
Massachusetts from Monroe seven
years
ago and secured employment as
watchman
By his energy and faithfulness he won the
esteem of his
employers, and was promoted
to engineer, a
position he strove hard to atAbout six weeks before his death he
was taken sick but it
was uot supposed to he
anything serious and at one time he was
thought to be gaiuiug. But lie had a relapse
and in spite of the constant
care aud tender
ministrations of the family of which he had
beeu a member during his residence
in Massachusetts lie grew worse, and his
mother
was summoned from Monroe.
Ail that med
ical skill and
loving bauds could do for his
aid and comfort was lone. It was
hard to
give up the hope that his health might he restored; and the knowledge that his life was
drawing to a close in the opening years of

manhood,

Salniond, who lias been a mother to
After leaving the schools of Belfast
lie took a course in a commercial college in
Manchester, N. H., and then learned the
papermaker’s trade in the Russell mills in
He afterwards worked as
East Belfast.
hook keeper several years in the Belfast
win

shoe factory. His next business was in a
fish market, in • ompauy with Frank L.
Field, and later with Frank A. Patterson
and Samuel L. Sleeper, respectively. After
going out of the fish business he entered the
insurance office of Keating & Field as
book-keeper, and subsequently became a
partner with C. H. Field in the business. He
was married last October to Mrs. Hannali J.
Jordan of this city, who survives him. He
was a member of Phienix Lodge, Corinthian
Royal Arch Chapter arid Palestine Cornmandery of this city, and of Bangor Lodge
,f Elks

Mr. West

ible ac.>.mutant,

was a

and

line penman and

was a

valuable

man

in

any position requiring accuracy in keeping
counts. He was of pleasant, social dis-

with all the .jualities that seemed
|
fit him lor usefulness, honor and
happi- position. and had a host of friends. The funess, heightened the sorrow of the faniily
his late home, to-morj neial wid be held at
aud friends, and made them aware ot
the row, Friday, forenoon, at 10 JO o’clock. Mr.
depth of their affection for the one who was West had for several years carried an acciw
ue raaen irom them.
Mr. Parker was a
dent insurance of >5,00()in case of accidental
young man of good morals ami experienced
death within 'K) days from the date of the acreligiou during his illness. He had the high
JO per week indemnity. Since
ldent and
esteem of his employers, liis fellow workmen
the accident, occurred the company, the
and of the towns
at
Monroe, where
people
Equitable Accident Insurance Association
much sympathy is extended to the bereaved
of Boston, has failed and the family will
family, who know where to look for strength
probably receive but a small percentage.
in their hour of affliction. Mr. and Mrs.
Roach,in whose family he had lived for seven
Ivra Heal of Searsmont died at the Maine
years, regarded him as a sou, he having enPortland August 28th,
deared himself to them by his unfailing Geueral Hospital in
of fever contracted in camp atChickamauga.
courtesy, cheerful manner and kindly disMr. Plea! was a son of Morrison R. Heal of
position. He leaves a father aud mother and
Searsmont and was a private in Company H,
tw<> sisters—Mrs. Lizzie McKeen aud Miss
He was a member of
First Maine Infantry.
Nancy Parker—to mourn their loss. The
A E. Clark Camp, Sons of Veterans, of this
mother and Mr. and Mrs Roach accompancity, ami the Camp attended the funeral at
ied the remains to Monroe, and the funeral
Deceased
Lineolnville Centre yesterday.
was heal at the home there.
Rev. John SBlair officiated, speaking from the text was a young man of good morals, and was
Samuel 12-2d. The floral offerings were generally loved and respected. He had a
large circle of friends in this city.
numerous and beautiful
the folto

including
lowing: Open book by the B. R. B. & L. R.
Three members of the First Maine volunassociation; bouquet, Mr. and Mrs.
teer regiment died at the hospital in PortCharles Roach; crescent, plate of pansies
land Aug. 28th.
Corporal Benjamin J. Nelson of Co. A, Portland, passed away in the
and cut flowers, Mrs. Emma Twombly aud
while
Royal Scribner of Patten, a
daughter; cross, wreaths ami cut flowers, afternoon,
private ;u Co. H, and ivra Heal of SearsMrs. W. B. F. Twombly; cut riowers, Mrs.
mont, also a private in Co, H., died in the
Evie Nye: cut flowers, Mrs. Alice Palmer: evening.
cut flowers, J. A Curtis: cut dowers, E. H.
Mrs. Ann Vaughan Greeley Appleton
Nealley, bouquet, Mrs. Robert Mayo; cut
died at Lawrence. Mass.. Aug. 21st. Mrs.
flowers, J. Strattard and grand-daughter; !
Appleton was born in Portland, Nov. 18,
cut riowers, Mrs. Horace Webber; ut flow{ 1S07, ami was the only daughter of Eleazer
R. relief

In 1875, she married
Barden; cut flowers, sweet i ami Ann Greeley.
Chief Justice Appleton and lived in Bangor
Mrs. Henry Wingate*
until the death -f her husdaud, since which
J
pinks by Mrs Laura Clark of Lynn; pyra- time she lias resided m Lawrence.
mid “f pansies, ut tlowers, Mrs. John NealRev. Moses J. Kelley died in Damariscotley: ut riowers. Mrs. Nettie Billings; rib- Ta,
Aug. 25th. Ho was graduated from Colbon, Mrs. Laura Curtis. The riowers were by in the Hass of Hs and from Newton Theoarranged at the church by Mrs. Lufkin, Mrs. logical Institution in '42. Afterward he
bad pastorates in O'.d T wn, Frankfort and
Evie Nye aud Mrs. Alice Palmer.
UnderGardiner ami other places in Maine and in
LincoluN ille Harvest
taker F. Nye took charge at the church, and
Annual.
the
West.
j
Mrs. Nye aud Mrs. Lufkin covered the grave,
A favorable day. just hot enough for shirt
Frank W. Brown, om
f the. best known
Mr. and Mrs. Parker wish to
waists and duck pants, but not t,.,. swelter- ! with riowers.
bridge builders n the mutry, wlio died reing. A theus&nd people from the surrounding extend their heartfelt thanks to all for the ! ''entiy at his home in lclizabetb, N. J., aged
towns.
A picnic dinner in the grove Music
kindness and sympathy extended them. The
SI years, was a native of Moutville.
(
aud speaking and a good time generally.
following lines were written by a schoolThis in brief is the story of the Liucoiuvil e
Family Reunions.
Harvest Annual, which occurred in Adam's mate of the deceased.
grove Wednesday, August 17.
When !<»ved ones close their eyes in death
The annual reunion of the Hills family
The day opened threateningly, but the
And from oui sight depart.
will he held at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
(bonds which dropped a few tears in the
Leaving behind the falling tear,
Frank
H Lenfest, in Union, on Tuesday,
and
The
bruised
heart,
bleeding
were
soon
early morning,
pushed aside by
What wonder that with clouds of grid
the victorious sun, and diiv. tiy the people
September 13; if stormy, the first pleasant
Between ns and lie sky
day following.
began to geather from all points of the comWe turn to God with ques'idling heart
pass
To know tiie reason why,
The annual reunion of the Wyllie family
In small processions of teams they
anie
was
hed at Cutting's Grove,
Warren,
When aged ones with well rilled years
from Appleton, Searsmont, Belfast, Hope
Wednesdav,
Aug 17th, and there was a
Are gathered home to rest.
and vicinity and in vehicles of ili descripW
attendance present. The following
bow our heads in milder grief,
large
tions from tlie old Ingh wheeled gig to the
officers v-re chosen: President, John H.
Feeling God knowetli be.-1.
One of the latter,
But when in youth the fan ily pride.
gaily decorated hay-rick
Thomas: Vice president, Aldeii Miller; Sec.
'file brother and the son,
draped with bunting and carrying a large
audTreas W. P. Gould.
Must leave his engine once for all,
liag, was loaded with a big delegation from
To lind liis labors done,
The Shibies family held their 10th annual
Hope ami was warmly applauded as it passF.acii heart feels sail, 'hough but a friend.
ed upon the grounds, all bauds singing The
reunion at Crescent Beach Aug. lfirh. J.u
Aud wonders why that life should end.
national hymn of America.
spite of a heavy rainstorm about 73 were
A message ometli from above.
The boat from Lake City brought up
present. A splendid fish dinner was heartifather
and
is
"God
love;"
reigns,"
several loads of passengers, while from less
Thy
ly enjoyed by all, after which quite a fine enSo while we camio: understand
tertainment was given by the voting people.
distant points, that serviceable and less inWe ll tinner gra>p our Sa\ ior’s hand
At the business meeting the following
expensive animal known as shank’s mare
And sometime in the .Mansion’s bright.
dficers were chosen: President, Herbert
conveyed many more to the scene of enjoyWhen Christ himself shal be the light.
ment.
For nine years the Lincoluville
Clough; Vi e President, John Shibies;
We’ll meet him in that "Laud n high,"
Where never more our loved ones die.
Harvest Annual has been held at the above
Secretary, Mrs. W. H. Clough; committee
<«f arrangements, Miss Grace Shibies, Mrs.
grove and has become a recognized instituRoland Hahn and Miss Abbie Bohudell.
tion t-hrougnout the country, but tins year
it surpassed ail former rec-rds both in reGeorge Washington Cottrell, a well-known
The annual reunion of the Brackett family
size
to
ami
A
fair
estimate
interest.
spect.
ship builder of this city, died at his home was held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. C. G.
places the number present during the day
on
avenue yesterday morning
Brackett in New
Northport
Portland,
Aug. 23d.
atone thousand, the great majority of whom
some of the family from afar were;
brought their dinners aud ate them in after au illness of ten days, from the effects Among
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Brackett, Peaks Island;
picturesque groups and family circles iu the of a strain received while at work. Mr. Miss Minnie Brackett, Mr. and Mrs. T. N.
shade of the trees.
After dinner, the
Cottrell was born in Northport April 119,
and
and Mrs.
Furlong, Portland; Mr.
Lincoluville band, resplendent m new uniSamuel Brackett, Trenton, N. J.: Mrs.
forms, discoursed sweet music, whilespeak- 18131, and came to Belfast when a young man
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Brackett,
ing aud singing filled in the agreeble hours and learned the joiner's trade with the late Skillings,
Peaks Island; M. F. Brackett, Bangor: Mr.
of the afternoon
At the business meeting
and Mrs. A. S Clement, Boston; VV. G.
rick
After learning his trade
My
Chapman.
which preceded the public exercises, Mr.
Mass.: Mr and Mrs. N. F.
Richard Martin was elected President. J. S. he formed a partnership with his brother Creighton, Lyui.,
River Point, R. I., J. L. Brackett
Mullen, Sec., and Messrs. Mullen, Kelly aud Jacob Y. Cottrell, Jr., and together they did Brackett,
ami daughter, East Corinth.
James Hobbs of Hope, executive committhe joiner work ou a large number of vessels
tee for the ensuing year.
The public exNorton Family Reunion. Thr fifth anfor
Carter
&
Co.
The
dissolved
ercises were quite elaborate and held the atnual reunion of the Norton family was held
brothers
tention of the crowd as well 4s such open
partnership after a number of years, Jacob at the house of VV m Grady in Palermo Aug.
air services can possibly do.
Naturally, the remaining with Carter & Co. and George 20, 1898. The day proved fine after recent
tide of sentiment this year flowed in the
showers and at an early hour the members
going to White & Conner’s. He remained began to arrive. The forenoon was spent in
direction of public affairs, and the occasion
was, in fact, one of the first celebrations in
there until 1873, when he established a yard
sociability and renewing old friendships and
the country of the conclusion of the war
a
noon
fine
acquaintances. A
picnic
on his own laud, where he built tw’elve large
aud the restoration of peace. The successes
dinne' was served on the lawn, of which
vessels, as follows; 1873, sch. F. E. McDonof the war, the great victory won, and the
twenty-seven hungry, hearty persons parlessons of the event, occupied much of the
ald; 1874, bark John C. Smith; 1875, sch. took, doing ample justice to all which was
time of the various speakers.
Fred A. Carle; 1876, bark Charles Stewart; set before them. After dinner the meeting
Mr. J. S. Mullen acted as chairman, and
was ca.ied to order, and after transacting
1878, sch. Lucia Porter; 1880, bark Shir- the
the speakers were Rev. E. W. Preble, Hugh
necessary routine business letters w'ere
McLellan, Judge Reuel Robinson, Thomas ley; 1881, sch. Daylight; 1882, barkentine read from absent members of the family exEdward
Freeinau
and
Hunt,
Judge Kelly. Glad Tidings: 1S83; sch. Yale; 1884, pressing regrets at their unavoidable absence
The addresses were able and eloquent aud
bark Priscilla; 1885, barkentine Frances; and. wishing us many returns of the these
called forth frequent and hearty applause
eu'oyable occasions. Among others, refrom the hearers
1890, barkentine, Steadfast. lu 1855 he built presented by letter were E. G. Norton of
A pleasant feature of the
occasion was a charming song from Miss
the house on Northport avenue in wThich he B sbee, A. T., and John Norton of Los
Jennie Hill of Melrose, Mass. There was has since lived. At the time of his death he Angles, Calif., brothers of Sheriff Norton.
also declamations by Masters Knight and
Au invitation was accepted to hold the next
Macmara, and an excellent recitation by was building a smaller house near his old meeting with Robie Alexander, Belmont,
little Miss McNamara that pleased every- home, in which he and his wife hoped to end Aug. 19, 1899.
All parted
feeling that
body. fCamden Herald.
these meetings eanmt prove anything but
nouse to
tueir days, giving up tne larger
to all who attend.
profitable
[Eva N.
their son Emery. His wife formerly Amelia I
Home Again.
Ripley, See. South Montvilie.
J. Hodgdon, survives him with four sons'
The Clements Family
Tlie
The First Maine Volunteers at Augusta.
George Porter, Judson Everett, and Robert fifth annual reunion of the Reunion.
Clements was
Augusta, Aug. 2b. The hospital section Emery Cottrell of Belfast and Chester Washheld in Monroe towu hall Aug. 18th. These
of the First Maine Volunteers iraiu arrived
ington Cottrell of Newburyport, Mass. Their meetings grow more interesting every year,
here at 4.40 this afternoon, being greeted by
and while we miss some fares we have met
only daughter, Adelle, died in early woman- m
several thousand people with the silence
other years there were many new ones
hood in 1873. Of his father’s family but three
born of sympathy for their sufferings. The
this year so that, the number remains about
sick soldiers were lunched by the Ladies’
and
same.
T1 e meeting was called to order
Mrs.
L)
Thomas
the
A.
remain,
McKeen,
Relief at the station and then taken to their
G. Cottrell. Mr. Cottrell’s death by the president, Joseph C. Clements of
Sylvauus
homes, the hospital at Camp Powers and will be
Hampden, and the address of welcome was
deeply felt and mourned by many. He delivered by Mrs. W. 1). Thompson and retemporary hospital quarters in town.
The three special
was a kind and loving husband and father;
Augusta, Aug. 27.
sponded to by Mrs. L. W. Clements. The
trams from Cliickamauga with soldiers of
records of the last meeting were read and apan honorable anti honest man of business; a
the 1st Maine arrived here this morning at
proved and tiie meeting was then adjourned
iirst class workman, who never slighted a
0 40, 7.30 and 8.30, all but tiie 400 who are iu
until after dinner, when the following
the hospitals or ou sick furloughs.
Col. job however trilling; and one of the kind- program was presented:
Recitation by
Kendall arrived on the last train. The boys est and most open-hearted of men when he Nettie Knowles: singing by Andrew* Clements
were given a most hearty reception, being
and family; recitation by Edmund
knew of distress in any form. The worthy
received by several thousand people. The
Clements; song, Edna Clements; recitation,
regiment was escorted from the depot to the poor who have often been assisted by him Esther Ellis; song, Christie Clements ;recitaa
band
and
Maine
three
batteries.
tion, Lillian Clements; song, George Clemwill ever hold him in kind remembrance.
camp by
ents ; reading, by William Littlefield; singIt is not known when the regiment will be
His charity did not always consist in giving
mustered out.
ing by the choir; poem by Mrs. Wing,
alms, though he never allowed the deserving “Memories for the Reunion.”
We then
listened to some very interesting remarks by
to suffer if within his power to help; but his
The Australian Ballot.
Mrs.
Martha
who
has spent some
Nickerson,
plan was to help others to help themselves. time in a
research of the history of the
The visible advantages of the Australian
He was a valued man in every position in
Clements family, and who gave us much
Ballot do not seem to increase as the years
which he was ever placed. The funeral knowledge of our ancestors. She was folgo round,judging from the position the Maine
lowed by the president and others. A vote
will be at his late residence to-morrow, Fripress is taking against it. The Bangor Whig,
of thanks was. extended to the town of
the
Farmington Chronicle, the Bridgton day, afternoon at 2.30 o’clock.
the use of their hall. The next reunion will
News, the Belfast Republican Journal, the
be held at Frederick Ritchie Grange hall,
Observer, and many other papers, have opWalter H. West died at his home on High
Waldo, Aug. 17,1899.
posed it from the first, and the Maine Farmer
of
the
effects
to
it
is making a strong opposition
today. street yesterday morning from
The Observer has not heard of illegal voting
Dorothy Cane, the little daughter of Mr.
in
a
collisbeing thrown from his carriage
and Mrs. J. H. Simonton of New York, was
that it has prevented,but it has heard of numion June 28th. Mr. West was born in Bel- christened at the home of her grandparents,
erous cases where honest voters have been
disfranchised because of what the Farmer fast, and was the only son of James G. and Hon. and Mrs. T. R. Simonton on Sunday
terms “its exacting and cumbersome deevening Aug. 13 by Rev. L. D. Evans. Only
the late Martha Foster West. His mother the
tails.” If the people of Maine do not like the
family and Dr. and Mrs. F. N. Patterson
was an infant and he was
died
when
he
of
New* York witnessed the ceremony. [Camsystem the remedy is in their hands. [PisMrs.
Edden
father’s
sister,
his
Herald.
brought up by
cataquis Observer.
ers,

peas

Mrs.
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<
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pansies,
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To Camden and Back in
Fog and Rain.

him.

to

tain.

MAINE, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 1, 1898.
It

was

not

a

very

promising day

for

PERSONAL.

an ex-

cursion, Aug. 25th, but Ratio ami the writer
had planned to make a
trip to Camden on
steamer Salacia, returning by steamer M. &
M., and concluded to take the chances on
the weather.

ning craft,

The

Salacia is

but there

smooth

a

run-

considerable friction in the vicinity of the purser’s office
when the passengers began to buy their
tickets. A folder issued by the company,
and distributed by the local agent, gave the
fare from Belfast to Rockland as 50 cents,
and the round trip 75 cents. But the purser
said the single fare was 75 cents and a round
trip §1.25, and of course he held the fort.
The folders will no doubt he called in. A
landing was made at Xorthport Camp
Ground, which looked almost deserted, and
was

presumably everybody
after leaving the

Soon

was

under

wharf

Mrs. Oiive Cooper went to Portland Monday to visit friends.

last week

old

to

R.

in Boston

Miss Linder of Newton, Mass., is the
guest
Miss Louise Hazeltine.

Saturday

Geo.

Sunday

Boston

Luther Emerson of Norridgewo. k visited
relatives in Belfast last week.

to

visiting

in

are vis-

L. Smith of Chelsea Mass., arrived last
for a short vacation.

E.

Thursday

Mrs. Dodge
daughter, Mrs.
Dr.

Chas.

of

js

Liberty

Frank B.

visiting her

Myrirk.

P. Bean of

Boston

visiting

is

relatives in Belfast and vicinity.
Eugene Rust of Kansas City arrb'd last
Friday to visit relatives in Belfast.

Margaret

Mrs.

O. ’atterson and sou Loss
Belfast and Rookport.

Mrs. EL

iting

Mrs. H. W. I)unton is in Yinalhaven visiting lier parents, Mr. and Mrs. Amaziah Mills.
Misses Isabella and Marietta White of
are

visit

a

Augustus Erewer of Orrington is visiting
His aunt, Mrs I. A. Hatch

T. Conaut went to Lowell, Mass.,
a visit of a week or more.

..

Mrs

visited

is visit-

for

N. \

Unity

of

Orrin Cunningham went to Bangor
to visit relatives.

Mrs.

P. Field and wife of Boston
spent
with his brother, Clias. H. Field.

Elmira,

days

few

a

Eleanor J. Orcutt left Monday for
aud New York.

Ringold, wife and child returnTuesday from a visit, in Rockland.

Mrs. J.

Boston

in

was

business.

on

May Fogg

Mrs. Edward R. Pierce spent last Sunday
relatives in this city.

Tuesday

White.

j

Gurney

Miss

Rockport

Rev. A. T.
ed

A

Charles Baker last week.

Miss Mary Pierce returned
Monday from a visit in Belfast.

cover.

such

went

Mrs. Nancy Heagan of Prospect
ing her nephew, True S. Heagan.

harbor, came in sight. The town still
remained hidden. As we steamed into the
harbor something loomed up like a ten story
building, but which proved to be the big
five-masted schooner building in Bean's
yard. The frames are all up. It was not so
fuggy hut that we could find our way about
the Camden streets without a pilot, and
eujoyeu mmseii oy calling on
friends as “Joe” Bowers, “Bill”

Miss Anna Kedinau of Boston is visiting
relatives in Belfast.

of

den

Havner is visiting relatives

Port laud.

in

with

swallowed up in the fug, and nothing
was visible from her deck until the
spindle
on Sherman’s
Point, at tne entrance to Cam-

L.

Clarence Conaut went to Boston last week
for employment.

Mrs. Walter D. Staples
to visit friends.

was

Joseph

Mrs.

on

Monday

the Salacia

itauio

PERSONAL.

Pitcher went to Boston Monday
business.
H. C.

Andrew B as ford and wife <gf P.oi'ainl
friends in Belfast list week.

Miss Neliie Murphy of Woodstock, N.
B.,
is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Walter J. Clifford.

visited

Mr. and Mrs, John A Briggs went to
Currier, j
Fred Lewis and others, their conversation
Pittsfield last Saturday for a short visit.
Mrs. A. A. Small and son Houston went
dating back a generation or so. In the
Miss Lu/.ette Houghton of Portland arriv
course of our rambles we met R. S
Davis, Winthrop Tuesday for a visit of two ed Saturday to visit Mrs. Chas. E\ Shaw
the veteran wharf builder, and who built weeks.
Warren W. Knowltou went to Bangor
the dam at H. L. Woodcock’s
Hiram McAlister and family of Burnham
cranberry
last Friday to remain until after the fa r.
bog in Sears wont. A call was made on visited friends in Belfast and
vicinity the
Vincent- Hunt of Rockland visited his
John E. Dailey, the boatbuilder. He was
past week.
at work on rowboats, and said that the
mother, Mrs. Milford F. Weed, last week.
Mrs. Ansel L. White of New York is
knockabout craze had not reached Camden,
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Merrill of Portland
j
a few weeks with her
sister, Miss visited friends in Belfast aud
Mr. Dailey is prepared to build yachts and spending
Searsport last
Alden.
boats of all kinds and to haul out ami care Emily
week.
j
and
Mrs.
Wm.
for such craft in the winter. Mr. W. H.
P.
Judge
Whitehouse have
Mrs, Emma Smith ami daughter of BanGardner’s trim little cutter, the Tita, was returned to Augusta from a ten days’ visit
gor visited Mr. ami Mrs. >i. S. Piper last
to
Rhode
Island.
hauled out here, not having been in commisweek.
sion this season. When the time came for
Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
Quimby and Mrs. M.
Dr. C. Wilson and wife of Boston returndeparture it was raining in torrents, but we C. Marshall and son spent Sunday in Camed Saturday from a visit at Atwood A. Gilgot on board the M. & M. after a brief so- den ami Rockland.
more’s.
journ in the coal shed which answered for a
Dr. A. O. Stoddard went rn Waterville
..virs. M. >V. Eien and daughter Flora re
waiting room ; and then, let it rain. The fog Tuesday to attend a meeting of the Josselvu
turned home Sunday from a visit in Massalifted so that the Camden bills came into Botanical Society of Maine.
chusetts.
view for the first time, and we were able to
Mrs. Edward S. Hayward and son Prescott
Frank Lee and wife <>f Bangor visited
enjoy the scenery that we “mist” coming of Hyde Park, Mass., are
visiting Mrs. H.'s friends in Belfast and Belmont the
down. Just above Wright’s
past
Point,Northport, mother, Mrs. C. M. Washburn.
the schooner Abraham Richardson was seen
! week.
E. J. Pitcher and
of Weymouth,
family
close
in
on
a
lee shore with the yawl
pretty
Miss Goalie Bridges ..f Penobturn
boat ahead towing her out. The old craft Mass., who have been visiting friends in ed
home Saturday from a v so n !’-•
-r and
returned
Belfast,
liome
last
week.
was apparently in a
pretty tight place, hut
vicinity.
G. W. Winslow and
she got out all right.
When Belfast was
family of Westfield,
f-rank 1 ates loft Saturday f<or N**v \ ,-rk
reached the sun was shining, verifying the Mass., left for home Monday after spending
where lie has a position w tli a
a! express
saying that “a bad beginning makes a good a vacation in Belfast and North port.
company.
ending.”
Miss Louise Hazeltine entertained t
party
Mrs. M. W. Weli'li md da lighter. Mrs. W
"f friends Tuesday at the
Mtt-age f her !’• Carter, \V( at to Bm-kspwrt
Yachts and Boats.
Saturday r
father, C. B Hazeltine, at Murphy's P

j

,.

short visit.

The Camden sloop Cardie with a party
hoard cruising was in port last week.

on

The Laurena is carrying passengers tinweek between

Winterport

and the

Bangor

fair.
The pretty Pttie steam yacht Gyda made
us another visit last week.
She left Cam-

Friday

den
Sir

for

Boston.

Thomas Lipton, the challenger for the
elected a member of
Club.

America cup. has been
the Royal Clyde Yacht

fishing sloop Polyandry, Barton, of
was dismasted near
High H.--ad
it 4 p. m
Monday, and was towed to :h<*
Ferry dock, Bangor.
The sloop yacht Georgia of L>eer Isle was
m port last Thursday
night with her owner
I apt. E. L.
Haskell, and friends onboard,
riiey were out for a week’s cruising in the
The

Vmalhaven,

Mr. and

Mrs.

Henry

Chase and .i

Boston hare

Ethel of

spending

da\s with Mr. Chases uucb

Geo. S.

ghter

Misses Elbe Bridges and Adelaide l bum

few

a

Chase.

Mrs

islands .>1 the

A. F.

Buy

had ag

lie

Mrs

Pet

-I

0. Condon

f

of

on

N

lus

Mae Sim.ms, and two sons, Ftirher

India

made

to

E. E.

18th United
with his
regiment on the Colou. At the outbreak of
the war, Capt. Hatch was detailed for recruiting duty and for several weeks was
traveling through Louisiana. Speaking of
the war sentiment in the South, lie said
“The old civil war feeling seems absolutely
wiped out. All througlu the country districts the people were intensely enthusiastic.
I had no trouble in obtaining the quota of
men needed to bring the regiment up to the
war looting.
When we got in New Orleans
the place was ablaze with the stars and

There was absolutely nothing to
indicate tnat the people of the South had
followed any other flag.
“One thing, however, the southern people

O.

\V.

Span ding,

join them

next

Sims

Hallowel!,

of

John McTaggart, baggage master on the
Belfast branch passenger train, has been
confined to the house several days by illness. Brakeman A. J. Morrison acts as bag-

can’t look with favor on, that is the

negro

regiments. Quite a little feeling was displayed against these men, and officers hail
to be on the outlook for impromptu scrimI heard
mages when the men had liberty.

of one man who started out in Louisiana to
form a negro regiment. There were plenty
of negroes ready to enlist, but the sentiment
among the white population was so strong
against the movement that the scheme was

dropped.”
Capt. Hatch

that the regulars
witli the Manila expedition will be capable

of
of

standing

a

considers

good

deal of

“grief”

in the way

hot weather, the Eighteenth having been
stationed in southern Texas for some four or
more

years.
Officers of the regular army anticipate
that in event of the United States annexing
Hawaii and holding the Philippines, a regiment of regulars will be stationed here and
the Philippines will be handled in much the
same style as British India.
Not a few of
the regular army officers remarked of Honolulu, “This would not be a bad place to be

stationed.”
[Honolulu,
Bulletin June 27.

H.

I.,

Evening

him will meet him in

gage master
brakeman.

and

Ishmael

.{

it

where

he

.■

for
;4*
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arpt-utry.

>

1

A.

ekport ar. guests of Mr. ami Mrs.
Staples «>n Nortlip ut avenue
H. Matiitt, wife and h
visaing Mrs.

are

Mr.

and

Mrs.

E

C.

W

er

,.

ighter of

Mari M.’s
Wo.

parf

chary

hue.

Mass.,

John E. (Yu,sens of Brook

after

a

left

for

home

last,

short visit to Mrs. (h

Thursday
sisn-r, Miss

s

Juliett A. VViggin.
Bert Meade and sister Abbie '<f Nate k
Mass., visited in Belfast aril Bar Harbor
last week, hut were called home Saturday
by the illness of their father.

Palmer of Bath visited relaBelfast last week. S.a- returned

Mrs. Charles
in

tives

home Thursday accompanied by Mrs. Carrie*
A. Mathews ami her daughter, Miss Maude
M. Mathews.

Capt. George
Board of Health

I.

Ran let,t of

ste-uner

tlie

Vigilant

Boston

w w

tin-

in

city Saturday on his way to Unity to visit a
sister. The captain is a Waldo minty mar.
ami makes an annua! visit t<» Ins old home.
<

Chas. A. Brown, Simm- ami Join..
of Belfast, Bert ,im! lUdiis I.amb
of Belmont, were in Portland M< nday attending Tie twenty-lirst hieun.a 1 'mtvenMrs.

Jellison

tion of the New

England

G.tdandm As--"

m

tion of the Deaf.

Capt.
work

at

intended

E.

<>

Patters.ui h.is

Wiimingt-ntj,
the

S.

.unism-d

hi

*

I>*d

where he sup- if a dredging
construction

steamer, and returned to Uh.u
last week.
Eater he will go to

C., to start the
there.

imw

dredger

st< n.

S.

Ge"rg**n
m

her

wn,

w.

rk

1
Misses Freda Bickm-ll, FranN«• i i
Winsio\v, (J race 'h.idw\ m l » h.thariue
and M >s
Mugridge d this pi ».
Louise Bicknel! of Belfast pass, d the day
Wednesday m a very pleasant wa\ at Vim
alhaveu. They left in the niorniug mi the
steamer Gov Bodwell and returned late in
the afternoon.
If pleasant to-day the same
party will go to Mt. Battle. [Ko. kl uni Star.
Aug. -JOth.

as

A card party, complimentary to Mrs. S A.
Reed, was given at the White House, Lake
Minnesota, Monday evening, by the guests

We

clip the following from the Waterville
regard to the high position of Mr F.

Mail iu

of the

house, with progressive euchre as the
game. A happy incident was the presentation to Mrs. Reed of a “Maine” souvenir
spoon. Miss Mary Flint ami Mr. Bard well
were
winners of the progressive game.

\V. Gowen in the life insurance business.
Mr, Gowen was a former Waldo county hoy
and well known here as a temperance
speaker and worker who has done excellent

[Minneapolis Progress.

Mrs. Rufus Emery entertained a party of
ladies at her cottage, the Silver Star, at
Verona Park, with dinner at the Park Hotel,
Wednesday. The ladies who “never hail
such a good time before” were Mrs. H. E.
Snow, Mrs. H. M. Spring, Mrs. M. F. Page,
Mrs. L. F. Tapley, Mrs. E. H. Harding, Mrs.
Chas. Rice, Mrs. A. H. Genu, Mrs. L. War-,
ren, Mrs. E. P. Emerson, Mrs. G. W. McAl.
ister, Mrs. D. JL>. Swazey and Miss R. B
Trott. [Bucksport Herald.

h-•,

*•

Rehi'iva }{

rs.

Mr. and Mrs.

Connecticut.

Patterson

F.

lb

Ann

ceded,

S.

Henry E. Oapen. former proprietor of tin
Bay View House, Camden, has leased tlu*
Augusta House, Augusta, and will assume
charge Sept. 1st.

Osgood Crawford and Miss
Jennie Morse of Augusta -irrived Monday
to visit Mr. ami Mrs. B. A Roumly.
Charles Brown, who has been clerk for
John W. Jones, left Monday for Readville
or Cleveland, Ohio.
Mrs. Brown, who pre-

ever

k.

we.

North port.

Mrs.

stripes.

last

uia

ents.

Sunday.

Mrs.

frb-n Is.

Edw ird

Lev. W

| Brookline, Mass., are visiting their aunt,
j
j Miss Juliett A. Wiggin. Their brother
John will

M

visited

Biuksport

Misses Rebecca L. and Kate E. Cousens of

Hatch, .Co. E,

Infantry, passed through

I .1,■

A

D.

order

Sections.

Capt.

States

1

1

t

irr;: an iif 1 ’.■> >spee•
\[ is^c
I Damans*
Ginn
t'a and Mrs.
Mary Smith of Prospect are visited their
brother, Clias. F. Ginn.
Mrs. William Irani and s-o. M rvnard ot

for a provision store, which he experts to open
j
British officer, and the freight amounted to
about Sept. loth.
r<5.
A boat for which an order has
just j
Leigh Piaisted ->f Searsmont spent Sunbeen leceived will make a trip
up the river ; day with his aunt. Mrs. Geo. D. McCrillis,
Jordan.
and left Monday for Kent’s Hill to attend
Capt. K. B. Arey, who bought Mrs. P. C. the Seminary.
Peirce’s steamer LeOla, has put the boat in
Miss S. W. Palmer returned t-> Portland
»°od order, overhauling her machinery arid
Monday after a short vacation in Belfast
talking and painting the boat. She was and vicinity. She has a
position with the
ready to go under her own steam Saturday, Lakeside Press.
but Capt. Arey towed her to Brewer with the
Mrs. John Day of Seattle, Wash., with her
Laurena on account of not having an extra
daughter, Mrs. Bucklin, and granddaughter
engineer.
Miss Bucklin, are guests of Capt. and Mrs.
The celebrated schooner yacht and cup deDavid H. Libby.
fender America, after titting out for several
Rev. F. P. Furber and wife of Clinton atweeks at the National dock, was towed into
the stream Tuesday evening to the yachting tended the lyth Maine reunion
held here last
off
Rowe’s Wharf. Wednesday week and
anchorage
remained a few days with their
aoon, with a sj ankiug breeze from the westward, she left l.er anchorage bound for Mon- nephew, G. A. Leavitt.
tauk Point. The party aboard the yacht inRear Admiral Gheradi, U. S.
N., was in
cluded Mrs. Adelbert Ames, son and two
daughters and Paul Butler. Ti e famous Belfast last Friday, accompanied by his
yacht never looked better, and seemed in tit daughter and her husband, Mr. and Mrs. A.
condition to make another successful tight B.
Benjamin of New York.
for the blue ribbon of the sea.
[Boston
Journal Aug. 27th.
Mrs. Henry Hoyt Hilton ami daughter
Katherine and Mrs. Lucius Hilton of CamWith U. S. Regulars.
bridge, Mass., will arrive to-day to visit Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Sibley.
Officers Tell of Feeling in Some Southern
was

t;i

week.

trade, house

M

and Fran is, from Pr.-videm-e, II. I
have
Among the yachts anchored off Xorthport been visiting at G. A. Leavitt's the past
Camp Ground last week was the cutter Mal- week.
lard of Bangor.
Miss Mabel V. Bartlett of Waldo left here
She was built in Chicago
ii. 1888, is 37 feet long, 10 feet
beam, -I feet Tuesday, for Lubee, where she is to begin
deep and measures 11 tons, and is a high- lier third year as teacher in the public
dded and rather antiquated looking craft.
schools.
^ m. H. McIntosh was in Boston last
Bangor sent canoes during the past week |
:o Jerusalem, Japan, China and India. The
| week, buying*goods for Ins new grocery and
sent to

daughter

\\Ys fatle-r.

Middleia.«••.), Mass.,

Bay.

one

|,

Mass., returned Tues.1 ov f> ,>,<
visit
relatives in tins city.
H'uaee W. Phinney left, Saturday

I Mrs.

ri ver.
Mrs.

re

>

Eli Moulton and Mi-sSei

Mrs.

Harry M. Prentiss were m
Brewer Saturday, visiting Mr. Prentiss' old
home on their way home fr.-ru a visit,
up
an

Miss S PY

Webb ami

ist

Cnity
rthp< rt

visit.
Mr.

Malden. Mass

Snow of

yesterday

visited Mrs.

Mrs.
rs

B.

L. E

Umr

Lynn, Mass.,
steamer City of Bangor Tims.iav
niorning, bound to Searsport- for a short
were

Bulges

accompanied her

mackerel

catch of

W.

turned home

port. to attend the fall term of the seminary.
T. S. Ford of Swanv im returned
from
Rockland Tuesday after u ::s!iing
wirty to
outer

Peii'il'S.i.t visited Sumner

past Week.

the

Geo. C. Howard >f Centre Mont vide was
in Bellas: Monday, on Ins return t< Bn ks-

the

,.f

eiits

work:
“Mr. Frank W. Gowen has accepted tieas
general manager for Greater
New York of the American Temperance
Life Insurance Association of New York iu
connection with the Philadelphia agency,
where be lias been stationed for the past
two years. Mr. Gowen’s office will be No.
25.“. Broadway, where Waterville people and
Maine people will always find the latch
string out when they are in town. He leaves
for New York Monday.”

position

1

Letter from Dawson

[From

City.

Paper, “One Essential of Christian Endeavor,” 3 00, Miss L. Mabel Freese, Bangor.
Singing.
Address, “Soul Winning.” 3 15. Rev. John

the Klondike to friends in

Kansas.]
Dawson City, X. W. T., July 8, 1808.
Here we are at our journey’s end for the
present, and all well and
We

condition.

trip and you may judge I gave a sigh of
relief when we landed, as it had been a
constant jar and jangle from start to fin-

On the Bias.
That’s the secret < the £/.\ Bias Girth Horse
Blankets. The
'•«.<—t liat means
cn on t ithey are crossed They work mrtoinatically. The
blanket can't slip. if \-.>i puli one >ide the other
side keeps the blanket li.m. nidimr, and vet it
doesn’t hint! the horse
He a n't rub it loose. He
couldn’t displace it ii he rolled in it.

ish.

4-WJ1.

front

A

did min.

From

could

we

duly

windows in the hotel

our

that the liaibor

see

tion.

the

dust:

When well

iort;ddy settled
ed

it

us,

was

way, and

our

the special

<

announced that

a

in

:

<

om

making everything exactly
right for the germs of con-

dred feet

will get well.

which took

high,

*..:,ii

the 1 is itisli

rvie

<M
1'. •.
The ehitoi> id
.ike

.X

i

opy

f

j

fun

d.d.i,

om

“Sam

and

!:•••

ill

ill

!i>t
A mi

.i

a tour.

v.
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1

s

wi;)
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i,t

iisoiicy
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A
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oit'-rs In
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hi

ii
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we \e

n

Tiii
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lack

-Ii.\

1

pty
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1 ii\

n

L1 I'll
c;.i
been tai.-ilt

■

aiv.ays

to

lioi

!

1

/■;■.-

all In' rest.
be holiest is

uni

in liei propel name; lienee the
‘The TwPs” in tie dedication.

then

rhymes
copies

wen*

w<

of

Hi"

the

border

;r

m

j

the return trip cut
ins coat to supply fur-

It is

woudeifu',

and

suggested

was

on

j

form

when

brass
w

they

buttons,

encountered
who

might

hile under the influence of

Well,

wearer

menadii.g

nd then-

unit.-

»v'*> »‘i

v

\'i

were no

victims of

dust bf-Coie

r.

It cleared bevery body to cover.
landed, and St. John glistened in

>em

:l-°re

vc

’be

sunlight after

'ele<o.ii

billed

its

bath as

special

a

about the city, but
failed to show us the nmst attractive sections
After the ride v e were landed at
v

us

respective hotels aid left

jievio.es fur the

night;

to

our own

and the next

mom-

boarded the tiait: for home.
Some of the paity would have left with
bettei in piessic ns oi St. John,and par ic'd ally of the hostelry to which
they were
w*e

assigned,

had they not been compelled to
begin tlieir journey without breakfast.
As w e departed on a regular train, either
we v. e;
specially unfort mate or the hotel
ts one

lie shunned

to

to

ca.e

meal.

IVe

dis] ense

Ly

t<.u 1 isets

who do

with the morning

all on hard iti ample season, hut were not allotted to enter the
•lining room until 5.80 r. no. although
the <: o s tt eie open and the waiters
present.
Leu we had just twenty minutes
lot Li eakfast.
The waiteis took our orders at <i disap] land, and were not seen
vtete

again until

we were

which

cat

was

notified that the electo take us to the sta-

the d<or.

Those (if the party
•jiinrten d at otl.ei hotels were more forwas

at

glad to say.
It was a glorious morning after the rain
of the night hefoie. The ait was
crisp
and cool and the landscape woie its fairtunate,

est

we are

aspect.

vicinity

8 lie scenery in the immediof St. John is attractive. We

had

passed it in'the night on the trip
down, and now were able to enjoy it. In

due

Mr. Martin and I went out in the timber
this morning and came upon a man runmug a rocker. When we came up to where
lie

he ordered

was

tell

not

us

any thing.

us

away and would
We will investigate

the matter.
There

25,000

are

:>0,000 people

or

in

Dawson at present and l presume a like
number in Circle City, and I am certain
that nine-tenths of these are in tents.

despoiled
the drug.
Logs

are >40 to £50 per
thousand; boards
and timber £250 per tliousaud. The cheapest meal to be had is £1.50, am. from that

up to

£5

Porter

house steak is

£;;

per

pound: eggs, £10 per dozen.
We

j

located

are

on

the side of the Klon-

dike river, with Dawson City on the north.
To get there we must toss the river,
which folks a mile or two above Dawson.

time

we

reached

Bangor,

where

an

excellent dinner awaited us in the restauthe Maine Central Station. Here
the party dispersed, some to visit Old
rant at

Town by invitation of Mr. Bobbins, others
to continue their journey homeward
by

rail, while the Belfast contingent hoarded
the steamer City of BaDgor for a most en-

joyable trip

down the Penobscot.
Before starting on the trip the party
were notified that the courtesies of the
custom officials would be extended, and
that a tag bearingthe words ‘‘Maine Press

that it costs
to town:

race.
Nothing could have been
kinder than the welcome everywhere ex-

same

tended to *the Maine Press excursionists,
ami we came away feeling that we had
been

unusually favored.

lx is

pernaps expected that Maine people who go away from home should have

something

our

middle.

Bennett, landed

lstli and

the

ran

the

as

w

to

ours

say

on

was

riter did not

son or

They

one

see an intoxicated perunder the inlluence of liquor.

collapse,

must

be left to

Pectoral

The
\\ a-li

The Maine State C.

iitri

11

on

Maine

The

have in the Provinces what is known

the Scott act, and whi<Si we understand
to be local option, by which a county may

as

permit

or

prohibit the sale of liquors.

At

place visited a hotel clerk was asked if the Scott law was in force, and he
said it was, but that they were not very
one

strict.

Most of the hotels have bars, but
they are not conspicuous. The fact that
the guests at the hotels were mainly
Americans would perhaps account for the
absence of wines
In conclusion

or

liquors

at

dinner.

may say that this has
been the best written-up trip of the kind
of which we have recollection. The memwe

bers of the Association
their

obligations,

were

mindful of

and those not members

We

came

got

re

lost

through

here,

and

ture

way,

our

and had

nion

will

State

convene

Monday

that

one

stuff

could wish to

how does the

reports here

are

By the
progress? The

war

that the

Cuba and Porto Rico

see.

war

are

is

over

and

free, and that

the United States has taken the

Philippine

Islands and is about to trade them with

England
We

for the Northwestern Territory.

all in hopes it is so, as it will kill
the Canadian system of robbery.
are

Please

my writing on this piece
of birch bark,as I do it for an experiment.
excuse

I have papey.

Will Goodwin.

who represented various papers furnished
written accounts of what prov-

1'.. Union.

a very enjoyable excursion.
We
sorry for some of those who remained
at home, and wish they could have been
are

with us; but congratulate ourselves that
the chronic grumblers and kickers were
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WE REPAIR
WATCHES.

WE SELL

CLOCKS,

boio.

Supt. Christian Citizenship, Rev.

Berry,

Portland.
Junior Supt., Mrs. Eva \V.

field.

\\

JEWELRY,

F.

Bryant, PittsMr. Chas.

\\v rest the eye* FREK
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Always Bought

H. J. LOCKE & Si

■''"“E:.“

Belfast

Livery Co.,

D. B. SOUTHWORTH & SON,

7.

PROPRIETORS.^**

ler, Portland.

Sunrise
Prayermeeting, First Baptist
Church, Leader, Miss Frances R. Upton,

Feeding

Brewer.

Praise

Service,

9 CHI.
F.

Devotional, Rev.

Keune-

Lamb,

M.

bunkport,
Paper, “Christian

I

BELFAST, MAINE,

Sunrise

9.15.

a

Endeavor Music," 9.30,
Miss Annie C. Holmes, Cumberland Mills.
Paper, “Work of Missionary Committee,"
9.45, Miss Laura E. Foster, Cumberland
Mills.

Stove

FURNISHED TO ORDER. NIGHT OR DAY.

all day long when you only
need a fire a little while at
meal time is‘ poor economy.
Such a stove overheats the
makes
house,
everything
dirty, keeps the housewife
busy. A modern

Siugiug.

Address, “Temperance," 10 15, Mr. Ed H.
Emery, Sanford.
Address, “The Christian Citizen, 10 40,
Rev. R. T Hack, Portland
Solo.

Sermon, Rev. W.S. Ayers, Portland, 11.10.
Wednesday, p. m sept. 7.
Junior Rally, 2 30,
Exercises by Local Juniors.
Address, Miss Cora B. Bickford, Bidde-

Coaches, Hacks, Barges

or

Blackboards.

«

ORDERS BY TELEPHONE PROMPTLY BILLED.

FRED ATWOOD

,

Winterport,

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE

ford.

Quiet Half Hour, 5 to 5 30, Rev. F. M.
Lamb, Kennebuukport.
WEDNESDAY

EVENING,

SEPT.

7.

Representing

Praise Service, 7.15

Prayer.
Address,

The Forward
Missions, 7.30, Miss Ella

ha9 none of these objections.
You light it when you want it,
it out when you’re through. It
urns STOVE GASOLINE and I
pays foritsclf in less than a month.
Stove Gasoline manufactured by
the Standard Oil Company, makes
no dirt, never smokes nor smells.
Every modern home should have
You can
a modern Vapor Stove.
cook anything on a Vapor Stove
that you can cook on any other
stove, and do it better.
If your dealer does not sell Vapor Stoves

Solo.
Address, Rev. Frederick M. Gardner,
East Boston, 8 15, Pres. Mas. C. E. Uuiou.
THURSDAY,

A.

M.,

Sunrise Prayermeeting, M. E. Church,
Highland Avenue, (>.30.
Sunrise Prayermeeting, First
Baptist
Church, 6 30.
NATIONAL HOME,

TOOUS.

THURSDAY,

P. M

SEPT.

8

Praise Service, 2 15
Devotional, 2 30.
Reports of Committees, and Business, 2 45.

Twenty

Million Assets.

JgJfSTEAiYl BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION. .4=% Security Bunds for Cash"Real estate b iaU’ 1
or*. Administrators and Trutsees. j Correspondence solicited.

Eut

SEPT. ».

It is especially appropriate to take this
half day recess for an excursion to the Eastern Branch of the Soldiers National Home.
It is live miles from Gardiner and is reached by the Kennebec Central R. R. or by carriage road. The Home and its surroundings makes one of the most beautiful and
interesting spots to be found in New England. The National Home Baud, under the
leadership of Prof. B. W. Thieme, will give
one of their delightful open-air concerts and
otherwise assist in the exercises to be held
at the Home. The exercises will include
brief patriotic addresses by Hon. M. C.
Wadsworth of Gardiner and others.

Over

FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, ELATE GLASS, TORNADO IVSl RAV

Movement in
MacLaurin,

D.

Boston.

EXCURSION TO THE

pleasautly
ed to be

ii>ii 1

best

the

|>la na 1 inn <>l tin- situation
I’liilippiiM'.

aud not Manila alone.
While the preamble specifically cites the functions of the
commission to determine the details of caTt'KSI>A\
A. M.. SKl'T
I).
Sunrise P.*a\eruieeting, M. E. Church, pitulation of the city and defenses of MaHighland Avenue, 5 50, leader, Rev. L, nila and its suburbs and the Spanish forces
Alfreda Brewster, Friendship.
stationed therein it is pointed out that
Sunrise
Prayermeeting, First Baptist the word “.suburbs” is an elastic expresChurch, Church Street, ('» 50, Leader, Miss sion and the language of article one statAnnie L. Cobh, Saco.
ing that the Spanish troops, both the
Praise
Service, First Congregational
Euiopeau and the native capitulate
Church, 0 00.
“with” the city and defenses, goes to
Devotional, P 15.
emphasize this construction. This is the
Welcome, Committee of ’OS, p :;o.
< )ne unview expressed by war officials.
Welcome of City Pastors.
Welcome of City of Gardiner.
usual provision is embraced in the referResponse on behalf of Delegates, 10 00
ence to the return of surrendered arms,
Singing.
the article providing for the return when
Symposium, “The Christian Endeavorer." the
Spanish evacuate “or the American
His Home, Miss Alice A. Dennett, Lyman.
His Country, Miss Carrie L. Gordon, Port- army evacuates.”
land.
This, however, is a formal expression,
His Church, Rev. C. Wellington Rogers, and Secretary Alger to-night showed that
Steep Falls.
there need be no alarm on that score by
Ifis God, Mr. (’has. Woodman, Waterville. hi
statement “There is no thought of the
Solo.
A meric a u s e v acua t i ug.
Address, “God’s Rallying Cry," 11.15.
All the unsettled points in the terms of j
Rev. H. C. Wilson, Pres. Androscoggii Co.
surrendei will have to be dually deter- 1
Union.
mined by the President, though there is
Appointment of Committees.
no doubt that he will approve whatever
TUESDAY, P. M., SEPT. 0.
agreement General Merritt makes. The
Praise Service, 5 15.
terms make no reference to the harbor and
P ray cr.
imports of officers and Supts:
Treas., strictly provide for laud occupations.
Mr. Fred'k B. Samis, Lewiston: Rec. Sec’y, Admiral Dewey, however, has made no
Miss Blanche B. Smith, Lvnian; Cor. Sec'y,
report of the terms.
Miss Anniel L Cobb, Sac ».

trouble and I

no

(,i

enihracing

tpitulat hoi
agreed upon at Manila touched tia- aw
department this afternoon in a despatch I
I- was the s
from Major General Merritt.
uotifica-ion, offi /tally, of the nature of tip- j
stipulations and embraced the complete

Union C
E
Pravermeeting. Episcopal
Church, 7 50, Topi. “Christ's Messengers."

few lives.

a

damaged at all; so we
counted ourselves lucky.
With all our hardships and dangers the
Yukon is one of the grandest works of nanever

thi.

Races

Endeavor ble difference of opinion as to the exart
September significance of the terms of eapitulation, |
'»th, 7th and >h, D'.'s, with the following but the best
opinion obtainable to-night j
provisional program
to embrace all j
constructed the
I

but Charlie and I could have done just as
well as they did
From there we passed

w

( lass

tin-

Wash.Mi To.v,

terms

There was a negro
drowned and live outfits lost the day before we went through.
We had no trouble.
We bad pilots to run us through,

outfits

of last year at M AI'I.KWuOD PARK
1
Everything clean and new. Stake races tilled to ov*

renew our success

Capitulation.

announcement of

■

Rapids June 19th.

of

shall

.•

one

.•

the liquor question;
decidedly a cold-water through Thirty Mile river, which is
very
party, and our visit a very brief one, incli-*
dangerous. The water runs very swiftly
nation and opportunity for investigation
and there are rocks all the way, and if a
weie alike lacking.
But this can be said, i boat strikes it is
dashed to pieces.
Lots

hut

—-

AUGUST 30, 31, SEPTEMBER 1, 2.
Rood day.

Prayermeetiug, M. E. Church,
and White Horse Highland Ave., 0 30, Leader, J. Calvin Mil-

canon

AIK,

<

in

Miles Canon June

at

I'

.•

hnrc ony complaint \rliatever'nii'i
the b'-st m* dieal
advice you cm possib'y obtain,
write xii fie
y. 11 wi receive a
pnunpt reply i 1 ^t may bo of great
value to y
i' Address,
Dlb J.
A1EK, Lowell, Mass.

WEDNESDAY,

Lake

We

THE

We have

conspicuous by their absence. We were
Signature of
greeted everywhere with courtesy and
Association” insured all baggage against kindness, and we trust left a good impresinspection. Whether this indicated reli- sion upon the people we met.
ance on the honor and law-abiding spirit
No need to fear sudden attacks of cholera
summer
of the newspaper fraternity, or the fact
If you suffer from sores, boils, pimples, or infantum, dysentery, diarrhea, Dr.
Fowcomplaint of any sort if you have
that their purses are supposed to be in a if your nerves are weak and your system ler’s Extract of Wild Strawberry in the
run down, you should take Hood’s Sarsapamedicine chest.
chronic
state of

at

If ytv;

dollar every time we go
else wade the stream up to
I do the latter.

This is about the situation:

IS

>1 00 per day, or at the Evans Hotel or or suikv
II > IS* t
Till
wv)
I
(,
>rtM!TSM.lNN IN 111 ITT Of .MiJohnson House at SI 50 per day.
When |
e
Indian I'rimvss ot the Tas latinos. Hare show •: < i.: i* —. \
writing for entertainment delegates should i beamife.:
i>
Mi:
hi i. r \ Moi > ,i \H \m;>i:
not it
specify which they prefer, the private family j
T.TTii: HILTON" the Onii
Hicyele ,l..eke>
or the hotel.
Cards of assignment will be 1
Till. I I.I
THU K\M.\. -lawiiu: the wreck of t!
Mum I;;.
issued to all who apply, so that on arrival in 1 anil im11|y IVrtn llieo.
w. -i
Gardiner they may be escorted at once to
II H.h ISA I.I.OON ASCI' N >IONs l>. .ill .lay and ui^ 1. r u i: n h
ITIl. 3i 11)\\ \ 3 and its varied attractiontheir respective places.
The above rates
can not be certainly promised t<> those who
COM K
K\ KRYliODA
do not apply before September 3d.
E. L. STERNS, Secretary.
F. O.
All applications for entertainment slmuid
be made to R»*v. A T Riugold. Gardiner,
Chairman of Committee on Entertainment.

far

Cherry ixctoral.

us a

or

IGOq

TheEastern Maine State Fin

Arrangements have beeu made whereby
delegates who send Tlie 1 r names in advance
may have entertainment in private families

Supt. Floating Society,
Mosly, Portland.
Supt. Evangelistic Work, Kev. A. T. Kingold, Gardiner.
immigration from Nova Scotia to the two years provisions and will
stay and ! Supt. Missionary Work, K<-v. L. Alfreda
New England States, but mainly to Mass- see the
Friendship.
thing out. It is much the same as Brewster,
President's Address, Kev. E. K Purdy.
achusetts, and this has brought even 1 had expected to find it, except that I Portland.
those who remain at home into closer had not
Solo.
figured on such a system of liPresentation of Banners, 4 15, Kev. W. B
The Mayor of censes
acquaintance with us.
apd corrupt laws.
Shumway, Springvale.
Kentviile has a brother occupying a reYour Populists who think English laws
Quiet Half Hour. 5 to 5 •'><», conducted by
sponsible position in Portland, and he has so much su] erior to ours should be here. Rev. W. F. Berry. Portland.
TUESDAY EVENING, SEPT. (>.
become a citizen of this country; and on But the
darkest time is just before the
Praise Service, 7.15.
a recent visit to Boston
Mayor Rockwell dawn, and i mean to be here at sun rise;
Prayer.
said he was called upon by representatives
Address, “The End from the Beginning,"
though, speaking of the sun, it shines 21
Rev. Minot Shaw Hartwell, Yarmouth.
of live uncles. This is not by any means hours a
#30,
day. We have an hour or two
Solo.
an exceptional illustration of the ties now
of twilight and no night.
Address, “The Misson of Eudeavorism."
existing between the two countries, and
8.00, Rev. Smith Baker, East Boston.
i will now turn to our
passage down
Reception, 9 to 10 u<).
which were originally populated by the the river.
We started June 12th from

large

reaching st.
d-’lui we encountered a brief but
sharp
fhuinier S"in.. accompanied by rain that

tion

and abundance of wood

regarded
Spain
1
we did. In
point of fact, the leading men lk* mi earns are crossed by a bridge winch
of the Provinces are mainly descendants
charges a toll <>i of) cents each way, so

|

tric

this hill with which

on

|

BANGOR

It will aid the action of the

Leader,

If we conclude to stay we may
get claims right here, as two or three men
are prospecting and have staked claims.

be

!
ti e iun
cross
the Bay <»f
I ht leg line. Ten hanging over
\
ii. -V' iintain, ; i,l it was feared it ! ol the
Loyalists who went from Massa1 o g J.
he tl .i k as wed as rough in the chusetts or other ot the New
England
bay M:f iigidn tl k eli leuts favored us; States at the time of the Revolution. For
and i*;11.1
m.ci
the deck many years past there has been a
pi«

not

cabin,

a

we

1898.

F. X T E RT AIX M K N 'i..

Plaster.

we

for fuel.

ail

l'1

ate

to build

how did you find then
meaning the people of Nova iSuotia, is a question often asked of the press excursion-

Bup>

mi g

There is timber

of

m the day the
ain cleared and it
tiie better that the sun remained ists. fu far as could be judged from a
more <-r
less veiled, making the return Hying Visit the Nova Scotians,
although
j
ide 1 lough ti e Harden of Nova Scotia a ! living under different
conditions, are at
very pleasant me. Aniving at I)igby we j this time very much in sympathy with u>.
b« airtid tie get hi steamet Piince ! ami
o-a;u
the war with
much as

o-ui

although

easy.

<

Cherry

a

cleaning

Tt makes all

THE N. K. F VIRBANK COMPANY,
St. Louis.
New York,
Chicago.
iiuston.
Philadelphia.

RATES

will sell tickets at the rate of one fare for
the round trip over their respective line1*.
The Bostou & Maine will make reduced
rates from all stations to Gardiner and return. The Canadian Pacific Railway will
sell tickets at the rate of one fare for therouud
trip, Sept. 5th aud titli, good until the 10th,
from St. Stephens, N
B.. aud Aroostook
stations.

mas-

druggist for

Ask your

DUOl Powder

\

assist.

to

RAILROAD

Dr. Ayer's

current.

if is scarce we think
get some, and will prospect when
have no employment.

the homeward

j

>-nine-an-nour

:an

gen-

journey that the next time the young
ladies started on a trip of this kind they
should be j lepared to administer chloro-

of

are

here and

the effect of

of this color upon womankind

have not

We may conclude logo into American
territory, but there is a great rush there,
uni so we think we will try to get work

The button

\ in>

they

don't know what to do. Winter will soon
be upon them, and there is certain to be
terrible suffering.

was

mania it

Tally

ma!

cured.

expected

The following named roads have granted
reduced rates as follows: The Maine Central and Bangor A; Aro istook will
sell
tickets at the rate of one fare for the round
to
Gardiner
ami
return.
trip
The Wiscasset
& Quebec, Portland & Rochester, Portland
& Rumford Falls, Bridgtou & Saco River,
Franklin & Megautic, and Somerset roads

too

not

to grow on the woodwork

about tlie house. They come easily and
jr
they stick, too—unless you get rid of them with N

SEPT. 3

The open air evangelistic
meetings which
have been an interesting feature of previous
conventions will be held at suitableMiours
under the direction of the
Superintendent
of Evangelistic Work.
^[Speaker to he announced later :

coughs of conare
completely

the

sumption

is over

camped by thousands on the
river bank where they are likely to find
themselves in the water any morning:
while others have hardly got off theii
boats, and sit there day after day and

The artillery men in the
ifatl.e sa fes on board

i-

an

against

Others

on

made into hat

he

L-oats

It
publication.
that the poet, and the owner

us

clean-up

are

to

ueu

war

red-coat.

The

applause

along,

stand upon, and they have done it.
Hundreds have sold out for small figures
and started t > pole back 050 miles to Ben-

complicated with what might
be called scarlet fever, at sight of the first

of the name, each should be entitled U a
barrel of “Pillsbury’s Best1' for the advertising given that sta inlaid brand of
flour.
was

leg

'! | i>i iceman at Annapolis,
it .'.-iYc stud; of buttons

wco

11

at

mania

foi

quested

it

.simms to

leeched with

use

or

And, if

seem

r,y

Address, 3 20
Consecration service.
Miss Marion Munroe Rice, a soloist of
Boston, Mass., will sing at each session of
the convention and other talented
singers

you

completely

soon

marks

Grimy finger

!

*

coughs of every kind.
An ordinary cough disappears in a single night. The
racking coughs of bronchitis
are

POWDER

Address, “Christian Endeavor Grit,” 7.00,
Wells, Boston.

cures

tered.

WASHING

Amos R.
Solo.
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log-

game
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them and do them until
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erally. old and young. But the manner
of wearing the little round military caps
|
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| perched on one ear was not in the least
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j cared twice; fiist in “II. K.
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Indian word for tenderfoot.
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Prayer.
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anything

tend to you. The spring
aud there is n<> work going
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order to find out
the commissioner,

:y, ami it iacr- i*mb in intensity as
got larihei into: | e laud of gold lace and
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books,
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must
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EVENING,
7 15.

Praise

our

you must pay a license of $150.
Every foot of ground in the country has
been staked out by old-timers, and in

other.

The writei invested iu
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No

1

its
tiiitl betti
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a few logs to sell you must
ger's license, $250; if you sell
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meats.
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the

we

three

and

Stop coughing

days

us

police prey upon the tenderfoot in
every conceivable manner.
First, there
was the duty at White Pass; then a miner’s license, $15; then if you wish to cut

mu\

Ha.’tax dai!\.

j

ml tijiit-ami

of

this side of the
on

To-day

sumption.

on in the mines,
sign—these bought by the aud the old-timeis are
doing everything
youi g ladies and in one case only the they can to discourage the
chechawkas,
bug* sum "i \wo cents was spent for a as the new comers are called.
It is the

assignpoet had

.u

following:

L.i

some

be, the }>urcliases of
press patty were mainly confined to
so.!\ciiii >] vis and stick pins adorned by

discovered in the party, and while
Talte i at a station Mr. Ib'hb.ns read the

I-

to

ordinary shopping

on

Hi.

*<»een

■c1"

news

auadian shopper
line than the American

The rain did not damj on <uu sj ints
was comforting to asourselves that there would be no

sure

was

The

laws. The Gold Commissioner is a monarch with power absolute, and he and his

catigoiv that cannot be bought as cheaply
in our own country as in the provinces.
Indeed we think there is more to tempt

the least, and it

tn

It

article in tlie

single

a

the sta-

to

smuggling was profitlargely engaged iu along our
since

border

City.

only mud holes in which to pitch
our tents, aud very few of them.
So we
carried our stuff up a bluff about 8 hun-

tages

party that the Provinces have tariffs
under which imports irom the mother
country pa> duty,and we doubt if there is

and fortified by an exceland. deftly served breakfast w e climbed into-the special elect tie cat that awaitod us at On doot and were whirled
streets

changed

eastern

lent

dripping

have

times and tariffs

fact,

Dawson

This letter must of necessity contain a
tale of woe, for with the other disadvan-

our

coming guest,

the

In

abused

able and

shroud-

was

ed in mist, and the tain heat a tattoo on
the panes.
Evidently at the Halifax they
speed the patting as well as welcome the

through

The courtesy, however, was
appreciated, and the privilege was

conjeetuie.
not

they

was

of hard labor.

VII.

and you

mess

were

fruit and

Friday morning. July loth—and how it

a

crowded with boats tied
to each other, five deep in places, and
when we did find a place to land there
water

SONSyPhiladelphia.

With Our Nova Scotia Cousins.

what

THURSDAY

We know
of nothing better to tear the
lining of your throat and
lungs. It is better than wet
feet to cause bronchitis and
pneumonia.
Only keep it
up long enough and you
will succeed in reducingyour
weight, losing your appetite,
bringing on a slow fever and

load of

peculiar condition of

a

things existing in

Jj
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made in all styles—to fit any horse to
your dealer for 5/A Bias'Jirth Blankets
and look for the trade-mark. A book on the sut jt-ci sent free,
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We found

made.

heavy
dogs,
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on
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easily

can

Horse Blankets are
suit any purse. Ask

I

In addition to the

provisions they took
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stuff in good
the
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were

Board in an, Hallowell.
Solo.
Address, “The Broad Sisterhood." Miss
Florence E. Simms, Gen. Sec. V W. C A.
Portland.
Address. “The Christian’s Care of His
Heart,” 4 00, Rev. *V. G. Maun, Cumberland
Mills.
Quiet Half Hour, 5.00 to 5 30.

GOLD

»nd Stove Gasoline,write to the Standard
Oil Company, New York City.

Cor.

Main and Pleasant

Streets,

Belfast, Me.

dining room has been thoroughly refurnished, and this is now the best $ 1.00 a
day house in the city. Dinners a specialty

The

at 25 cts.
to let.

Good stable connected.
3m34

E. H.

Horses

KNOWLTON, Proprietor.

Notice of Foreclosure.
the
TfTHEREAS, NANCY GRANT ofofMonroe, in betMaine, by
>V County of Waldo and State

deed dated the fifth day of September. A. I>. 1832.
ami recorded in Waldo Registry <-f heeds, Rook
235, Page 38, conveyed to the, the undersigned, in
mortgage, a certain parcel of real estate situate in
Monroe, in said Waldo County, and described in
said mortgage as follows: “A certain parcel of
land, with the buildings thereon, situated in Mon
roe village and known as the Israel R. Grant
stand, ami being the same premises conveyed to
me by Melvin Grant, by his quit claim deed, dated
.Inly second, A. 1>. 1878, and recorded in Waldo
Registry, Book 182, Page 488, to which reference
may be had for reference. Also it being the same
premises willed to me by my late husband, Israel
R. Grant.”
And the condition of the said mortgage having
been broken. I, the undersigned, by reason thereof, claim a foreclosure.
Winterport, Maine, August 18, 1838.
JOEL W. LOW.
3w34
By H. W. MAYO his Attorney.
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Nearly every prominent
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)
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liually slipped her
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over
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way from shore, amid
in*.! waving haudker-

"vred that but
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wont

I

ay to
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liaud-

a

booked for tlie
for pleasure only
the

but

one

woman

a

tell

can

good."

as

cilice my last child was born, thirteen years
1 have suffered from uterine tr. able."
ago.
tes Mrs. Paul D<
ra
f Jelli<
Co. Tenu. "I con-nlted several doctors and
took much medicim-. '.nit found no relief
1 had
twelve wars.
very bad health
Kverv month
I was in V 1 a week before the
monthly neriod
and a week afn
1 was obliged to keen in
cd
b't tour month..-t summer
I was fu-t like
st
w tit
ix i utuls i
rpst
four
months
I was coughing so much 1 was considered in consumption
I suffered severely
Ivin pains in my buck, bearing down
pains in
the womb, c dll-'aud cold sweats.
After taking
lour bottles of Dr Pbrce's t'.ol Jen Medical Discovery my coughing -topped, and after -ix
bottles oj I)r 1'ier.’
Favorite Prescription riv
peri.«.ls became regular ami were passed without pain
Now 1
;m
fleshy, more so than
ever before.
My neighbors are surprised to see
me in such good health alter
having seen me
so low
causes
and
Constipation
aggravates many
serious diseases.
It i- speedily cured by
Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets.

messages were disho yet remained in

j

Xo

despair, and the
uopuuuemry cnaurea oy women who
carry a daily burden of ill-health and pain
because of disorders and derangement of
the delicate and important organs that are
One of the worst
distinctly feminine.
effects of troubles of this kind is upon the
nervous system.
The tortures so bravely
endured completely and etfectuallv shatter
the nerves.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription is an unfailing cure for all weakness and disease of the feminine
organism.
It makes it strong and healthy.
It
allays inflammation, heals ulceration and
soothes pain
It checks exhausting drains
and tones and builds up the nerves.
It
fit- for witehuod and motherhood.
Good
medicine dealers sell it, and have nothing

of the Philadel-

?

nothingness.

/

purchased
government.

our

undergoing

the story of the
E suffering, the

which

were

are

?
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trip only by the

?
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the walls

tortures in silence
.without complaining,
\ before which
the
v\)brief ordeals of the
into
martyrs pale

an
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beleaguered

ach of the forty odd

special, important
'.ample; there was the
l’orvenir, the Cuban
shed in New York, sent
at a
to placate the dis-

Peruvian Andes whereon the
Incas cultivated their cocoa. Farther to the
westward
the hills mount
higher and higher, until
in
the
dark
merged

cloud-canopied

we

coast within a mile of the
wave-beaten coral rock which forms their base.
Later iu the
day Guantanamo is passed—the erstwhile

been made.

pronounced
cent

so

The name,

by

them iu (. uba, but no law to
About forty
isolation.
however, were corralled ip Santi-

compel
lepers,
after the battle
ago Hospital Civil—until
of July 1st and Jd, when the hospital was
needed for the wounded Spanish soldiers.

the ac-

remaining syllables

are an

indistinguishbay, sep-

able jumble. In its broad iuner
arated from the sea by a
long,
of land between two low

promontories,

dozen

[

into the streets, to make room for the
The lepers were'evicted
war.
with the rest, and are now’ mingling with

we

victims of

the throng in the water-side streets, begalms from passersby and receiving
food from the Red Cross, often directly

transports, prizes, the Red Cross steamer
State of Texas,’ the
“Resolute,” bring- from the hands of our ladies.
ing down immune nurses, and other supIu its best estate Santiago lacked every

ply

and relief

ships iu the service of our
Then comes the place where our
army.
troops were liist lauded on Cuban soil,
and the dreary hills up which the

i
|

!

\

considerations, if not in the interests of
humanity. Instead of being too greedy

which Sjiaiu long
Under Spanish rule,

to

of si.00 per ton on
delivered at any Cuban

few exceptions the impoverished Cubans
have absolutely no money for the necessaries of life and cannot pay fancy prices

tax

I

lie

tax-
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‘ption being in favor of
and iron

tax.
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retains

the latter

revived the long
it at _'0 cents

-stered net tonnage of
'.to be paid on entering
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mine-

and

move
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by tlie enemy’s bullets; and. somewhere
there is the silent bivouac wherein two
thousand mother’s boys await the Resurrection morning.

en

peculiarity of this not moist climate
rapidity with which putrefaction
place,
greatest

Siboney, the great fever
camp, where are now bOO patients.
But
it is not yellow fever—tliauk Heaven!

eased

The mothers at home may set their minds
at rest on that.
It is mostly the local

mixed

men comes

acute

j
>

ui:iago iron

f

along the
‘i
Heading

;

'inpanics

)

ks

was

passengers began disappearing, one by
railroads. 1 one.
Not a soul confessed to mal tie met
have two or —oh no!
Perish the

The

■ay.

the

became
in

to

jubilant

furnish employment
-nid impoverished Cubans,
m

passengers

from the

Washington

was

All the

recline

to

stimultaueous and univerand portents known

omens

mariners held true—such

as

row

the

indignation

of the

in

.i

with
in

tlie nautilus and

[

ling in Cuba

-•

dying

bsh

—

eyes

herself,

save

hot

white-capped

ever

beheld.

above the bluest blue
Some of

the

nights

passed in a struggle to hold oneself
in bed, so boisterous were the long Atlantic
swells; and anon, rocked in the cradle of

eight dol-

the deep

invested in

more

gently,

one

till tranquil slumber came.
A notable circumstance of this journey
was that in the whole thirteen
hundred

xpectiug

hi
•an

the bud this

budding

miles

trade. The poor elpek-

closely together

as

w’e

encountered but three vessels—

transports and a mau-of-war. Our
route—in the usual course at an average
distance of 100 miles from shore—was the

two

sar-

i with almost as little air,
piled in pyramids from

great ocean highway to the Antilles,
die lower deck, suffering formerly plied by thousands of merchantnull elements of the uni- men and other craft; but now commerce
d w ater, as well as from and travel are alike suspended because of
in and long confinement,
Uncle Samuel’s participation iu
the
'ns, especially during
quarrel of his neighbor. San Salvador—
:
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rough weather.
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j.

was

fiom those coops bore
those of Araby the

complained,
iglisli swear-words; the

tigers
i;
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some

'ind to make ducks and
“le investment by drop-

the lines of demarkation between

sky and slior

"'ell tell you the rest of
»u the
subject, though

sequence. When we irL"
harbor, after six days’
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a

third

of

annihilated

But it

sea

and

surely Cuba—
the land of tragedy, within whose small
compass upwards of 000,000 people have
died within three years—where more than
*.

the

during

was

population have been
that short

period, by

starvation, disease and the red hand of
war.
By and by Maisi light, holding
iced to bones and feath- aloft its beacon-signal, sprang out of the
1
oncluded that he would mist to greet us. Its tall white shaft, set
profits but dispose of on the eastern tip of the island, looks
dollars a head. When he enough like the Washington monu'n
ashore, after 24 hours ment to give the wanderer a home sick
inant

r

of the fowls

lighterage,

were so

he could

u'ay die wretched few iu
"!'Mtli

of life yet lingered,
iwked them in person at

revenue

with vessels filled with American goods,
which annot be landed because the army

to

is

which I

the steamer
She

came

and will doubtless haw to wait
before all her cargo

more

ashore in the
able

occasionally

to

hours service.

can

be

lighter which she

one

for

secure

of

just

towers
not

the all-powerful military
them and refuse to let oue

was

by

go,

.'igent citizens, and the soldiers to a
The wonder is that some bullet,
aimed by a vengeful hand, does not cut |

great bulk is carried from camp to camp
>

of

horrors of

he was

going
heart-rending

war

morrow—of

would murder sleep
night thereafter.

to

tind

scenes

for many

a

on

the

that
weary

Fannie Brigham Ward.

that when

De Cuba In
War Time.
The
Horrors of War.
Suffering ami Death,
Due to Somebody's Mismanagement.

an

aiu would be

can

merchants who undertook

part of the demand,

to

to

supply

find when they

reached Santiago that they must pay an
average of 100 per cent, ad valorem on
old Spanish
every article—the same

charges

which furnished the Cubans with

main

for

cause

The

rebelling!

merchants appealed to Gen. Shatter and
he to d them in plain terms that they
must

pay the

extortionate

charges

or

Santiago I)e Ci ha, Aug. 5, 1898.
It
would be hard to find an odder state of

leave the port without unloading, and
be d—(l quick about it, too! Many did
the latter, and the few who re raained

things

found

than exists iu this

three-century-

old town. Entirely un-American iu aspect and conditions, its architecture as
Moorish

as

anything

in Morocco and its

themselves

encompassed by

The captains tendered drafts in
payment of the unsupected duties; but
the port officials refused the drafts and
demanded American gold.
Again was
the military autocrat appealed to, again

[continued

everywhere, Spanish, Cuban
and American, and iu the latter army all

on page

sixth.]

are
representWalking the distance of a block, you
may meet officers of every rank and
“previous' condition,” handsome young
Apollos iu privates uniform, some of them

and all colors; and to encounter a
corpse or two, stretched across the sidewalk or lying on its face in an open doorThe
way, is no uncommon occurrence.
sexes

cadaver may lie there for hours before
attention is paid to it—not that people
have become entirely indifferent to death,
but because hoi polloi in these parts has
habit of sleeping in the sun;
consequently nobody notices when here
and there among the wretched throng one

always had

a

enters the eternal slumber.
Passing along
Santiago’s waterside street, at any hour
of day or night, you may see a thousand
pang. The low hills that encompass outstretched, motionless figures, their
southeastern Cuba, rising in natural ter- rags drawn up over their faces; and should
races from the water’s edge, remind me
you examine them closely, you would
of the artificially terraced slopes of the doubtlessly find among them some bodies
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Little Pills.
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Neckwear,
White and Colored
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Mechanical, Industrial and TechniCatalogue and Discount Sheet
WILLIAM T. COMSTOCK,
23 Warren St., New York.
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Commencing June 24. IsOS. steamers 1 '<• i. i•
and City of ltangor will leave. Bel last, alter
nately:
i.«l 1>'"«'UFor Boston, via >«• rtli|•«>rr. < .inn'ri
land. Mondays at B.00 r. m., other da\s -vepr
Sundays at .Voo v. m.
For "Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor, daily
except Monday, at about 7.45 a. m.
For Sear sport and Hampden, Tuesdays. Thursdays and Sundays at about 7 45 a. m.

>2.10.
Address till mders

to

scot

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO..

BFLFAST,

RETURNINC:
From Boston, daily except Sunday at o.t'o i*.
From Rockland, via Camden and Nortliport.
daily except Monday it 5.< <> a. m.
From Bangor, via’ W interport and Bucksport.
Mondays at 12 (K> noon, other da}s, except Sun
days, at 2.00 r. m.
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PORTLAND AND BANGOR.
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28, 1898,
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Steamer SALACIA
I leaves Franklin whart, Portland.
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at

a.

Touching

m.

••

••

and Boiler

Engine

Tuesdays and i
at Squirrel |

Island, Rockland. Camden. Norfliport. Bei- j
fast and Rucksport. arriving at Bangor at 7 r.M. i
Returning —Leave Bangor Mondays and Thursdays at 5 a. m.. making above landings. Arriving
p. ».
at Portland at about
Lands at Lewis whart. Belfast., Tuesdays and
>i.; Monday- ami Thursdays
Saturdays at, 3.30
1
at 8a.m.
Connection- -At Squirrel Island for Boothhay
Harbor.- Heron Island. Christmas ( ove and I’emaquid. At Rockland for Yinalhaven. North Haven
At Belfast with Maine Central
and Stoningtop.
Railroad, and on Mondays ;md Thursdays with
steamer for Islesboro and Casrine.
I \RFS FROM FORI I. \ M > TO
Squirrel Island.- .75, round trip >1.25
2.50
Rockland or Camden.
1.50,
Belfast. 2 o,
*»
4.50
.2.5o,
Bangor.
Weather pern itting.
o.
oLl VKR, President.
2d
CHAS. R. LKWIS, Treasurer.
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Maine Coast Navigation Co.
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GEO. F. FAMES. M, D., D, D. S,
The Nose and Throat.
jNIo. y HI
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.lava, l-ut itjis made In 1: ;•
and the most delicate stomach receives
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FREEDOM, MAINE.
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BOSTON,

Sold
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H. H. LAMSON,
P. O.

TO COW-BOYS AND BICYCLERS
All persons are hereby forbidden driving cows
other animals or riding bicycles upon the sidewalks of the city of Belfast. The laws in relation tothese offences will he rigidly enforced.
W.M. H. SANBORN, City Marshal.
Belfast, July 19, 1898.—tf29
or

Belfast, Me.
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and harden. Market Reports, Fruit t ulturc. Plans
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narrow, crooked, up-hill streets reeking
with vile odors and filth of every description—it is at present about the most Shatter upheld the
Spanish Customs oflicosmopolitan city on the hemisphere.
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Of the many blood remedies. S. S. S.
the only one which can reach deepseated, violent cases. It never fails to
cure
perfectly and permanently the
most desperate eases which are beyond
the reach of other remedies.

abolished.
People were
here for everything in the line
I of food and other necessaries of life. I
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Those who have never had Blood Poinot know what a desperate con-

In normal times there are
in Santiago harbor; but

plenty
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nine boxes of

walk miles without exertion.
'The rheuma’ic pains have not bothered
me since.
Dr. William}-' Pink Pills for Pale People cured me and I have the utmost ccnfi
dence in their merits to alleviate
suflenng
and cure disease.1'
Many brave heroes who returned from
the war found the battle against the unseen
foe of disease harder to fight than the conflicts in war, until they commenced I use
Dr. Williams' Pnk Pills for Pale Fee
pie.
Many have found these vegetable pills to
be speedy health restorers.
They act directly upon the impure blood,
the root of disease, by
restoring the requisite
vitality to all parts of the body, creating
functional regularity and perfect harmony
throughout the system.
Druggists everywhere sell these pills.
now
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Sacrificed to

“Philadelphia”
expected

respond.

Maine Central R. R.

1

charge her important mmnission at this
port in three days time and be ready to
return; she has now been here nine days,

anchor,

lot of Spanish prizes, gun-boat.-,
transports and luen-ol- war. In front lay
the old city on its sloping hillside, its

as a

failure.

has pre-empted all the. wharves and lighters.
A fair sample of that phase of the

caught the first glimpse of Cuba—low
hills, topped with clouds, so vague in the the sons of millionaires, titled Spaniards,
morning twilight that none could trace sulky Cubans, lepers, and beggars of both

•!, and the young specuaccordingly, from eight
ei' to half that sum in the

;

*

!

which

Columbus saw, you know—was passed
unnoticed in the darkness of night. Early
on
Thursday, the sixth day out, we

'■

IS

!

the first bit of the Western World

When

'1'ipical sultriness

word of

a

language find it extremely difficult to do
business at all. The harbor is crowded

a

gazed through

to realize an inof several hundred per
calculation.
It seemed

bring

.1

of

ou

we came

amid

|

his Maine farming enterprise: “The abandoned farm of the Wool and Cotton Reporter
in Freedom, Waldo county. Maine, will cut
nearly 200 tons of the highest quality of hay
this summer.
When we purchased this
farm, and began our experiment with sheep
husbandry thereon, it cut barely 45 tons of
inferior hay. Moreover, we have introduced the Rambouillet sheep for the first time
in Maine, and about 40 farmers in different
parts of the State adopted them from our
docks last year, from whom they will spread
marvelously the next few years, and will
give to the sheep of the Pine Tree State
precisely the elements of hardihood, weight
of deece, and ability to herd in larger docks,
which t-lie sheep of that section require.”

when the lire from

too

luck and

Editor Frank P. Bennett of the American
Cotton and Wool Reporter, thus alludes to

whatever valuable cargoes maybe spoilour
Never was mortal man more uning.
that historic day.
than General
Shatter—afloat
The rest of the Spanish fleet, by the wav, ! popular
lies to the westward of Santiago, scattered and ashore, with both Spanish and Ameri- |
1
can merchants, the captains of all vessels
along the coast a distance of 40 miles.
that
visit
the
as well as with the inport,
Late in the afternoon
to

ships became

1

The Bennett Sheep Ranch.

officers; therefore the American merchantmen
who are unacquainted with the

ileet, you know, which put back, hoping using

The

were

away
read that

at

speak

English,assisted by three Spanish

passenger took off his hat or waved her
handkerchief in memory of that deed of
valor.
A little farther on lies the wreck
<it' the Reina Mercedes—one of Cevera’s

but rhe in-

about 25 cents

man

head who does not

**

I talked the matter over with my wife
and decided to try the pills. Before the first
box was half gone I was much better.
441 eagerly purchased more boxes.
“I continued to steadily improve as I continued taking the pills.
“We were all astonished at the marvelous change for the better in my health.
“It didn't seem possible, after all the years
of suffering and expense to which I had
been put, that such a remedy could cure me

Enlisting in Co. K., Ninety-fourth New
York Volunteers, he participated in many
fierce battles, escaping death in innumerable instances.
The conflicts which he encountered in
war were nothing, as
compared with his
conflict with disease since.
The hardships of army life left him a
physical wreck.
Sciatic rheumatism developed.
For years he doctored and spent hundreds of dollars without obtaining relief.
Three years ago his limbs became paralyzed and he was unable to walk.
He got about only by dragging himself
from place to place by his arms.
It was no trick to run a coaimon darning
needle into the muscles of his limbs without feeling the slightest sensation.
Physicians gave him no relief.
He believed that he would never be anything but a hopeless invalid.
He says:
“I read in a newspaper how Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People had effected a cure in a case similar to mine.
“I had very little money left to experiment with new medicine.

Granville Mansur.

disputed sway. To begin with, the same
port officials are retained—a Cuban at the

Moro

first to

fighting

tiaction of port affairs, which were never
in a worse condition when Spain held un-

we

the port-hole.at a disk of star-illumined
sky and thought of the dear home faces

»ung
I

waves

stowed

Having

os.

the

satisfaction has arisen from the adminis-

little way inside the narwinding channel, lies what is left of
Merrimac, just where young Hobson

The manu-

several thousand

oops,

by

j

1

among the speculators
well-known Washington

■

never

were

When President ^Lincoln called for volunsuppress the Rebellion, S. R. Hunter, a blacksmith in South Scriba. N. Y.,
immediately left his forge and was one of the

son was

this very thing for thirty
years; and after the victory,they naturally
expected another government, with officials of their own choosing. Still more dis-

been

sank her; and as the first civilian ship to
follow him steamed slowly by, every

It

to

Cuba.

Those minis-

an

teers to

fishing excursion it was almost
Our Hon. State Treasurer Simpsupposed to be the best mau in
“figgers” in the crowd and it devolved on
h.m to show how eight fish could be divided
equally among eleven men. We arrived at
the wharf about sunset and were laughed at
by the crowd who awaited our coining, for
our meagre show of fish, blit unmindfu* of
this we went to our cottages and slept the
sleep of the just, conscious that we had done
our duty and if the fish wouldn’t bite
we
were not to blame.

a

civil ad-

chosen

episode of a soldier's life. One of the first
volunteer; he fought faithfully and well, but returned
a physical wreck.
To-day he lauds the specific which made
him hale and hearty.

were

good

queerly though

a

citizens of Santiago, but were forced upon
them by the Queen of Spain.
They have

a

clamor
vesper bells came faintly
inaugurate clination for a recumbent attitude in
to our ears as we sat on deck, and through
private was still so strong that few venthe captain’s glass we could see the upikerOats, with their usual tured forth. Days followed days on the
s
man
thus early to sunlit sea, all so much alike that one lost hill streets all swarming with soldiers,
aud Cuban; but none
less in the new Laud of
track of time and hardly knew whether he American, Spanish
•lulensed milk firm had had been from home a week or a year. on board who went to peaceful slumber in
his berth that night had any idea of the
'.it \e on board.
The skies grow bluer and bluer, and the
sent

"i.

and

md American

of the Cubans.

! ters, they say,

on
corner

“almost persuaded,” but thanks
a healthy stomach I
was
that
spared
disagreeable atllictiou. The
White Island fishing ground not proving
very fruitful we started toward home, stopping to fish only once or twice more. The
voyage was enlivened by jokes and songs
and
was
pronounced a “good time,”
to

Santiago’s business affairs
decidely complicated. Most of the
Spanish officials of the former government have been retained, to the unbound-

rural districts.

Just around

others

n a litter.
Men are dying by the hunspent another night on slop-board,
amid a pest of mosquitoes and smells dreds because of somebody’s criminal
and naturally, to the chief officer
indescribable,
strange to say, although neglect,
on the spot, is attributed a
good deal that
the
had
been
the
day
excessively
hot,
The first long Sunday was a blank.
We
to distant Surgeon-Genwas uncomfortably cold—a feature I properly belongs
knew we were sailing the a nag ossa Sea. evening
Among other things,
of the climate in this part of Cuba which eral Sternberg.
amid patches of wonderful sea-weeds,
is no doubt largely responsible for much shatter’s action in regard to port charges
accompanied by those other navigators,
s
severely criticised. It was believed
of the sickness among our soldiers.

over

iiladelphia

of

“Rainbow in the morning,
Sailors take warning”.
“If the Bermudas let you pass,
You must beware of Hatteras.”

ag able 11 resume work
Hu their own interest,

\

thought. Only,
food suddenly

sight

horror and the desire

a

seclusion

sal.

Philadelphia

•of hoisting apparatus
the submerged
are

the

somehow,

recover
:.eis

had

and other landmarks and water-marks <>t
Botham faded from view, before the

heir losses, by the war
aping of some rolling

t

York and

Santiago! Hardly
Brooklyn Bridge, the bronze Boddess

the

Tie Cobre hills,

in

the

New

line of the

Hues,running from

id

f

ore

our

is the

takes

adds untold

which

fact

Spanish

houses with the Queen Anne front and the
situation
Mary Anne back, so frequently seen in

the

small squalls encountered
1.1(37 miles that stretch between

care

This is

to

but

the certainty that without
maggots will breed in dis-

flesh—a

Ready for
Duty.

count.

ministration,

up and freshly painted, and
made to look as ridiculous as the modern

with incubators, anywhere on the island
and waited for better times and his plant

not some

son

are

pointed

promontory,

in

York

and

ind

horrors to hospital work.
Between military rule

of three hundred years, to rebuild the
picturesque ruin on the American plan
would be little short of sacrilege.
But in
all probability it will presently be bricked

sonable rates, lie might have done better,
.•r if he had established a “chickeu farm”

were

1 in these mines,
in times not
long

icsto

f

New

imported

Our week's voyage was much like others
in this direction. It would be rare indeed

German and Cuban,
then iron and copper
titams around Santiago.

i

with

grow, together, he would doubtless
have dune very well indeed.

u.
ti

have remembered that

to

also carried
aud

engineers

people's necessities,

chickens. If he had brought
dressed fowls, on ice, to be sold at rea-

.,

|

of

advantage

should

for

lixing

lax.
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which

depart- |

The

ton.

has

at

j

ore

take

had the honor of catching the first fish,
as it was nothing but a
sculpm it didn't
As we bad no luck there we ran up
near Two Bush
Island, on which a new
lighthouse was built last year. The captain
said this was usually good tishiug ground,
but it didn’t prove so in our case, as *>111,7 a
few were caught.
From there we went
thirteen miles to the White Islands. This
was the roughest
part of our voyage, for we
got the full effect of the big waves as they
rolled in from the- broad Atlantic. The
little steamer rode the waves like a duck
and behaved beautifully. About this time
the second contribution to Old
Neptune was
called for and responded to ver\ liberally
by several of the party, while one or two

scourings of all the surrounding region,
the sick, the wounded, the diseased, and
Riders stormed in the face of
Spanish cargoes of rotting stuff bung dumped
in the
Human life was held so
guns.
cheap ashore from ships long-delayed
during those few stirring but awful days harbor the city is a veritable pest-hole,
when the young and strong and ambitious tilled with stenches that absolutely stagdead dogs, cats
died with a cheer on their
lips. over ger one. Decayed fruit,
and mules, all manner of tilth and carrion
there are the trenches where our
hungry
soldiers lay iu the rain—where more lies wherever it happened to fall, festerprecious lives were yielded up from need- ing in sun and rain, to quickly become a
less hardship and exposure than were tak- mass of living, wriggling abomination. A

Rougli

doubt

o’ng to establish a U. S.
Santiago and revive in

a

two

with the off-

siege—crowded

months of

•'

|

after

sanitary feature: and now,

there are some cases of the dreaded
permitted to loot and Santiago. The last time I saw the young
lies lb miles east
-.iking of Santiago. There man, he told me with tears in his eyes, yellow type, siboney
of Santiago, connected by railway; and as
Mnith, agent for the that lie had rented a piece of ground and
I shall visit it in a few days we need say
cany, of the Compania turned the survivors loose, hoping that
no more about it at
Neither
present.
spanola, which has se- some of them might recuperate and beneed we waste any space in describing
lor transporting to come saleable: but that iu any event he
Moro Castle, after all that has been said
ii rendered by Gen. Toral
was “out"
fully twelve hundred dolThe trouble was not so much with about it in these last few months.
To-day
ag to complete arrange- lars.
a Uncle Samuel of 15,the chicken business in the island of Cuba it is considerably demoralized in the
Let us hope and pray and
ders as soon as possible, as with the speculator's methods.
If live upper story.
A
plead that there be no attempt at reconA. Donaldson, of Far fowls are to be
a
on
transported
long,
that antique pile of infamous
was last week appointed
tropical voyage, they should be provided structing
Kiuley to collect duties at with healthful conditions, for pecuniary history. After the storms and assaults
I

ordered

ships at anchor—men-of-war, ging

calentura—an

tlie doors of

were

out
1

narrow’ strip

saw a

for

strong upon the “tan” that the two All tlie sick who could crawl

Fishing Trip by $teamer.

Granville Mansur sent to the Pittsfield
Advertiser the following story of a fishing
trip in the steamer Laurena:
Our party consisted of eleven persons, t wo
Boston men whose names I did not learn,
Messrs. Baker and Beau of Bangor, C. H.
Johnson, F. A. ami F. M. Simpson of Carmel, C. W. Mansur of Fayette, M. K. Jacobs
of Mt. Vernon, Warren Grant of Monroe
and your humble servant from Pittsfield.
On counting noses, including the captain
and engineer, it was suggested that we had
the unlucky number of thirteen, but after
several recounts it was found that
“Fattie,”
the cabin boy, made fourteen, which let us
out of that
distressing dilemma. Some excellent hot coffee was served on the. boat which
added very much to a breakfast from our
hastily, packed lunch boxes. The first contribution to old Neptune, “God of the Sea,”
was made
by one of the party before we
reached Camden. It caused much merribut
some
of them got the same fun bement,
fore they got back. After nearly four hours
steaming, out past Owls Head, Crescent
Beach and White Head lighthouse, the
order was given to anchor and commence to
fish. The captain said we were then 35 or
4U miles from Xorthport. Mr. F. A.
Simp-

their

the wav

Wan-tan-ah-mo—with

A

me

hospitals

unimportant point vrtiere history has late-

ly

lepers,

tell you one little circumstance,
Everywhere
characteristic of the place.
iu Cuba lepers roam the streets, without
let or hindrance. There are two or three

maes-

(master) mountains, along which

tro

As to the

tenantless of a soul.
let

malaria, bad enough
drug-stores and dry-goods to be
sure, but which, in the majority ot
houses, as well as in markets and restauruns its painful course in
a
few
rants, for less than their transportation cases,
had cost him—to say nothing of his own days, leaving the patient weak as a baby,
There is typhoid
v
who are at outs with passage-money, $140, for the round trip on the road to recovery.
lilies thus early in the between the harbors of New York and fever, too, and much dysentery; and no

j
j
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w omen

this

enter

to

'icamei

martyrs ot
could only

into tens of thousands
I of homes all over this
laud, he would see

uf The Journal.J
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through

see

ever.
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old.

hundred
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-money.
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curistian

Taking of the Town.
of
ilriitGlimpses

.,

search

\ °f attitudes descriptive of
torture, and poses depicting
( suffering, need not go to the

_

Fine farm in Northport, two miles from Camp
Ground, 135 acres land, nice buildings, large
orchards, 350 bbls. apples last year. Good soil,
never failing water. Will be sold very low and on
easy terms.

40tf
M.

C.

HILL,

39 Miller St., Belfast.

TO LET.
The store in Johnson Block formerly occupied
by H. H. Johnson Si Co. Apply to
C. O, POOR

The Liquor

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

very decided
decrease in the per capita consumption of
distilled spirits in this country.
The
figures bear out the results of observa-

BELFAST, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 1. 1898.
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

CHARLES A.

j BnJei-Manner

PILSBURV,

Northport Camp Ground.
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just the right thing at the right time and
saved the patient many weary weeks of suf-

Miss Jennie Bailey of Somerville, Mass.,
is a guest of Mrs. W. H. Toothaker.
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The Boston stearmers will not
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if

amount

her
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we
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recks of these hilarious

The dances this year at the South Shore

pavilion have been
the work they once did was delegated to They have been on
No man to-day evening. The music
y ounger and sober men.
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the Peace (.’ommis-

is.

somewhat different.
In IsbOthe per capita consumption was a little over three |
gallons; in 1st at it was about U> gallons,

\\ c expected, of course, that the Philipand in 18.4 it was more than lb gallons,
>>ine group contained tlie regulation num- !
in tliat year the i ighest per capita conber of -hiN islands; but are told that there i
was readied,
and since that
sumption
.Are I.l’OO <»t them!

j

time the
a walk-over for the
Republiin Waldo county this year; but
c\:
Republican should go to the polls
to testily tils appreciation of the excellent

V

list

hibitory laws, or to the gradual upbuilding of a public sentiment which en-

ict

courages resistance to the abuses of alcoholic liquors,is not easily determined; but

andidates presented and his eontiin tin policy and principles they
The arguments are all on our
represent.
r

■

it is safe to say that both have had their
effect, and that the creating of such a pub-

ieuv

lic sentiment is due in a large
the advocates of prohibition.

side.

Our opponents have nothing to say
vliat is worth} of a hearing.
Their 10 to

fallacy lias been knocked

1

by

has been downward.

Whether this result is due to the pro-

wall be

It

can

tendency

the

events

the

showing

is

degree
At

all

more

a

till- Czar is for peace.
In
note handed o the foreign diplomats at

■Nt.

.ic

voice

o:

Petersburg

he

proposes an internation.inference tor the purpose of securing
jell and lastir.L peace among the Powers,
and the termination of the progressive in-

al

crease

in

anna

nents

which is

burdening

the people.
The note has naturally created a sensation in Europe and lias called
iorth diverse comment. The French payers generally distrust the practicability
>o£ the Czar’s scheme; but the Paris

Temps

says; “It is to be hoped that Europe, like France, will consider the Czar’s

proposal in a spirit similar to that whereby it was inspired.” The tone of the
Herman papers indicates that that country is ready to co-operate. The North
Herman Gazette says: “Our armaments
were

only

intended for seitish ends, but
for our own protection and for the
never

more

spirituous liquors,

France the amount of

plainly
be

on

so we

but
1

and

tlie increase.

have no

perhaps they

so

of

earnestly

and persistent

It is

very poor policy to cry slinking
after the manner of our nearest

1‘erhaps!

Bankers’ Association

was

the American
held in Denver

last week, and the general sentiment of
the linanoiers there assembled was that
the

tide of prosperity is rising and the
outlook for the future of the country
most promising,
fu the course of his anual address President Hendrix said: “We
h ave long been the granary of the world;
il

we now
we

aspire

want to

to

be its

be its workshop.
Then
clearing house.” And

further:
The first six months of 1898 has broken
the record.
We have never seen such
bank clearings, never have had so many
and
never have held so much
deposits,
The railroads
gold as in that period.
have never carried so much freight.
Three-fourths of all the staples were
higher on July 1st than they were the
Two great harvests have
year before.
been cashed, and through tbe car windows coming here we saw a third getting
ready. Georgia has sold her peach crop
Tor $2,000,000, and is awaiting the returns
from the watermelons. And this is but
half the story.
Our country is ready, in all branches of
its industry, for the new period now
dawning, and out of the ferment there
■will, in natural order, be evolved a system of finance worthy of the destiny to
which, as a nation, we seem to be committed. The cloud, over the dollar of the
United States, so faint in the sunshine of
prosperity, but threatening in the storm,
will pass away, and we have faith that
financial greatness will keep its historic
step with commercial supremacy.

earnest

number of

Sunday

was

The Camtmeetinu Asmm

iatiox.

The

an-

excursion steamers

not

so

grounds. It has not been requisite heretofore for several years for the Association to

legislate concerning Sunday excursions, for
has not been troubled by them. But this

it

an

accident.

A

car-

ed

secured it until a surgeon could be callThe doctor stated that the stranger did

continued violation of both civil and
icred laws, iu tlm advertising and i» >pu!artlie

H

|

List of
Penalty

Candidates nominated,

defacing, tearing down,

removing

It is not desired to

the

mark a

Many

new

SCHOoi

shajpcs

Ladies’ and
Fleeced

niLLINERY.

dress to them is one-fourth the
that other people pay. We are the
first to handle goods of this kind and we
think you will be quick to discern the
advantage they contain for you.

I'ourists, Sailors
Hats.

Large assortment, all

new

and

New

$1.00.

.styles ami all made very

WAIST LIMN-,
LINIMiS, H MR
CAN\ AS

Domestic, Spanish, Saxony,
Germantown, Shetland Floss and lee Wool,

DRESS MAKERS’ FINDIV
TOWELS. APRONS

Scotch,

EMBROIDERY SILKS

I’rices the lowest, quality the best,
every shade known.

are

Departmem

CAMBRICS. Slid
CANVAS. CRIV

YARNS.

goods

,,

DRESS LINIV.^

strong.

All the above

STAMPED CiOODS,
FI R COLLARETTES from

entirely

new

this mouth, ami

we

are

troduee and aequafnt our customers with them, therebuv
that cannot be approached from any quarter.

WELLS &. CO,

103-105 M

A

debt of about

84,000 ht tlie outside rests UpAssociation, ami some "tie, at a
! meeting of the trustees in the spring >>f tic1

the

on

D« 1 Will Alf

J

year sent to the trustees the offer to. pay
th debt if they might control the property. ;
■

'iVer

Thu*
and

was

alternative at

an

seriously

never

though presented

considered

to the Association

the

as

annual meeting last

was instantly repudiated as was
slightest intention of allowing these
grounds to pass out of the hands of its pres-

Wednesday

In the line >f Photographic supplies? We sell e
Will you permit us to supply your wants at u

tlie

ent

!

owners.

A

committee

with property

unsatisfactory

any

appointed

was

owners

fur the

leases for

to

arrange

prices ?

1

We have a tew Cameras that are a liny
style but will do splendid work, which we arc
about half pri Cc.

exchange of j
satisfactory j

ones.

At a meeting of the trustees it was voted
that the renting of the store on the grounds
should not in the future be accompanied by
the lessees exclusive
any clause giving
rights of trade which the Association could
not control, but at the same time it was
voted that no hucksters or peddlers should
operate upon the grounds without a license
fee, and should otherwise be treated as trespassers, for it is evident that the store, belonging to the Association and being a
source of revenue to it, must be protected in
way, while this action does not design
the restriction of the freest trade

CHASE & DOAK. 'CiiC.
25 Main

Street, Belfast

some

ami Mrs. Win. P. Tarr of Gloucester,
Mass., arrived recently to visit friends.
Mr.

OE

destroying

a

the

The building ami lam!. No. Ill Ulneniv Urns’,
known as the Andrews store, in Bella-' Apply to
GKO. E. JOHNSON. Belfast. Me.,
or

Brick house, known

Congress

Jl’LIl'S ANIWKWS.

Belfast.

.1 me

a*
v

street.

1. ! S'.**'

MAINE.

County of Waldo September

1893.

12.

list of candidates or specimen ballot -five to one hundred dollars line.

Cross X. in the Square over the Party name. X
To vote a split ticket, mark X in the square over Party

SPECIMEN

name.

printed

Erase

name

BOYD, Secretary

in list under

\

and pIII

o

m

BALLOT.

known; and its present condition and
prospects are all that could be desired.
All legitimate business enterprises are

flourishing; but possibly those who indulge in cut-throat methods and fake
schemes may be meeting with the public
disfavor they deserve.
If so, that must
a so be set down to the credit side of the

bgsiuess situation.

PROHIBITION.

Our readers will welcome the reappearof Mrs. Ward iu our columns.
We

ance

one

letters from her this week,
of the voyage from New York

telling

Santiago.

Me. regiment held its annual re
Riverton Path, Portland Aug. 26th
those
present were: Gen. and Mrs.
Among
•L L Chamberlain, Brunswick; Gen. Ellis
The 20th

union

For Governor

two

For
Edwin C.

Burleigh

of

Amrni 8. Ladd of

Samuel L. Lord of Saco
For

Representative to Congress

Representative

Frederick W. Plaisted of

Augusta

to

Congress

Augusta

and

Mrs. H.

S.

MelcLer and Dr A. O. Shaw, Portland;
Capt. A. E. Fernald, Winterport; Lieut. S.
L. Miller, Waldoboro.
The necrologist’s
report showed the following deaths for the
past year: Alfred P. Bateman, Lowell; Maj.

Fogler, Augusta; Elijah D. Gusbee,
Appleton ; Lieut. Hezekiah Long, Stoughton ; Henry S. Matthews, Thomaston; Dr.
Lewis W. Pendleton, and Dr. William H.
True,Portland ; Theodore Rensen.Rockland ;
Hiram L. Trundy, Belfast. A letter was

For

be Major Melcher’s twenty-second year as
president of this association. Dr. A. O.
Shaw of Portland was elected vice president,Lieut. S. L. Miller of Waldoboro, secretary and treasurer, who has served the
same length of time as the president.

by local applications as they cannot reach the disportion of the ear. There is only one way to
cure deafness, and that is by constitutional remedies. Deafness is caused by an inflamed condition
of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube.
When this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling
sound or imperfect bearing, and when it is entirely closed, Deafness is the result, and unless the
eased

inflammation

can be taken out and this tube restored to its normal condition, bearing will be destroyed forever; nine cases out of ten are caused

by catarrh, which is nothing but

an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any case
of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannot be

by Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars;
free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
4w33
OT-Sold byDruggists, 75c.

Northport

For

Ellery Bowden of Wimerport

William A.

County Treasurer

For

County Attorney

For

George D. McCrillis of Belfast

Register

Legislature

For

For
James

i

County Commissioner

For

County Commissioner

McTaggart of Brooks

B.

For
William E.

For

County Treasurer

County Treasurer

I

Lancaster of Burnham

For

of Deeds

Register of Deeds

----I
For Register of Deeds

George F. Sherman of Burnham

George I. Keating of Belfast

Melville C. Hill of Belfast,
Alfred E. Nickerson of Swanville,
Henry R. Dawson of Monroe,

For Sheriff

George E. Files of Thorndike

County Treasurer

Charles E. Stevens of Belfast

Register of Deeds

Representatives

For

County Attorney

For

County Commissioner

Charles E. Sherman of Burnham

Alfred A. Small of Belfast

to

Congress

For Clerk of Courts

For Sheriff

Sprowl of Montville

For

Bragg of Lincolnville

For

to

Erskine of Montville

For Sheriff
Exavier A.

County Commissioner

For

Representative

For Senator

For Clerk of Courts
Hiram F.

County Attorney

For Sheriff

For

For

Erastus Lennomi of

Hugh D. McLellan of Belfast

Samuel G. Norton of Belfast

For

Deafness Cannot be Cured

George

For Gove:

Gerry of Ellsworth

Edward Davis of Burnham

H. Roberts of Brooks

County Attorney

Robert

For Senator

For Clerk of Courts

Tileston Wadlin of Belfast

P. W.

read from Gen. Adelbert Ames, who was
mustered in the Twentieth Maine in ’62,
who is now at Montauk Point in command
of volunteer troops. Also a letter from Roy
L. Fernald, a graduate of the University of
Maine and son of Capt. A. E. Fernald, who
is at Santiago.
Major H. S. Melcher of
Portland was elected president. This will

Oscar Hills of

For Clerk of Courts

Representative to Legislature

For

Representative to Legislature

For

Representative to Legislature

Jesse E. Wilson of Belfast,
William B. Ward of Frankfort,
Jesse E. Cook of Unity,

George E. Bryant of Knox,
Emery N. Bunker of Islesboro,
Fred E. Spratt of Palermo.

James F. Grindel of
Mitchell

Islesboro,
Delany of Palermo.

“Shall the constitution be amended

proposed by a resolution of the legislature providing that vacancies in the Senate, arising from death, resignation, removal from the State, or like
causes, shall

be filled

NATIONAL B

For Governor

Pillsbury of Fairfield

Oliver 8.

For Senator

Albert Peirce of Frankfort

Augusta

Represententative to Congress

For

at

For Senator

PEOPLE'S.
--

For Governor

For Governor

Llewellyn Powers of Houlton

by

an

as

immediate election in the

ir

relt. \m

S'eir Colors, all

HETAL GIRDLES,
37c., 50c„ 75c.

,71

We have already received
the fall and winter seas.-u
the manufacturers and tie rtirv of them. consequent^
offer them at a mm I- h.w.
firm in Belfast. Your ins|*»know we can save you im-n,\

New Goods for Fall.
2oc

Children,

Underwear

25c., 39c., 42c.

amount

BYBON

straight ticket,

-•

HATS for FALL

of

cost

j

(,

so

1
To vote a

CHILDREN’S

waist of any kind, or at one-fourth the cost
of an Organdie muslin dress bought in the
regular way. The people of other cities
take advantage of remnant sales, and the

in-

city ->ecularities.
W it'- regard to the sale ol tlie grounds
I'tiicers make the foP-wing statement:

CONQui

new 25c. fleeced M u
feet, is the finest thing ever

nothing
pretty for a summer dress or
an evening party, or ball dress, as an organdie. and at this price you can make
them up cheaper even than a fancy silk

terfere with any conveniences reijui-ir
r.<
the cottagers, but only to protect then? in
i their rights to a
ipiiet Sunday, sitr.nvadod by

be voted for in

to
or

Is

The

meals

,

..

Our

$1.00 each. They are exactly the same
goods that the dry goods people everywhere sell for 33c. and 37 l-2e. a yard,
and this lot contains a better assortment
than a dozen stores could show you. There

urday for their Sunday wants, and visit rs
1
expect to be able to buy other than

regular

prom

15c., 25c., 37.c.

Patterns, $1 each.

We have secured all the remnants of one
mill and offer them to our customers in
bundles containing enough for a dress at

must not
their

big

a

SHALL

time to

STATE
for willfully

In Dress

excursions up and down the

principles.

its

to

ed at any

cornel.

year Northport has been flooded with excursionists, who were extremely quiet, decorriage
capsized and the occupants thrown ous and orderly, and were not interfered with
out, one of them having his ankle badly pending the annual meeting of the Associasprained. A by-stander ar once replaced tion during campmeeting week.
in the
t lie twisted member in its
proper position, meantime Christian sentiment, outraged by
and

1

!

small profit, than

e ver

Spear, Washington; Maj.
The annual session of

on a

Official statistics
newspaper neighbor.
show beyond dispute that the past year
was the most
prosperous this country has

and the other of the situation at

papers are
clare that the Czar’s manifesto will probably constitute a turning point in history.

Mr.

determining;

taining

Petersberg
naturally optomistic, and de-

was a

paniment

Camden,Sigdrifa

Sunday

a

CASHHERE H()Slf

25 cents.

gates will not l>e closthe necessities of regular
travel, and any persons will be welcomed at
any time who come by other means than
advertised Sunday excursions. The vote
also includes the prohibition of ah ordinary
traffic upon the grounds on Sunday. The
store will be closed, restaurants will be open,
but cottagers must supply themselves on Sat-

straightforward,

need in those countries

publish

The St.

of

Why this should

means

maintenance of peace.
We are willing to
give a fair trial to another method of obthe object.”

number of

r'lilS easy in effect.

prevented, open air meetings were held in
Ruggles Park, and there was a large attendance. The music at these meetings was
led by Justin Merriam of Morrill, a member
of tin* Belfast Band, who
played an airoiu-

a

was

is

ly.
fish,

unusual

IslesborOjGardie

the temperance agitators and educators,
the Maine law advocates, who with us
have labored

an

tleman who witnessed

and in

drunkenness

Sherman,

of

crowd and

FLEECED and

prompt, efficient and

are

Wfl

rlOOQ S

we

big

JYTHESE SIGNS WE

Is the best—in fact the One True Blood Purifier.

they must cease in future,by laud and by sea.
There is nothing unreasonable or fanatical
about this resolution.
No religious body
could vote differently aud remain consistent

it in

know

Sarsaparilla

s

choice of hymns or verses of hymns at appropriate points during the services added
to the effectiveness and interest.
With the
exception of Thursday, when the weather

ton, and

meetings.

Serious results wer- averted here last
week by prompt action on the part of a gen-

a

—

id

the plaudits which greet that
ciistiugu shed statesman and patriot.* It
is a Republican year, and there are others
.to follow.
an

W. E.

sees

Eventually

had

Hood

the 29th.

but without the excitement which
characterizes many evangelists. The music
was led by Lawrence B. Greenwood of Bos-

Masonic convention at
Rockland and returned with them Saturday.

|
j

<-:}

son

very enjoyable feature of the
Gale is a tine singer, and his

he

a

sewing machine,

river, aud centreing at Northport, prepared
the way for the action of the Association last
Wednesday, which made all such moneymaking, Sabbath-desecrating traffic impossible upon the grounds. The Association desires to offend none, but utterly refuses to
compromise itself in the future, as it has always refused to do in the past, with any
organization whose practices would destroy
the sanctity of the Sabbath. The Association has never received a penny from these
excursions; it has never invited them, aud

as

—rather have

erysipelas and was weak and
without appetite. After taking Hood’s
he was well and able to work
every day."
Mrs. Almeda Hill, Lyman, Maine.

way,

boro Masons to the

to

very satisfactory
logic of events their cry of hard times in one. It is interesting in this connection
the face »>f a national prosperity unex- I to note that the countries held up to us
ampled in the history of this country is as models because of their use of light
both unpatriuti? and unwise; and their wines and beer in place of distilled spirits
ciiiiiV avion ol the President falls unheed- I
France and
Germany--are drinking
out

Sterling,

F.

a

Advertiseraen

customer.

We don't expect to make our everla-year, but we do expect to so increase our following that success w
terrestrial bye and bye. Just now then, we would rather make eus.

I

My

Litclitield, Boston, 258; Mrs. Ira M,

nual meeting of the Wesleyan Grove
Camphere
meeting Association was held Wednesday
large as was expect24th.
The
oliicers
afternoon,
Aug.
following
ed, nor did they bring so large a number of
were elected.
President, Rev. E. H. Boynpassenger.-. The Castine made four round
ton, Bangor; Secretary, Rev. T. F. Jones,
trips from Belfast and one from Searsport;
Orouo; Trust* es, H. B. Dunbar and Rev. .J.
the Salaeia came from Bangor and river
M. Frost, Bangor: M. C. H:li, Belfast; Rev
ports; the Silver Star from Castine and
1. H. W. U hard', Danfortli; F. H. NickelIslesboro, and the Marjorie from West PeM. A. Farren,
Rockland
son, Brewer:
nobscot.
Tlie M. & M. brought her party as
of Grounds, J. R. Mears,
usual Saturday evening and returned Mon- Superintendent
Morrill. Rev. J. M. Frost, who has led the
day morning.
eampnieetiugs so successfully for the past
A little gul from abroad, who is
spending tniee > ears,was cimsen to comluct the meetthe summer here with her parents, caused a ing of lMP'.i. The trustees organized by
smile among her friends a few days ago. choice of the following officers: Chairman,
While nil hei people are devout Methodists
I. H. VY. WharlT; clerk, H. B. Dunbar:
she has rarely heard the name spoken: “our Treasurer, F. H. Nickerson.
church” being the term generally used in
The Association took action on a number
speaking of that denomination. One of her of matters of considerable importance. )ue
Belfast acquaintances asked her, “Are
you, of the officers of the Association, was intertoo, a Methodist ?” and she replied, “I don’t
viewed by a representative of The Journal
really know about that, but I do know that aud stated the position of the Association on
I am an American.”
these subjects as follows:
The Wesleyan Grow. Campmeeting AssoThe Decrow naphtha launch Orca, which
ciation is a corporate religious body.
The
was managed
campmeeting week by (.'apt.
under its control is not leased exFred Coombs, did a good business through- property
cept subject to the rules and principles of
out the week.
Every morning she brought the
Association. The reputation of the Methfrom
Islesboro to the Camp
passengers
odist denomination, with which the memGround, and returned at night. During the
bers of the Association are connected, is
•lay she took out parties to near-by points.
vitally affected by the management of the
Friday forenoon she took a party of IslesThe

a

sion io Senatoi Frye.

C.

running

well-pleased

Isa

did in my younger days. Whenever
I get to feeling tired and
languid and
cannot sleep at night I get a bottle of
Hood’s Sarsaparilla and it does me good.

as

The meetings were under
the management of Rev. J. M. Frost of
Bangor, who has so successfully led the
camp meetings for three years past. Mr.
Herbert L. Gale of Boston, the evangelist, is
a
pleasing speaker, who presents the truth

Vinalhaven ami Jennette of Belfast.

last

Hut in 18.4

gallon.

a

Eustis,

Eiiie of
of

guide. and now we that the deci ease in the use of distilled
we shall heai of a guidess.
spirits has no: been accompanied by an
increase in the consumption of wines.
the front, as usual, and is
With malt liq tors the conditions are

license

sc

w

the smallest per
capita (•■.aisumptn*n in any year of which
we have
reeoid, tins seeming to show
.-'uof

llailov. of Dead River has been

Mrs.

about .01 of

was

A.

noon,

yachts, both sail and steam, in port here
this season, and at one time, campmeeting
week, 14 sailing yachts aside from those regularly here were at anchor. Among them
" ere the cutter
Sunbeam of New York, the
sloops Mallard of Bangor, Etta of Brewer,

and child, are now
hat they used in the

woman

third of

years.

There have been

the per capita consumption was .:'.l of a
gallon, in Is'.'t .lG of a gallon, and in 1 siu>

:ie.

■-laiitt'!

a

work besides

Belfast was at the
and stated that he
j CamPMEETfN'G. The annual
Wednes- i
campmeeting
week for ; this year was largely attended at every se ssiou aud was very enjoyable to those who

Boston.

on the decrease.
In lsbO the per capita
of a gallon.
The
consumption was
tendency of this was upward until the
year 180, when the amount consumed

MELVILLE « HILL.Belfast.
E* RGE L. BRX ANT..Kimx.
RED E. Sl’RATT.Palermo.
UVLRX N. HUNKER.Isleslioro.
•.

M.

year before the outbreak »f our civil war.
The wine consumption seems also to be

.Belfast.

AilX Is 1

man,

using about

FM X TREASCRKR.

vi VRLI) A. SMALL...

gradual

that is to say, of the intensely intoxicating liquors the people of this country,

■■■ M X i. n>t MISSION
£R,
BRAGG.... .Liacolnville

F

Li AM A

'•

M.

Dunn, Cincinnati; Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Trumbull, Charlestown. Mass.; C. C. McLean, A.

intro-

of spirits declined, until in 180*5 it was
brought down to one gallon per capita

T COl RTS,

,\

gallons.

three

With the

duction and use in the decade from 1870
to iroo of malt liquors, the consumption

..Belfast.
V

show that

returns

day.

Cobe, Chicago, 257; C. E. Tribou, Fairfield,
25(5; Ira M. Cobe, Chicago, 253.

Arrivals during the week at the Waquoit
included the following from outside the
State: G. W. Freeman, St. Paul; H. Randall,
New York; F. Lambert, Boston; Geo. M.

in lN'.Othe average per capita consumption
cf spirits in the United States was nearly

KILLIS-..Belfast.

»

department

The labor

SENATOR,

FOR REGISTER OF DEEDS,

•E< TOT. 1>. M*

who carried

morning;

changing.

are

N ATIONS.

NORTON. Belfast.

G

next

And in many other directions
it is evident that habits have changed or

IuR SHERI k;

.'AMI LI.

of

The Ocean House had a large run
Guests from
rouage campmeeting week.
outside the State included L. W. Carver of
Allston, Mass.; L. Tribou of Wollaston ; M.
F. Elwell of Boston and T. E. Wentworth
of|Bland, N. M. There were 20 guests from
Rockland.

business.

PEIRCE.Eutuklort.

ALBERT

paid

home in Camden

the next

Sarsaparilla

A Woman’s Experience with This
Creat Medicine.
I have had Hood’s Sarsaparilla in my
family for many years and have been kept
in good health by its use. A few years
ago I had a heart trouble and I was advised not to work too hard, as it was a
critical period in my life. This was impossible as I was not able to hire my work
done. I began taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla
and it kept me in good health all through
this period. I was able to do my house-

participated. The meetings opened Monday
of pat- morning, Aug. 22d, aud closed
Monday izing

liquor with him and 4‘set 'em up’' liberally for his customers, has gone out of the

BURLEIGH

OF AUGUSTA.
COl

change in his
who habitually

night and smashed things for

over

which he

forty-uiue

like

Hood’s

a

Belfast, 258; Austin W. Keating, Belfast,
258; Harry Jones, Waterville, 258; Mrs.

and

by Meservey

was

Howard Murphy of
this

things.

temperate

traveling man reports a
guild. The drummer

LLEWELLYN POWERS

XI DO

afternoon

every

year
daily journalism, who is not only campmeetiug
has not failed to be here either on
equipped with brains, but, if not a total day or Thursday of
campmeetiug
A
is
in all

FOE GOVERNOR,

XX

an

of

stress

REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS.

EDWIN C.

patronized.

Rockland.

overcrowded prowithstand the strain and

fession, and

in

largely

The Best

She Is Kept in Good Health by

here last

report that

The bowling alley at South Shore is managed this season by J. G. Baxter of Boston.
There are three alleys for large pins and one
for candlepins. During the season a number of large runs have been made, including
the following: W. S. Hinckley, Bluehill,
278; Mrs. F. W. Gould, Bangor, 268; F. E.
Brown, Waterville, 264; A. B. Magee, age
14, Boston, 263; Sumner G. Frisbee, age 15,

was

days, pensioned by the proprietors, while

a

young
woman was dying from poison at the hotel.
The case proved, however, not to be so seriA physician found the
ous as reported.
patient apparently suffering from some
powerful drug, but restoratives were administered and she was able to be taken to

George

the

created

was

Thursday night by

essential,
Julia Condon of Belfast are at the Partridge
exceeded, as it often was, cottage on Park Row.
resulting in entire incapacitation, why
Mrs. Fannie Sylvester and Miss Villa Sylsome one else did the work, or it was left
vester of Belfast spent the week at the cotundone.
In two daily newspaper offices tage of Mrs. J. W. Emery on Maple street.
was

As in Her Youth

fering.

after this week, but the M. & M. will stop
tions in the various trades and profes- j
when flagged.
sions.
The writer has been acquainted
Miss Grace E. Burgess of Belfast has sold
with newspaper work and newspaper men
her cottage on Broadway to George Sweeter
for more than two score years, and can of
Bangor.
readily recall a time when a sober printer,
Sheriff C. R. Brown and wife of Bangor
reporter or editor, was something of a rar- were guests last week of Chief of Police W.
ity. It was not reading that made a full H. Toothaker.
man, then. A certain amount of stimulant
Priest and wife of Boston and Miss

Journal Pub. Co.

Republican

Question.

Recent statistics show

unrepresented district.”

cured

YES

NO

j

J

Pensions have been granted as follows:
Increase, Thomas H. Smalley, Ea'st Northport, $16 to $24.

NEWS OF BELFAST.

Irti

without the old home paper,”
,\irual subscriber from Mich-

,1,1

Hiram

will

resume

official examiu-

his

herds, stables, dairy rooms,

k

this mouth.

irly

1'. S. district court has
B. ifast National bank as a
the money of bankrupt
r
{the

!

pounds.

It

was

of

shipped

Sunday School will be held at the Universalist Church next Sunday at 12 o’clock.
Young People's Union at (i p. u.

B. h. Wells, whose
hand was severely
injured by a tailing tree June 30th,
reports
that the member is
gaining rapidly under the

treatment of Dr. John Stevens of this
city
The Kindergarten, Miss
Alice C Weeks
will
teacher,
open Tuesday morning. Sept,
btli, at the rooms on Pearl street. A full
attendance is desired on the

Boston.

to

I he Churcnes.

Admission,

cents.

Burnham bought
40,000 pounds of wool last Saturday and
Monday, in Waldo and Somerset counties.
It was in large lots, one man having 7,000

-an
„•

McAlister

The Universal^
Society will give a muMemorial Hall
Saturday evening,
with the beat local talent.
25

sieal at

Stevens is takiug out the fruit and
confectionary department at his stand ou
Maiu street aud is to devote the whole to a
restaurant.
His lunch aud restauraut business has outgrown the space before
given it.
H. M.

LOOKED LIKE RAW MEAT.

openiug day.
Every member of the Twenty-Sixth Maine
Regiment
Association is requested to send
One Bath young lady has a bow on her hat
his address to E. B.
that measures eighteen inches from
tip to
Maddocks, Hampden
It is the largest on record.
k, Miss Morrill.
tip.
[Bath Corner, Me., who is compiling the history of
Times.
the
Regiment.
ini officers held an inquest last
A Belfast young lady has a beau six feet
The next chorus rehearsal will
-nnrniug of Mrs. Brown’s house tall. How is that for
be at the
high?
The decision was
Uni versa list church
avenue.
rt
Wednesday evening,
There will be a meeting of T H. Marshall
was unknown.
7th.
Sept.
Members are requested to bring
Relief Corps next Saturday afternoon at 3
last year's chorus books.
Prof. Chapman
‘base Lodge, F. and A. M„ will
o’clock. After the meeting there will be a will be in Belfast
Friday, Sept. 9th
Thursday, evening, after being ten-cent sociable, to which members of
the
Opeu season for woodcock begins to-day,
luring the summer. Phoenix Post, Ladies Aid aud Sons of
Veterans are and for
partridge Sept. 20th
Hunters
meet Sept. 26th.
cordially invited.
should remember, however, that
Sunday is
live trials in the Belfast Police
med letters remaining in the
Oiiice tor the week ending
t es—Mrs. J. H. Baldwin, Mrs.

Our baby’s face ami neck was all raw meat,
and something awful to look at. The way
that child suffered, mother and child never
had any rest day or night as it constantly
itched, and the blood used to flow down her
cheeks. We had doctors and the dispensary
with no result. By using Cuticpra Resolvent, Ctticfra (ointment), and Cutici'EA
Soap, the child was entirely healed.
Mrs. G A FIX JOSS, 213 Nassau Ave., Brooklyn.
Mothers, to know that a warm bath with Cuticdka
Soap, and single anointing with Ccticuka, will afford
instant relief in the most distressing of itching, burning,
and scaly infantile humor*i of the akin and scalp, with
loea of hair, and not to use them, ig to fail in your duty.

received seuand appealed, and
for assult and battery.

Four
inlay.
ii lukenuess

-r

ind

over

men

C T. U. will meet to-dav.
o’clock, after a suspension
It will be “devotional
14th.
white ribboners and friends are
W.

ist

2 -»0

it

,.

j

Mr. E. C. Dow of Monroe handed us Monday two apples of the Red Astrakhan variety
which weighed together 15 ounces. They
were
nearly three times the size of the
average apple of that kind and because
of their size experts found it difficult to
name them. The tree bore
heavily last year,
but has a small crop this season.

close time fur all game the entire
year. The
wardens say, “take due notice aud
govern yourself accordingly.”
game

E. Clark Camp, Sons of
Yeteraus, sent
squad to represent the camp on the excursion by steamer Castine
yesterday to the
Bangor fair, most of the members remaining
to attend the funeral of their late
comrade,
A

a

shell from a 2-pound rapid-tire gun of
line excursionists to the G. A. R. ; the crusier
Brooklyn is on exhibition in
tmpment, which meets in Ciu- Chase & Doak’s window. It was tired dur1
from Sept 5th to 10th, incluing the battle at Sautiago when Cervera's
by a special excursion train, tieet was destroyed. The “shell” is the
inducted by James L. Merrick brass work of the
cartridge; it is highly
e, Ass't. Adj. General of the
polished aud has a wooden projectile in
f Maine.
,i
place of the original‘one. It was sent to
Fred T. Chase by Capt. E. O. Patterson.
K Bird lias a very prolific and profg-tabu- and small fruit garden on
Band Concert. The Belfast Band will
He lias picked 500 quarts give a concert on school house common next
street.
v.es, and has raised a variety of Monday evening, Sept. 5th, at H o'clock,
k
and fruit. His tiower garden,
with the following propram:

Ivra Heal.

A

The Crosby Inn
sheriff s sale on an
1895, at the office of
yesterday forenoon.

lurades

Levi

Poor, Augusta;

Bangor: Wooster Vinal.VinalLarrabee, Mnnroe: John Frost
Knight, Belfast, who were all

>

:•

•'vs

prisoners

were

reunion

Simeon Gabel of

Mrs.

rued from
:he result

by

■

trip

a

Lowell,
Waldo

into

f their observations
News

Baug*>r

.*

in

.*orr«*-

111• farming more backward
IViiohst ot, many not being
ngh urn. lia\ingaud hardly any
grain harvesting. Charles
M-niroe has three ot the tinest
Waldo county. The farms
no
tckS'-n are almost like garat. To sucli a heiglit lias cllltivat their fertility and beauty. The
;a:her of cows kept for the cream,
nutter
making has been tlie
wonderful improvement in the
.".ness there.
v■

,.

■■

Mackerel

Saturday

Last

into
cauie

tinkers

»

.mlay evening

s

getting

sloop Polyandry with
caught in his weirs

in

tvfii

are

Win. Barton

the

steamer

Sadie

large mackerel
Swan’s Island, ami reported that
tn large and small, were caught
nes at C'astiue Sunday.
Bickneli
i' got a quantity of
large mac kerel
night

on

lot of

a

iu tlieir weir

Sunday night<
r.t
Etta of Yinalhaven was iu
rst of the week with live lobsters.
.stiue Colburn caught
six good
it at Swan Lake the past week.
rs

American

four tenement structure

a

is

"•

and

street,

f-bly,

was

known

once

as

peculiar

account of its

cm

on

Frisbee's family were the only
the other tenements being va-

Ir

family were temporarily stoprtbport Camp Ground. None <>f
been in tlie house for several days.
"■ H discovered
early iu the even>

chamber where the L

house.

f the main
1
■

ded

promptly

The

joins two
tire depart-

to the alarm

niitiued to the roof and

is

whole

Tlie

building

was

ami

upper

badly

by water, but most of the furnihousehold goods were saved There
L insurance on the property. A
•st

held

was

yesterday

concluded when

ii"t

afternoon

The Journal

press.
••

■

Wyman Bullock

kd.

of

Lincoln-

<>f the three-masted schooner

tte

Su-

Pickeriug, was drowned in Fort
ve, shortly after noon on Thursday,
sse!. loaded with ice and lumber, left
V. tow
Thursday morning and came

1

in

ped

r

Bullock, who
Wednesday night in Capt.

Fort Point cove,
on

office as mate of the vessel, redeck while all other bands were
r-r.
When tlie meu came on deck
y missed Bullock, and one of them
»ver the side, saw the mate strugfa-nt'y in the water under the bows.
evidently going down for the last
v's

■•n

u

desperate effort was
■lie sailor nearly losing

made

a

trade.
He
of Boston

bullock,

'eaves one son,
He was 04 ye; rs

be

■

l
■

s

aving appeared
much to

before

Belfast

their

pleasure. Miss
Somerville, Mass., is a
“oloist, while the local talent, Miss
Mrs. Howes and Mrs. Pitcher
^
a good
performance. Tickets will
at the City Drug Store and at the
Fred A. Johnson, successor to A. P.
v>*n*rieldt and by canvassers. The program,
follows, is well chosen and of such, a
r" as
to bring out the varied talents of
Hill

take this opportunity of tendering their
thanks to the ladies of Belfast who so genAmerica.
erously contributed food for the supper tenSteamer Notes. The business of the Man- dered to the old comrades of the 19th Maiue
hattan S. S. Co. between Bangor <S; New Regiment; also to the ladies of the Relief
York is increasing, and F. P. Wilson, the Corps fur their untiring efforts to make the
comrades and their ladies welcome,
agent here, has been notified that a second I visiting
and to all w 1. contributed for the occasion.
steamer is on the way from the great- lakes
Contractor R. P. Stickney has finished
to run in connection with the Pentagoet.
The new boat is fitted for carrying passen- work on the sewer extension in the upper
part of the eit and is now at work on
gers. while the Pentagoet is only for freight.
The Custinebas hail a good season as an Miller street
between
Front and
Cross
He found hut two boulders in the
excursion boat this year, with her head- ; streets.
quarters in Belfast. This week she ran ! upper part, hut on Miller street he met
Monday between Belfast and Northp! rt i with iedge, mostly loose and shelly, about -1
Camp Ground: Wednesday took an exrur- I feet below the surfac *.Most of it was removed with picks, hut a small part required tile
si<»n from Belfast to the
fair;

of

Participants.

i-a'in,e Cliff Berry, Pianist.
J°hnsou,
vi>,au'*e
lias Jennie Hill, Accompanist,
Somerville, Mass., Soloist.
Brahms
Johnson
Beethoven

Bevignani
Rubinstein
Schumann
Mrs.

..

Howes

Selected
and

Mrs. Pitcher.

Chopin
Chopin
Leschetizky

Bangor

Thursday,

MacDowell
Scharwenka

>veietr*

Miss

Berry.

Bach

she will take

an

to-day,

excursion from

Castine and Brooksville t > the fair: Friday
from Vmalhaven to Camden, and Saturday
from Dark Harbor, fishing.. .Steamer M.
aud M. will not make any more Saturday

night trips

to

use

of

man,

was

of

piece

slightly njured Monday while
art ridge exploding apparatus, a
Hying nu tal hitting him in the

thigh.
Nkw

schooners have
left here for Bangor t" load ice for New
York the past week—the Anna Pendleton,
Five

Cottrell, the fore-

F. E.

explosives.

testing the

North port.

Item>.

Shipping

Ai>veutisjE'Ment>.

Sept. 12th,

and until tliat

Sc1k oi

day Win.

begins

Clark,
Row, Belfast, will
A.

manufacturer. Pine nix
allow 15 per cent. off the price on every artiHenry Crosby, Levi Hart, I.-ucia Porter and cle in his boys’ department. He lias .boy’s
John C. Smith. The Anna Pendleton and school suits, coats, pants, caps, shirts, ties
Lucia Porter were reclassed here, each hav- land braces.... “Timely bargains for watchful buyers" are advertised by Fred A. Johuing her rate, A. 1, extended "> years... .Sell.

Day

Emma W.

sailed

Aug. J«itli for Boston !
with hay from A. M. Carter and leather- |
board from Sherman & Co-Sch. Maria I
Webster arrived from Burnt Coat Aug. 28th,
with sand for Cooper .S: Co-Sch. Margaret
discharged gas coal from New York the first
of the week for the Belfast Light & Power
Co...Sell. Jessie Lena, Capt. John Deverearrived

aux,

at

Bucksport Saturday

after-

to repair.
The Jessie
Belfast in 1NS3, and hails
from Boston... .Sch. Etna arrived Tuesday
from Camden to load ice from the Belfast
from

Lena

Light
for

Boston

built in

was

& Power Co. for the

Koekport

Ice

Co.,

Norfolk, Ya.
L.

sou, Masonic

Temple,

who will receive

E

goods for fall and winter this month...
See bargains offered this week by Wells Ac
Co., 103 105 Main street. Quick sales and
small profits is the motto of the firm, aud
new

they
ers.

are
..

offering

.Stevens

great inducements to buyBro.’s are off ering bargains

boots, slices
closing cut tlieir
in

to make

room

and

rubbers,

they are
entire lines of these goods
for their increasing harness
as

business-C. E. Tibbetts, Belmont avenue,
lias thoroughbred (>. I. C. and improved
Chester White pigs for sale... See notice of
tax colie -tor Sargent.
Girls’ Home. Four inmates of the
Girls’ Home have gone during the past
week into

what

we

trust will prove

good,
permanent homes. Alice Newell left Aug.
25th
for
home at 4S7 Massachusetts AveAnna W. Barker-1. L. Perry left Saturnue.
Boston.
Arvilla, Maud and Alice
day to attend the Bangor fair with an exThorndike left Aug. 30th for a home in Exehibition of his cigars... .The price of milk
will be (> cents per quart after S- pt. 1st.... ! ter, Me. These four children will he greatI
Frank G. Norton of Palermo and John S. ly missed in church and Sunday school, as
well as at the Home, and wLerever else they
Ayer of Liberty left Aug. Jtth for northern
have mingled or been brought in contact
Maine to buy rattle... Stevens Bros, lately j
with Belfast people-The Girls’ Home
made a handsome set of harnesses for Peter j
the receipt of §8 as its share
Bradley of Hingham, Mass-Hr. W. L. | acknowledges
of the net proceeds of the entertainment
West bought of L. A. Bowler of Palermo
at the Opera House by North port and
last week a fi-year-old bay gelding by Mes- i giveu
Belfast talent.
But for tile unfortunate
senger, he by Administrator; dam by Daniel
a full house woulc have greeted
Burr_The boat advertised in The Journal downpour
the principal artists, Mr. H. G. Carleton and
last week as picked up by T. G. Small behis charming wife, and a much larger sum
longed to B. O. Norton-Conductor Sulli- would have been
realized for the Home_
van found a purse containing some money
Wanted—capable help at the Girls’ Home.
and other articles, on the street Tuesday_
Apply to Mrs. M. J. Gammaus, No. 6 Church
John Chapman reports some big potatoes.
4
street.
are
all
His tubers
large, one sample at A. C.

Burgess’
weighing

store measuring
1 pound and 7

13x19 inches and
ounces_H. J.

Morrison has finished the concrete walk in

house. It is a neat job.
Leighton Parks of Boston, who has
been summering at Dark Harbor, cut the
end off one of his fingers yesterday, while
front of the custom
-Rev.

working

a

cigar cutter at the Revere House*

Tested and Tried
For 25 Years
Would you feel perfectly
safe to put all your money
One you
in a now bank ?
have just heard of?
But how about an old
One that has done
bank ?
business for over a quarter
of a century ? One that h s
always kept its promises ?
One that never failed ; never
misled you in any way ?
You could trust such a bank,
couldn't you?

SCOTT’S
EMULSION
of COD-LIVER

OIL

WITH

HYPOPHOSPHITES is just
like such a bank. It has never
disappointed you, never will.
It has never deceived you,
never will.
Look out that someone
does not try to make you
invest your health in a new
tonic, some new medicine
you know nothing of.
50c. and $1.00; all druggists.
SCOTT It BOWNE, Chemists, New York.

°
Bean the

Bigaataio
of

jkp

The Belfast

Schools.

ordered for the Brick schoolhouse has been received.
The

bell

new

Janitor Marriner is putting the city school
buildings in good condition for the fall term.
Patterson’s hill as far as,
ami including,the Leadbetter house has been
included in the Brick school district.
The section of

The annex to the North Primary school
building is nearly completed. The carpenters are now waiting for the plastering to
dry to put on the inside finish. The additional room was much needed.

be

follows:

as

10.15

a.

SHIRTS, TIES, BRACES.

Every boy

Ser

Suuday

in.;

school at 12 M.; meeting of Junior League
at 4.30 p. m.; song, Epworth
League and
prayer services at 7; leader, Miss Mary
Wood, assisted by the Pastor. Thursday
eveniug class meeting at 7.30.

1

The Baptist Sunday school is
arranging
for a home department, by which
persons
who

unable, for any reason, to attend the
regular sessions may study the same lessons
as those who attend. Miss Pauline
Rhoades
is to he superintendent, and she will
apare

Prospect Ferry. Miss Ida E dridge of
Bucksport visited Mrs. Edua Harriman last
week-Capt. F. E. Harding and George
Pierce have gone to Bangor in sch Queen of
the West to get the lumber for Capt. W. H.
Harriman’s new house-Percy Harding
visited in Bangor last week_Capt. A. A.
Ginn and wife,Mrs. Rebecca Harriman,Mrs.
B. C. Avery and Miss Alfreda Harriman
went to Belfast last Thursday to attend the
funeral of Mrs. Charles Ginn.. Miss Martha
Harriman spent last Sunday at home, returning to Bangor Monday morning....
Leroy Twombly of Natick, Mass., is visiting his aunt, Mrs. N. J. Heagan_Capt.
Rufus Harriman arrived home from New
York last Sunday-Miss Lizzie Page of
Frankfort is visiting her niece, Mrs. Levi
Berry-Capt. N. D. Harriman was in Bangor several days last week on businessMrs. Orchard Dow of Monroe and Mrs.

Cora Beverage of Camden and Mrs Herman
Dow of Mancester, Mass., visited relatives
here last Friday_The many friends of
Oliver Perkins’ family of this place were

pained to learn of the sudden death of Lis
wife, which took place at her home n
Penobscot, Aug. 23d. Mrs. Harriet Perkir s
Aug. 25th. ..Miss Clara
Ridley of Stockton visited relatives here
last week_Frank Bessiek returned to his
home in Quincy, Mass,, last Sunday....
Lulu Avery, Myrtie Holbrook, Percie Harding .Herman and Albert Avery are attending
the fall term of the E. M. C. Seminary,
attended the funeral

Bucksport.
Thorndike. The members of Bethel G.
T. Lodge enjoyed a nice sup per at their
hall last Saturday evening-The next
meeting of Harvest Moon Grange will be
Saturday evening, Sept. 3d-Mr. Joseph
Gordon is in Bangor attending the fairMr. and Mrs. J. S. Files visited Rev. and
Mrs. D. Brackett last Friday-Mrs. Ida
Trickey of Bangor and Mrs. Rose Blethen
visited Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Stevens last
Thursday....Mr. V. N. Higgins has his ice
house nearly completed-Mr. and Mrs.
Burton Gross passed a few days in Norththe farmers are
port last week-Many of
picking and hauling their sweet corn to the
factory at Unity-Mrs. Nelson Hunt presentedlber husband with a nice boy baby last
Thursday... .Just uotice Mr. Joseph Higgins new pump, right from R. B. Dunnings,

Bangor.

u,

the Central

Tht- Fo rk

Sept.

5th.

Lodge of Good Templars will retheir regular meetings Monday, Sept.
Ail members are specially requested

to be

present.

The Maine State Fair at Lewiston will be
held Sept. 5, b, 7. 8 and 9, with the Good

Templars Headquarters
been kept for five years.

Tent where it has
All

members

are

call and make it headquarters.

to

Ten new lodges have been organized durthe past three months: Iiiverview, No.
185. Peru: Lakeview, IS'.*, Naples; Willard
ing

Memorial, No. 21b, Skowhegau; Ferry, No.
231, Lisbon's Ferry; Westbrook, No. 290,
Westbrook; Wesserunsett, No. 29b, West
Athens; Mt. Phillips, No. 324, Rome; GoldLink, No. 32b, Harrison; Riverside, No,
327, Canton Point.
en

regular quarterly session of Waldo
District Lodge, Good Templars, will meet
with Geo. E. Brackett Lodge, at Jackson,
Saturday,..Sept. 10, 1898, commencing at 9.ho
a m., sharp.
The forenoon will be devoted
to the regular business of the sessiou, including: Initiating candidates, reports of
The

officers and committees, address of welby Bro. A. U. Warren of Jackson,
with response by Sister E. L. Brackett of
Belfast. At 2 o’clock in the afternoon there
will be a public temperance meeting, to
consist of music, recitations, and short
addresses by prominent temperance workers.
An interesting program is being arranged.
come

The M. C. R. R. will sell members tickets
over the Belfast branch, to Brooks and return, for one fare, good to return Monday,
Sept. 12. Teams will be furnished to take
all who come by train from Brooks to Jackson and return, at a reasonable rate.
Dinner
w:ll be furnished by the members of Geo. E
Brackett Lodge. It is hoped there will be a
large attend ance. Delegates are requested
to come early, as all the business must be
done in the forenoon.

Personal.
Nathan Springer of Woburn, Mas*.,
visited at D. H. Strout's the past week.
Dr.

Flanders

Frank
Mass.,

are

and wife of
Melrose,
visiting relatives in Belfast.

C. H. Nelson of Waterville is visit-

Mr.

ing her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Francis Jones.
and Mrs. L. H. Edmunds of Lawrence,
Mass are visiting Mrs. E.’s father, Chas. A.
Mr.

Wiley.
Mrs. Alfred Lainbof Mattapau. Mass., arrived Tuesday evening to visit relatives in
Belmont.

Ethel Hersey of Portland arrived
Tuesday by steamer Salacia to visit relatives
Miss

in Belfast.

Millhouse left Aug. 24th for his home
South Bend, lud., via New York and

C. L.
in

Washington.
Mrs. Helen A. Taylor returned home to
East Boston yesterday from a visit in Belfast and

Northport.

Mrs Howard L. Higgins of Brooklyn, N.
Y., formerly Miss Sarah Cushman, is a
guest of Mrs. Geo. R. Sleeper.
J. Cunningham of Tompkinsville,
N. Y., who has been visiting relatives in this
city, left Saturday on receipt of news of the
Mr. E.

death of his uncle, Franklin W. Brown, of
Elizabeth, N. J.
Freedom.
The church celebrates its
fortieth anniversary Sept. 1st with services
afternoon and evening. Supper will be served in O. A. E. Hall. Speakers from away
and no n-resident members are expected to
be present, and all are cordially invited.
_The Ladies’Circle met with Mrs. Walter

Bessey Aug. 26th with a large attendance...
Beac jn Light Club will be entertained by
Mrs. Elias Fowler of Unity, Sept. 6th....
The fall term of Freedom Academy will
begin Sept. 6th....Mrs. A. J. Billings is
visiting relatives in Portland... .Mr. and
Mrs. C. B. Keen are expected here soon....
Miss Ida Sawyer, who has been visiting Mrs.
A. B. 8parrow, has returned to Massachusetts.
Mr. Frank Clark is quite sick at the
present time... .Mrs. D. W. Dodge and Mrs.
Reuben Sibley are visiting in Boothbay.
...

our

Boys’ department. Everything

i'

marked in

plain figures, ar.d
good on

the Baptist Church this, Thursday,
the monthly church covenant
meeting will be held. Friday, teachers’
meeting. Sunday morning, preaching service at 10.15 and
immediately after the
Lord's supper, followed by the
Sunday
school. Junior Y. P. S. C. E. at 3o'clock. In
the evening a missionary meeting,

well

as

as

At

WILLIAM A. CLARK,

evening

subject,

“Cuba.”

Phenix Row, Belfast, Me.

Manufacturer,

JOHN W. SLEEPER,
Retail

Manager

Department.

Timely Bargains for
Watchful Buyers.
new goods for fall and wintei will be coming in during this moutl.
including DRESS PATTERNS, SILK WAIST PATTERNS, SILKS.
VELVETS, TRIMMINGS, SHAWLS. BLANKETS, HOSIERV, l \
We extend to you an invitation to look it o ir
DERWEAR. ETC.
goods even if you do not intend to buy. No trouble to show _i..ds, 11.:;■

Our

is what

we are

here for.

FRED A. JOHNSON

M (

9

I'.ssoi;

(

LISTEN!

\fr.

TO

\

M

\ .| 111.1,

Established in |S3o.

CAPITAL STOCK, $I5(i,Oe)

S. A. Littlefield
Would respectfully announce to : hr
lic that he has taken the store at.

S6

High

IIKI'OM I> >01,1(1 I K!>

Safe

Eugene

Ferguson, Middletown, Mass

R.

Conner,

Belfast

;

am

land iu North-

1

n
w van” i«
um-juaieil m Eastern Maine
UNEXCELLED in security a^aimr tire

privilege

<

be

on

is
iu

building

a

E. H.

line of Domestic Goods woven by
Littlefield, Cedar street, such as

DURGIN, M. D.

a

Fitting of Glasses and Diseases of
the Eye arid Ear a Specialty.

CARPETS, RUGS,

Office hours until !» a.
Erom 12.30 to 3 and 7

STAND SCARFS,

his lot in the

of the

rear

building will be 24x3(> and

two

factory.
stories

the

All
;

t"

prices

above {roods will be sold at
His motto:
suit the times.

•■<>uick sales and small profits." K*.
ber the place and irive him a call.

..or A

N

I’.W MODI

Office and

will

be

Found

(iKKAT TO Till:

\Y

the Canaan road, between

At that time our Governor was not in existence, communication by rail was thought an impossibility, over half of Maine was a wilderness,
and if anyone had predicted that the Pine Tree

We

Try

improvement ami
they lit like a glove.

one.

selling

are

State would be represented in Congress by some
of the greatest intellects which our Republic has
produced, that prediction would have been looked
upon as madness. To talk about the early history
of Maine with Mrs. E. Tilton, the survivor of the

can

supply Rubber \\ eb Water Pads,
Foil can patch up

your old Truss

so

it will do good

ser-

vice at slight cost.

Poor

tfc

Sou,

spreading

Rubbers.

pretty bad shape for some time,
suffering day and night, when 1 was induced to try Doan’s Kidney Pills. They gave me relief after taking a few doses. When 1 finished
the treatment my trouble disappeared. 1 found
them an effective remedy, and I believe any person annoyed with headache, if they use them according to directions, will find them so.” Just
such emphatic endorsement can be found right
here in Belfaat. Drop into Kilgore & Wilson’s
drug store and ask them what their customers rewas

agents for the United States.
Remember
other.

the

Pigs

name

DOAN’S and

take

no

for Sale.

Thoroughbred O. 1.

C.

and improved

Chester White.
E. TIBBETTS,
Belmont Avenue, Belfast, Me.
C.

IIOS

l'ON, MASS

Hardy tree- and shrubs of all kinds. Every
article fully warranted. Our nurseries are in Dorchester and Belmont, five nines from Boston.
salesman is now in town s,dieting order.-.

(*

r

New

England.

.mill

Opera House Block.
Special attention given
tjhroat.

to

diseases,,f
iv2

nose

and

I have in store 1"" barrels Nowmbe
s:»7
ground Ibmr, Snow White, All,ion, Hvper: .i, .»,».I
1’illsbury’s Best. Tins i- superior to winter or
spring made Hour. Also hav t*v the cargo
,,r
bale. Straw by the lot or bale. 1 will make low
prices. Call.
jtltf
Al.BK 1ST M. C \ 1CTKK,
1 Front Street and
SibleyIVImrf.

******
In order to make room for our increasing
HARNESS IW si NESS, we shall close
out our entire line of Boots, Shoes and
Rubbers at remarkably low prices for

iu

port to them.
Doan’s Kidney Pills are sold for 60 cents a box.
For sale by all dealers j.sent by mail of receipt of
price by Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole

s.UKiKNT, Collector.

A Bona Fide Closii Out. I Flour, Hay aoJ Sirai.

not

I

Belfast

DR. JOHN STEVENS,

Boots, Shoes.<!!

constantly but recurring from time to
When l did have an attack it was severe
and I suffered greatly. When l sat or lay down 1
could not get up again. I often used simple home
remedies but they never effected a perfect
cure.

||.

of

Home (.rown Mock for

BARGAINS IN

of such information as that supplied by Mrs. TilRead what she
ton will bring this result about.
says:—“For a number of years I had some kind of
severe
attacks
of backkidney trouble, causing
ache,
time.

H Vs.

Bleak

short time ago was her experience with an opinion of a medical preparation which has become a
household necessity in the cities and towns of our

the

Mil Nursery Company,

DRUGGISTS

a pleasure, and anyone interested in reminiscences of the pioneers cannot
•pend a more pleasant hour. Among the interesting things discussed with our representative a

here. The

_*-i

c

taxpayers
an* hereby
city
notified tlta all poll taxes anti taxes on personal
estate for IH'.CS are now due and irnmedun*
pay.
inent is requested.
A disr unit of two per .vnt.
will be allowed on all taxes paid before,January 1
l*'-*'-*. 1 shall be in my office in Menioriai building,
> to 1 1 .BO a.m.
fr-un
daily, until further imtiee
of

<

couple referred to, is

so

1

Belfast, Sept. 1, lS'cs. ;fi)tf

Link Fittings, Etc.

ers.

It will become

Ii«m

S-J

E.
Tin*

liAKFli.

We have the latest
many.

Skowhegan and Pittsfield, over fifty years ago, a
young couple settled on a farm a little distance
beyond the pleasaut residence of Governor Pow-

Republic.

Pharmacy at Belfast Livery t •>.
Hospital 17 Congress street.

The

_

out on

Medalist

UN

1 n valuable.
Seven miles

and

Veterinary College.

high.

Clip This Out, You do uot Know the
it

\

Residence and

OfficeTelephone

to

m

DR. W. L, WEST,
^Veterinary t Surgeon.-*?

mem-

THE COMFORT

IS

when

m.

TlI.KPl|('5M Co.NNM 1 I.. N
"'ill be III I tel a st even Tuesday h
Ofb ee ever .1. \V. Feru'csoiuV
.Me,

Water Pad Truss
Moment

p.

MAINE.

tiraduate

It is

m.
to S

SEAHSPOKT,

boarding house

his cigar factory.

to

vaults.

Ontario

Thursday.
I. L. Perry
for the help

the ex ! >ive
..ml fruit the

have

taking their boxes

f

Industries.

P. L. Strout fired a kiln of brick at liis
yard at the mouth of Goose River last

an

year.

anil burglary in the country.
Those reutinu boxes can

CLOTHING.
Also
Mrs.

terport.
Local

a

SHOES

port. Franklin B. Woods et als., Everett,
Mass., to Wesley F. Wood, do.; land and
buildings in Unity. Leonora «J. Kn ra les,

Concerning

\l, 55, $6.50

tor rent at

i» ;r

on,-

new

BOOTS,

to

Islesboro, to Edgar C. Knowles, do. ; land
and buildings in Islesboro.
Henry F.
Knight, Belmont, to Mary C. Moody: laud
and buildings in Belmont. David II. Smith,
Wiuterport, to James A. Carleton,do.: laud
in Wiuterport. Calvin J. Gray, Belmont,
to Henry F. Knight, do.; laud in Belmont.
Augusta A. Hewey, Medford, Mass., to
Sarah Ann Smith, Wiuterport; land in W.n-

deposit hu\.s

Js

land in

Walter B.

$33,000

■

p.m-

(formerly occupied by the Express <
nou will tin-i an entirely

Damon, Unity, t< Alice E. Chase, do.;
Unity. Harriet P. Bunnells, Pittsfield, to Geo. V. Bunnells. Malden; land in
Burnham. J. K. Calderwood, Liucolnville,
to C'lias. A. Drake, do.; land in Lincolnville.
Sarah S. Freeman et als., Belfast, to Sherman \V. Freeman,
do.: laud in Belfast.

SURPLUS,

Belfast,

St

pany where
stock of

H.

11

invited

every article in

on

u

1

Belfast
sume

Sept.
begins, we

school

bargains in stock
regular goods.

uol: Miss Alma A. Tilton !
Intermediate to succeed Miss
Transfers in Keal Estate.
F- worn; Miss Edith II. Thomas from the'
Pit- her to the Brick sfchooi: John McLellan
The following transfers in real estate were
t
the Pitcher sehnul; Miss Mabel Brown t<>
recorded in Wa >1
County Kegistry of
the Fours Mills si bool. Miss Folsom resignDeeds for the week eliding Aug. :>1, ISON; \
ed because of ill health,
Miss Piper for
Maurice E. Hodgd.ui et a!s.. New Haven, j
personal reasons.
Ct
to \Valter M. Cottrell, Belfast: land and
buildings in Belfast. Wm. E. Bowler, BelGood Templars.
fast, to Ralph D. Shiite. do., land and buildThe Grand Ludge regular semi-annual ses- ings in Belfast. Ada Yeatou, Knox to H S.
sion will be li-Ul at Southwest II irbor, Oct
Webb, Boston; land m Knox. Lydia M.
12 and 1. jsvS.
Noble, Pittsfield, to Alonzo Emery, Burnham: land iu Burnham. Inhabitants of Burnf Belfast Lodge will open
Tl.e meetiugs
ham to Alonzo Emery ; land in Burnham. J.
at 7 o'clock, standard time, on and alter
fr

day

school

till

now

will allow K per cent, off the

point a board of visitors to attend to the
students in the different parts of the city.

euce
meeting at the North church, this,
Thursday, evening at 7.30. Topic, “Gospel
Teaching about Prosperity,” Mark 10: 17-J7.
time and place.
The regular services at the North church
At the regular meeting of the school com- will be resumed next Sunday.
The pastor,
mittee last Monday evening the resignations Bev. George S. Mills, will preach at in 4."> a.
of Miss Elia M. Folsom of the Central In- m. The Sacrament of the Lord’s
Supper
termediate and Miss Isadora Piper of the will be observed. Sunday school at l'J m.
South Primary were read and accepted.
Bi-monthly business meeting of the C. E.
Teachers were elected or transferred as fol- S'" iety, with reports from the officers ami
lows
Fur the extra grade at the North Pri_ committees, at o.l.l p. m. There will be a
Miss Lu .: Putnam of East Belfast ; lecture by the pastor in the vestry at 7.1,1
mary
M;wn Mariuii Hayfurd to the South Primary p. m.

t<

12th, the

"

the

t"

From

a new

the reduction to hold

freshman class on condition.
teachers elected to till
recent vacancies will occur at the same

mitted

needs

outfit.

price

The examinations for

his

The

Webb of Unity went to
Aruostook last week to buy rattle-N. S.
Lord made a spanker last week for sch.
Chat.

Hawley
■’

Langley

J

■

vi

Wallace
Beuedix

his life in

giv en in the Methodist
xt Tuesday evening,
Sept, tith, will
; unusual excellence.
Miss Fannie
r> the pianist, is well known to our

■overt to

Vanegas

to

iipt, but he sank before anyone
o h him.
How Bullock fell overnot known. The body was ream! taken to Lincoluville, where
services were held Saturday afterapt. Bullock had followed the sea
and had been master of vessels in
■'ling

Song,

at

(

Sunday, Sept. 1th, will
mou by the Pastor at

COATS, PANTS, CAPS

Those who attended the meeting at the
The following took the State examination
and the papers have North church last Sunday evening enjoyed
Wednesday afternoon, Aug. 24th, at 4' for teachers Aug. ’2bth,
a very pleasant and
helpful hour. The topic
o’clock, relatives and neighbors assembled been scut to Superintendent Stetson at AuMisses Edith H. and Ethel E. Thom, of the meeting, “Practical uses of the Bible,”
at tfie home of Mr. anil Mrs. Wm. B
Swan gust!
aw of Belmont ; Miss Mabel Brown and Miss
brought out many suggestions full of interon High street, to witness the
christening of
est and help.
Short addresses were given
their grandson, William Swan Kelley. The Sadie A. Iitiss, Belfast; Miss Maud lvnowlMiss Ada Dyer, Wiuterport.
Swanville:
tou,
by Mr. Augustus Perry and several others.
ceremony was performed by Rev. J. M.
One unique feature was the reading of letThe second examination for admission to
Leighton, and an appropriate poem was
ters from former pastors and other
read by Miss Elizabeth
clergyKelley. Refresh- j the High school will occur at the office of
men who had preached in the church.
ments were served.
the Superintendent of Schools, Wednesday,
The comrades of Tlios. H. Marshall Post Sept, 7th, at i* a. m. No pupil will be adThere w ill be the usual prayer and coufer.

Morse
Herold

street,

Zampa

Musical scenes from Scotland,
Finale from Daughter of the Air,

noon

George W. Frisbee
:ged by tire last Friday evening.

The house of

the

Grand Selection,
Fantasia,
(By Request)

Maritaua,

the reunion of the 10th
uent in Belfast, Aug. 24th, will be
e
This regiment
7th page.
i. at Gettysburg;
all killed, no
of

rt

Up

Cuban Love

colors.
■

March,

Overture,

sold

was

execution for taxes of

Hon. Geo. E. Johnson
The amount of the execution aud costs was $:‘4S09. The
property was hiii in for the city, for that amount.

■

tains many line plants, has one
i;
which there were blossoms of

property

throughout the world. Pottib Dana a*p Chem.
Props., Boston. How to Cur* Baby Humors.fr**

Sold

■

BOYS’ SCHOOL SHITS,

The Universalist church of Belfast has
extended a call to Rev. Ashley H. Smith,
of Auuisquam, Mass., who has
accepted, and
will begin his pastorate Nov. 1st.
Mr.
Smith is a graduate of Tufts, and is a
talented young man and a fluent speaker.
He is a personal friend of Rev. C. H.
Wells, the former pastor.
Services at the Methodist Episcopal church

i

35 tf

CASH.

STEVENS BROS,BKlfast

;

15. I,. I’lTCHKK’S black tnare,
weighs about
1400 lbs., 7 years old, at a bargain ; also one carriage horse. Apply to

USEFUL in every office and home. CONTAINS full statistics of all Maine interests.

l\ o

W. H. WALTON', (iuiMrty's Hills
address, Belfast, Me.

Complete Business Directory
of the 415 towns. *^0 cities and nearly 1O0
tions in the State.

township map, showing
KT17\A7
*
all the

CLOTH,

over

new

900 pp.,

G. M.

plantaof

routes

railroads.

price postpaid, $‘£.00.

DON HAM, Publisher,

135 Middle St., Portland, Me.

PORTLAND, AUGUSTA and HOULTON, ME
Actual Business by mail and railroad.
Office
Practice for beginners.
Bookkeepers, clerks ami
stenographers furnished to business men. Free
catalogue.
3ui33
F. L. SHAW, Prin., Portland, fie.

TO SANTIAGO DE CUBA.

f were

NO WOMAN IS EXEMPT.
]

impassable by daily
heavy army wagons. Those who
were least injured assisted their comrades,
Had
and hundreds died by the wayside.
not the Sternbergian theory been inexorrendered almost

rains and

Register

of

Deep

\\ ater

who

at North Conway with Miss WalkBoston for a short time_“Over a
Summer Sea*’ is the title of Prof. F. E.

Vessels

was

er, is in

SHIPS.

Regularity is a matter of importance ! Abner Coburn, M L Park, sailed from New Stevens’ latest composition,
comprising
in every woman's life. Much pain is, York July 30 for
several waltzes for the pianoforte.
Hong Kong.
cials ;inii in liis usual
however, endured in the belief that it i A G Ropes, David Rivers, cleared from
Prospect Village. Mr. Zetham Berry
is necessary and not alarming, when New York May 29 for San Francisco; spoken,
mended the U. S. merchantmen to a
able, the Red Cross would have been
no dale lat 30 S, Ion 48 \V.
and son Andrew of Greenwood, Mass.,
A J Fuller, C M Nichols, sailed from
place that is warmer, if dissatisfied with promptly on hand with ambulances, in truth it is all wrong and indicates
derangement that may cause serious Honolulu June 2 for Delaware Breakwater. Mrs. Julia Braddock aud daughter Florence
the doings in this
Of course all this inequipped with every convenience, and the trouble.
Bangalore, A N Blanchard, cleared from from Philadelphia, Pa., Mrs. Lizzie Adams
with
and
a
terferes greatly
is
business,
New York May lo for Yokohama; spoken,
tirst hospital camp would have been close
of Booth bay, Miss Lilliau Spinney of BelExcessive monthly pain itself will
Juue 13, lat 7 S, 1cm 28 W.
Bankers by the held of battle.
serious loss to many people.
Those of the
and Mr. Otis Meader of Albion, Me.,
unsettle the nerves and make women
E B Sutton, E L Carver, arrived at Hono- fast,
and wealthy merchants in Santiago who wounded who lived to reach the place
visited Mr. and Mrs. I. F. Gould last week.
lulu June 20 from Victoria, B. C.
old before their time.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed -Miss Alida Shute of Stockton Springs is
are willing to honor the drafts of AmeriThe foundation of woman's health is
designated, were attended to as rapidly
from Shaughae July 29 for Hong lvoug and
the guest of Miss Sadie Killman_Miss
a perfectly normal and regular percan houses to any amount aie at present and
half
the
New York.
efficiently as possible, by
The
formance of nature's function.
unable to do so, having shipped their dozen
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, arrived at Zan- Hannah Clark will go to Searsport next
army surgeons, who had nothing at
zibar June 4 from New Yurk.
week to spend the autumn in the family of
statement we print from Miss Gergold, ftt safety, to Spain and Jamaica. hand for their awful work. Some of their
Gov Robie, B F Colcord, arrived at Hong j
Mr. Fred Smith_Caroline Curtis is in
trude Sikes. of Eldred, Pa., is echoed
1 from New York.
The local merchants, though eager to instruments were in their
Aug
lv-uig
pockets, but in every city, town and hamlet in this
B Hyde, T P Colcord, arrived at Searsport for a mouth’s stay at Mr. Steele's.
Henry
purchase the American cargoes that are anesthetics, bandages, medicines and country, head what she says:
.The fair committee have met and made
New York July 17 from Honolulu.
now in the harbor, he itateto do so, fear- : food
Josephus, J. H. Park, arrived at Hong out the handbills and will distribute them
Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—1 feel like a
were entirely lacking, and so insuffi20 from New York.
ing that when the old-time duties are cient was the surgical force that numbers new person siuee following your ad- Kong Aug
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, arrived this week. The towns of Frankfort and
abolished, they will have to dispose of the of the wounded lay unattended for days vice. and think it is my duty to let the at Hong Kong June 8 from New York: in Stockton Springs are cordially invited to
remedies port Juiy 9.
join us aud bring all their pretty aud nice
good.** at a heavy loss. It shakes the con- before their turn came. The soldier’s public know the good your
May Flint, E D P Nichols, at Hiogo June 14
have done me. My troubles were painarticles for the ball... Mr. Samuel Gould
fidence of the citizens in their American clothes were soaked with rain and stiffenfor New York.
I
ful meu>truation and leucorrhuea.
sailed from San of Eliot, Maine, and Mr. Riley Bailey of
Puritan, A N
friends at the outset.
They cannot un- ed with mud from the trenches, so that was nervous and had spells of being Francisco Not 2 Blanchard,
for Hull.
Brooks were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. I.
derstand why the United Mates should
R D Rice, Carver, sailed from San Franconfused. Re fore using your remedies
they had to be removed before an operaF. Gould last Sunday... .Hattie Partridge is
29
for
cisco
Comox.
July
maintain the same extortionate duties tion and could not be put on
again. Men | I never had any faith in patent rnediReaper, O C Young, arrived at Honolulu spending a week with her grand-pa.ents,
I cine*
which led to the war against >paiu—es- were taken from the
now wish to say that I never
I
operating table, perJuly 23 from Naniamo.
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Littlefield, in Waldo.
R* R Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from
pecia :y at a time when starvation is haps minus a leg or an arm, or with had anything do me so much good for
.Mr. Moses Gliddeu, accompanied by
25 for New York.
Kong
May
E.
PinkHong
as
menstruation
Lydia
painful
abioa-i in < uha
Thus hundreds of lam- bodies desperately tom
Sachem. H T Lancaster arrived at New Mr. C. H. Littlefield, visited bis family in
by Mauser bul- |! ham
* Voir
would
also
table
Compound;
York Aug 15 from Boston.
lies < t the better class, who are not yet lets, and laid on the wet
Freedom last Saturday and Sunday-The
ground, naked !
that > >ur Sanative Wash has cured
S D Carleton, Amsbury, cleared from New
members of South Branch Grange gladly
destitute enough to seek charity, are pre- as the minute they were born, without say
York
8
for
these
few
rrh<ca.
I
July
Hong Kong.
| me of ieuei
hope
St Paul, F W Treat. New York for Hong welcomed brother and sister Thompson of
vented h\ "hatters action from supply
shelter, and iu the majority oi cases with- words may he lp suffering women. ’’
arrived at. Hiogo Aug 18.
Stockton Springs Aug. iiOth-Mrs. Ella M.
Kong,
ing themselves with food.
out even a blanket.
The y-' -ent Mrs. Pinkham's experi1 Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at San
Littlefield will attend the Cross au.l JackF.ui' V the steamboat passengers being
And there they lay
suffering, dying, ence in treating female ills is unparal- Francisco Dec 17 from Seattle.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, arrived at sou reunion in Merrill Sept. 1st, remaining
obliged, unexpectedly, to remain two or unattended, without food or water, for leled. for years she worked side by
Hong Kong May 12 from New York; in port i a few days with her sisters, Mrs. John Cross
side with Airs. Lydia E. Pinkham, and
three weeks in this pmry stricken, two long, awful days.
To add to the horJuly 9.
and Mrs. Lewis Winehenback.... Mr. Bert
for sometime past has had sole charge
Tillie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, cleared
fever-infested town! Those who desire to rors of that < xdgotha.it ruined incessantly,
from Philadelphia July 9 for Portland, O. : Blanchard and Miss Hattie Kingsbury itof the correspondence department of
“boaid*' on the vessel- anchored a mile and the army hospital corps, like the
W.
tended the campmeeting at Verona last Sunher great business, treating by letter spoken July 29, lat 9 N, urn 29
Win H Macy, Amsbury, sailed from \ ok tor tw«. out in the bay—may do s<» at the
foolish virgins of the .‘scriptures, had
day.. .Mrs. Justin Grant is m Frankfort
as many as a hundred thousand ailing
liama July 13 for Port Townsend.
rate of ^4 pei diem, as hum as supplies ! forgotten t<» provide «»il: so there was no
women during a single year.
\Ym li Conner, J T Erskiue, sailed from visiting her sou, Mr. Ed. Grant-Edwin
New York April 20 for Shanghai.
Knowltou, wife aud children, aud William
All suffering women are invited to
hold our, and may go ashore whenevei light but that of the weeping skies and
W J Rotch, Sewall C Lancaster, sailed Hamlin and sou <-f Brooks are
visiting Mr.
they like, unless quarantine interferes, by an occasional dickering candle, by which write freely to Airs. Pinkham. at Lynn, from Seattle June 4 for New York.
aud'Mrs. Manley Knowlton....Mr. Josiah
Mass., for advice about their health.
the
of
and
cut
into
50
to
saw
human
bones
paying
customary boat-charge
quiverBARKS.
Colson has gone to Seal Harbor to drive a
.’uni*' T*-rr**ll,
Cniontown, Pa., was cured of
cents each way.
There are two swell ing desh. without tJie blessed boon *of
Alice Reed, Alansou Ford, arrived at buckboard for the season-Sanford Libby
a bald case of ivy poison by using
clubs in Santiago. American and Spanish, j chloroform.
When the little band of the
Wey mouth, N S June ;;o from Providence.
is in Augusta ou business.
C P. Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at Port
where men may live, it rich enough; belied Cross finally forced its way to the
Natal July 12 from New Yoim.
b
sides several tieudas, or
w-class restau- spot, the ladies of the party wading waist
Edward May, arrived at Seattle Aug 10
By sprinkling tin* powder on it was cased inv
Papers and Periodicals.
m diatcly an
cured effectively, This* onlv proves
from Vladivostok.
rants, which demand high class prices for
deep in the surf to reach the shore, and
that Comfort Powder is the great skin comforter.
Monteviedo
from
sailed
Ethel,
Dodge,
the poorest food. Even the citizens,ordina- walking miles inland—Miss Barton knew
The Camden Herald lias dropped its illusJune 7 for Puerto Burghi.
Literary News and Notes.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from trated
rily so hospitable, are too poor since the exactly what to do.
heading and adopted a plain letter—
Asking leave of
N Z. May 28 for New York.
Auckland,
long war to entertain guests; and there- nobody, she directed fires to be built as
Harriet S Jackson, arrived at New York a decided improvement.
Appletons' Popular Science Monthly
fore the traveler, without plenty of scrip <
Robert i>. Towne, formerly editor of the
quickly as possible with the rain-soaked for September will contain a sketch of Aug 23 from Brunswick, Da.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, arrived at
in his purse, tinds himself in the condition materials at hand, ami over them were Charles Goodyear, the discover of the
Lewiston Daily Sun, has accepted a position
I
vulcanization process in connection with Rosario July 11 from Buenos Ayres.
of the son of Man, without where to lay
lolaui, McClure, sailed from New \ ork ou ’lie Philadelphia Daily Item to conduct a
rubber industry.
The important
put her big granite kettles, filled with the
May 10 for Honolulu and Hong Kong.
his head.
humorous department.
One of the Philadelphia's pas- water.
In some of them good, strong place which rubber occupies in the arts
Mabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, sailed from
Prof. C. Hanford Henderson’s fourth chapsengers perpetrated a huge joke on him- gruel was made, and cans of condensed is largely due to our acquaintance with Buenos Ayres June 10 for Barbadoes.
this process.
Goodyear’s contribution to
Matanzas, arrived at New York June 8 ter on the Philosophy of Manual Training
self. Th ing of steamship fare, he thought milk stiried into others.
Plenty of oil the advancement of civilization seems to from Philadelphia.
will appear in Appleton’s Popular Science
he would try a change ashore, and said to and
lanterns
were
be not generally appreciated.
Olive Thurlow. JO Hayes, 1‘leared from
and
provided,
Monthly for September. It discusses the
20 for Boston.
his feilow-sufferers; “(rentlemen, I am with her
Pensacola
A
July
Maine
book
a
Maine
author
which
by
usual wonderful
foresight, deserves more than a
Penobscot, E G Parker, arrived at Hong results of manual training.
notice
has
to
town
to
passing
a
who
going
get
square meal;
Miss Barton had brought along a quantity
June 28 from Newcastle.
just appeared from the press of L. C. Kong
will join me"': Fortunately for his pocket- of
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, cleared from
cotton cloth.
This she tore into strips,
& Co., Boston.
The book is “The
Page
Bridgewater, N S, July 2* for Buenos Ayres. flaxim’s Most Wonderful Invention.
book. nobody accepted the invitation. the
length of a sheet, and sent the men of Sleeping Beauty: A Modern Version,” and
Rose Innis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
the
heard
author
is
that
the
clubs
were
that
talented
Waterville
New York Aug 2 for Rio Janeiro.
Having
Samuel Maxim. Brother ot’ the Great Invenexpen- her party ahead with lights to cover the
(
Mattie
whose
Baker
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, cleared from
Dunn,
and
Hudson Maxim,
graceful
tor*. Hiram
Has
sive, he did not patronize either of them, naked sufferers. The women quickly fol- lady,
has often given pleasure to a wide Rajang March 28 for Shanghai.
style
Discovered a substance of incalculable
but went to a modest restaurant and orSt Lucie, arrived at Rio Janeiro March 28
lowed, each with a tin cup and a steam- circle of readers. The book is issued in
Value.
from New York.
dered such a meal as would cost in the
ing bucket of milk or gruel. They found the Cosy Coiner series, and while it is deThomas A Goddard, W S Grifhu, cleared Hiram Maxim’s present visit to America has
for young readers it is a story from Boston
United States about 50 cents. To be sure,
signed
of
the
soldiers
July 2 for Rosario,
added greatly to the interest already taken
|
many
unconscious, others which older
will
with
read
people
delight
Willard Mudgett, A C C« W ord, arrived
some essentials were lacking.
Butter, of delirious, or raving, howling and
cursing and profit. The scene of the tale is a lit- j at Turks Island Aug. from Barbadues, to here iu the recent inventions of his brother
was
not
and
there was in
course,
expected:
Samuel. Mr. Samuel Maxim of Wayne as
agony.
Kneeling beside each, the lit- tle island in Penobscot bay where the load for Boston.
neither milk, bread, nor “relish” of any
is well known, is a brother of the great intle band of workers lifted the poor heads heroine, 'Lizabeth Eaton, aged eight,
SCHOONERS.
lives with her uncle, an honest old fishersort.
He had a broth, a stew of odds and in
ventors, Iliram and Hudson Maxim, of
their arms and put between the parchfrom
sailed
The little Princess,
Georgia Gilkey W R Gilkey,
man, and his wife.
world-wide fame for their marvelous invenvnd~. a chunk of boiled beef, (possibly
ed lips the first taste of food they had had as the author calls her, knows absolutely
Boston Aug 18 for Loiusburg, C B.
noise or
Gladys, H B Colson, arrived at Philadel- tions (if macltiue-guu and smokeless powder.
dog) half of a pine-apple and a for days.
nothing beyond the narrow limits of the
Samuel ;s an inventor of no less talent than
phia
Aug 4 from New York.
:
island.
That
is
her
letter
world.
The
with
blown
■up
coffee,
story
sugar;
Gradually consciousness returned to
Henry Clausen, .-Jr. Appleby, arrived at they, as has been shown by his discovery t
with
the
arrival
of
the
“Prince’’
and *.F, bill for this s unipt sums repast was
opens
Boston Aug 17 from Weehawkeu.
!
had
almost
passed
beyond the who is to awaken the sleeping beauty and
j many
John C Smith, Kneeland, arrived at the art of producing that famous Damascus
exactly sg:,.T5l
1 >order- line of tin*
Unknown, and the light show her the greatness of the world and Boston Aug 5 from Brunswick, Ga.
[ steel, but Ins mind, now turned to the soiv^ "Hi correspondent has met with no
the glory of life.
The Prince is a tenLester A Lewis, Kimball, arrived at Ban- iug of problems in medical chemistry, has
! <*f reason returned to
'yes filled with
Belfast,
18
from
i wrought achievements of still greater iinsuch tiioB. Vicing safely housed in bed
Boston boy, Arthur Lenox, who gor Aug
! fren;:\. Thus hundred-- <if mother's boys year-old
Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at Belfast
was committed f«»r the summer to the safe i
j portance.
Vi'"" hi .uhmartei-s.
Miss Barron and her were saved, who iu a few hours
22 from Boston.
more of
keeping of the old fisherman, the Princess’ Aug
kR
at
arrived
writer that by Mr. Maxim's latest invention
A
Haskell,
staff ore comfortably established iu a
Hall,
Mary
Sternberg ism would have been beyond uncle. There is much that, each can reach port,
a new element may be added to the human
Me, Aug 28 from Boston.
pictiuI'xjue, w ell-fu, nished old ousa, one mortal aid : and the la>t. rrn•meats of others the other and the happy c ildren pass the j
R F Pettigrew, Morse, sailed from Boston svstem which acts in a surprisingly, almost
summer together.
of the finest in .Santiago, whose owner—
20 for Kennebec and Baltimore.
They row off to that
marvelously, effective wav in offsetting the
| weie soothed by the knowledge that they | strange region, the mainlaud, where tlie Aug
lc \\ Hopkins, Hiehborn, sailed from Pori effects "1 years of disease and disorder, so
a wealthy
Scotch.nan, now in Kuropehad not been utterly abandoned
Boston.
for
that it lias made the handling of dyspepsia
Eads
New
Orleans
Princess
sees
a
wonderful “pi-anner,”
by |
Aug 14,
Salih l'Uu, W H West, arrived at New really an easy matter. Mr. Maxim made the
kindly placed it at her disposal. Here God and man. No wonder that bearded get lost among the islands ou returning,
j
Flu.
from L arrabeile,
discovery while at work in his laboratory
they sleep ar.d eat. but their days, ;!irom men wept like children and blessed the I have adventures, get shipwrecked and York Aug
Tofa, A S Wilson, sailed from Philadel- in Wayne where he aecideutU upset a glass
early morn till dewy eve,” are spent in the Angels of Mei‘ \ as they passed. VA11 night lose their cherished pie. and finally get phia July 21 lor .Santiago..
of peptonized milk.
Atiaiv/ing the new
home all right.
Well, the Prince has to
substance he at once realized the importance
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, cleared from
storehouses down near the ■water’s edge. and all
day. and anothei night and day. go away when the summer is over. The Bangor Aug 24 loi New \ ork.
of the discovery—tIn- discovery of a protein,
wins h he calls Maxim's Rroteiu from lVpsiuHalley-slaves never worked harder than the devoted little band worked unceasing- j years pass. The Prince goes through
l/.ed Milk. Soon alter this he had plainly
do these ladies and gentlemen. As everycollege and the Princess educates hers-If
ly. without a thought of rest or food for for Christian work
shown by its use in a large number of cases
Correspondence.
County
the
poor peoamong
body knows, they rot only give their time themselves; and to-day many a mother's j
that it would do in curing dvspepsia what
\ pie of the islands. She is beautiful and
could never be done before, for in every
and services without salary, but have
[Deferred from last week.]
boy is in the land of the living, who but accomplished and has a ‘planner” of her
case it certainly eradicates the trouble.
abandoned positions of prominence, ease,
Of course, the inevitable happens.
The editor of one of the greatest journals
tortile unwelcomed Red Cross would be own.
I Pittsfield. The four days races in this
The Prince returns to Penobscot bay one
and profit for philanthropy’s sake. All
iu the West, The Western Review of Comsleeping the long sleep in that modem summer and they meet on the old island ! place last week, conducted by Col. Morrill, merce, says of it: “Our opinion phased upou
of them have grown noticeably thiner and
attended-There is a great the views of a large number of expert chemFannie Bjugham Wajsd.
in the most romantic way,
Goigotha.
recognize ] were largely
paler since i bade them good-bye last
each other at last, and—“Oh, the world i rush now to the Lewiston Fair... .Mrs. A. A. ists and physicians ami its uniform success
in curing cases iff dyspepsia) is that it is a
spring in Havana, and an indefinable
l)r. Moritz Busch, who lias been some- will always be sweet, sweet, sweet, so ! Lovejoy and daughter, who have been visit- discovery of more importance than the
as
and
love
are
in
it.”
.Such
three
the
lftng
in
town
weeks,
youth
past
change of express.<m is apparent in their times described as Bismarck’s
ing friends
achievements of the older members of the
Boswell, is an outline of tlie pretty story which i left
face-.
Monday to spend a week with friends family, the rapid tire guns of Hiram Maxim
When I mentioned it to Miss Bar- and who
enjoyed terms of special inti- Mrs. Dunn tells so fascinatingly in the
the smokeless powder of Hudson Maxim.''
| and relatives in Portland and Cumberland or Physicians
ton, she said: “D you remember an old macy with the great
everywhere are profoundly imChancellor, is he hundred pages of this little blue-bound Mills before returning to their home in
volume.
The salt air of the sea breathes }
pressed by it. Mr. Samuel Maxim himself
poem :>y Mrs. Heir ans, about the death of author of an
important paper on Bismarck
Ada Coffin says of it in a recent interview :
!
Mass....Miss
South
the
Walpole,
and
there
is
a
wliolei through
pages,
the flowers? I have forgotten the exact and
“Its results surpass even my own most
William I., which will be published I
some, helpful spirit to the work which ! lias returned from a week's outing at Old
title ind even the words; but after the
The substance is
entire in The Living Age of Sept. 3. It fills the reader’s mind long after it is Orchard.. Miss Harriet Weiler of Boston, sanguine expectations.
a new
distinctly
discovery and operates
killing frosts of autumn the ‘last rose’ was written w ith a view to publication I finished. It deserves to be vs idely read a former resident of this town ami a grad- upou a principle never
before thoroughly
! and will add materially to the literary
It is an exact substitute for
accounts for her changed appearance
understood.
u ite from the Maine Central Institute, is
by after Bismarck’s death and it contains so ! fame of its author.
The book has a dozen
that element in the stomach of the young
G.
Mrs.
Oscar
that
! visiting friends in town....
she has ‘looked <>u death.'’
saying
much that was communicated to the I
mamalia which first starts the process of dipretty drawings by Etheldred H. Barry,
Surely, if horrible sights anrl sad ex- author by Bismarck himself that is is al- [Kennebec Journal.
| Eaton of Boston is visiting her sister, Mrs. gestion. It is in every way a distinctly new
j
and is of incalculable value
| J. W. Mansou, for a few weeks....Reginald discovery
periences leave their impression on the most autobiographic.
“It will not be necessary, however, to proWhere the Ships May Cio.
Central
hum an countenance, these have reason for
j Sawyer, stenographer at the Maine
cure this substance from the physicians, as
is spending a few in the case of
Antitoxin, for it can be proThe One-Hoss-Shay and Other Humor- Sampson To Command tlie Atlantic Sta- freight office in Bangor,
the alteration.
Let me tell you a few untion.
with his mother in this village. He is cured directly through the medical station
varnished truths in the fewest possible ous Poems, by Oliver Wendell Holmes, is
The Navy Department has taken under days
now established at Winthrop for its distriof
an
attack
from
issued by John B. Alden, Publisher, of
typhoid bution.”
recovering
the re-organization of tlie 1J rapidly
words.
Surgeon-General Sternberg an- 440 Pearl St., New York, at the pi ice of consideration
his duties at
There is little doubt but that it is the
North Atlantic fleet, which now'includes fever and expects to resume
nounced in the beginning that he had no ! 3 .ents a copy.
It is a good 30 cents live
anti most important discovery along medical
flag officers, in addition to providing ! the office soon....Mrs. K C. Bryant
worth
of
fun.
!
Send
and
it.
lines
since the days of Jenner.
get
use for
By the use
“women's work and women's
duty for the commanders of a large num- daughters have returned from a two weeks’ of the new substance
the stomach is made
ber of vessels which will be placed out of sojourn at Ocean Park. Dr. and Mrs. W.G.
tears,” and only the other day reiterated
its
to perform
functions accurately from day
commission in the next two or three Fuller have been
that he did not want any female nurses in
stopping at their summer to day, till in about two months in the most
j
weeks.
When the force is reduced, at
P. stubborn cases the system regains its norPark...
in
Windermere
home
.Joseph
the army.
Therefore he has opposed the
mal
and digestion from that time
least three of the flag officers on the home j
I Folsom and wife of Palmyra were in town goes powers;
lied Cross in every way, refusing to
on in a perfectly tranquil, regular and
station will he rendered superfluous, and
percall.
a
normal manner without further need of
last Saturday and made us
pleasant
are to be ordered to other
mit it to follow the army.
His own plan
assignments. J
.Richard R. Tibbetts, w ho lately returned medicine, for all.digestive trouble and disWhen Admirals Sampson and Schley come I
of caring for sick and wounded soldiers
tress ceases ami complete health is estabto Washington next week, preparatory to from the Central Maine Hospital, Lewiston,
lished.
may be well enough in theoiy, to talk
going to Cuba and Porto Rico as members where he had suffered the. amputation of his
The medicine is higher in price than ordiabout in Washington, hut for practical
of the military commissions, they will be *
right foot, has so far recovered from the nary medicines, for it is no ordinary mixtur*
consulted
of
common ingredients, but is the result ol
the
use on the field of battle it has been woeregarding
proposed changes
as to be out.... Edward C. Tucker
a radically new ami most remarkable invenand in all probability arrangements satis- operation
this place has been engaged to teach the tion.
of
fully demonstrated to be of no use whatIt is distinctly a new substance, and
factory to them will result.
ever.
An army on the march in a strange
It is considered likt ly that the North Madison High school. He is a graduate of in its operations in curing dyspepsia it cerworks upon a new principle.
It is a
tainly
Bates
and
Atlantic Station will be divided, and one the Maine Central Institute
country, cannot carry along ample facilidiscovery as distinctly new and effective arflag officer, probably Admiral Sampson, j College. Mr. Tucker has the reputation of t-hat of Antitoxin for diptheria.
ties for hospital work, to be made availretained in command of the home fleet, j
Arrangements have been made for supplybeing a very thorough scholar, and there is
able when most needed—during and imwhile Admiral Schley or Admiral Howell
ing Maxim’s Protein directly to the general
no doubt of his success as a teacher-Our
There is no difficulty in taking it
will be placed in charge of a newly orpublic.
mediately after an engagement. This is
streets, stores and many of our dwelling It conies in capsule form. A box containing
ganized squadron of the West Indies, houses are now
the peaceful province of the K d Cross—
one gross capsules, a sufficient quantity t*
electricityby
lighted
THE
OF SYRUP OF FIGS limited by the Gulf of Mexico and the
to follow closely in the
Rev. L. W. Coons and wife, who have been cure cases of many years standing, will \n
rear, protected by
Caribbean Sea.
is due not only to the
supplied for s*J f>o. or for oO cents a samph
the treaty from the bullets of both
originality and
It is the impression among naval officers spending a part of their vacation at the box cau be bad
armies;
of
the
containing a sufficient
simplicity
combination, but also
and had it been allowed to do so in Cuba,
that Admiral Schley will seize the op- White Mountains, Montreal and at Mrs. quantity of the substance to start any om
to the care and skill with which it is
to
on
road
returned
secure
command
of
the
to
the
Coons’ native place, Cauton, N. V.,
portunity
recovery. Address Maxin
thousands of precious lives might have
manufactured by scientific processes
Pacific Station on the retirement of Ad- i home last week_Miss May Walker arriv- Chemical Co., Winthrop Me
been saved.
The Sterubergian theory is
known to the California Fig Syrup
Do not forget that this is the invention o
miral Miller on November 22, and will be
ed home last week from North Conway, N. one of the members of the
Co. only, and we wish to
great Maxin
content to wait ashore the few weeks bedirectly responsible for at least half of the
impress upon
w here she had been spending a short
family.
all the importance of
tween the termination of his services on | H.,
3000 deaths which have occured since
the
purchasing
July
true and original
the Porto Rican Commission and Admiral ] vacation with friends. Miss Caro Murray,
remedy. As the
2d—to say nothing of the hundreds now
Miners retirement,
wmcn woum euaoie
genuine Syrup oi Figs is manufactured
dying from subsequent unnecessary hardhim to have an independent command,
by the California Fig Syrup Co.
ship and exposure.
perhaps more important than that of the
only, a knowledge of that fact will
CURE ALL YOUR PAINS WITH
West Indies, as it includes the whole
Although discouraged in every way by assist one in avoiding the worthless
Pacific Ocean, from Alaska toCape Horn,
imitations manufactured by other parthe heads of the army, the Red Cross peras well as Hawaii and Samoa.
ties. The high
sisted in following as closely as possible,
standing of the CaliCommodore Kemey, commanding the
fornia Fig Syrup Co. with the mediA Medicine Chest in Itself.
and so—thank Heaven!—the supply ship;
naval base at Key West, is expected to
cal profession, and the satisfaction
Admiral Matthews as president
succeed
Simple, Safe and Quick Cure for
“State of Texas,” happened to be near
which the
of the Examining and Retiring board,
genuine.Syrup of Figs has
when the first great battle occurred.
CRAMPS, DIARRHOEA, COUGHS,
given to millions of families, makes
who retires October 24th.
You have heard how our boys went into
the name of the
COLDS, RHEUMATISM,
The Department has made no move up
Company a guaranty
of the excellence of its
to this time toward the re-establishment
the fight hungry, how they lay in the
NEURALGIA.
It
is
remedy.
of the European or Southern Atlantic
far in advance of all other
trenches for two days almost without
laxatives,
25 and 50 cent Bottles.
and
it
is
that
as it acts on the
stations,
improbable
any
kidneys, liver and
BEWARE OF IMITATIONSfood, and how the wounded were afterships will be sent to the latter locality bebowels without irritating or weakenBUY ONLY THE GENUINE.
wards ordered to make their way to the
fore next year. However, if no complicaing them, and it does not gripe nor
tions are raised during the sessions of the
PERRY DAVIS’
rear as best
nauseate. In order to get its beneficial
they could. Men with desPeace Commissioners at Paris, and they
perate wounds had to walk, or crawl—
effects, please remember the name of
succeed in reaching an early agreement
the Company
perhaps a mile, perhaps five or six miles—
upon the terms of a convention, CommoCA8TOIIIA.
in some cases from ten to fifteen miles—
dore Watson is expected to take a fine
IS OFTEN VERY DESIRABLE.
Have Always Bought
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
Bean the
J9 The Kind You
fleet
to Europe, and after visits of couri
not over good, smooth roads, but over a
SAN FRANCISCO, CL
tesy to England and Fiance, may spend
WCI8VILLE, Ky.
wild, rough country, where the trails
NEW FORE. N. T.
the winter in the Mediterranean.
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Probate Court held at Del fast, within and for
the Count;, of Waldo, on the sc-nnd l'ue>d:i\ ,q
August. V. i>. 1 Si's.
ll.U M. D1CKKV, Widow
WII.su »\
pi'vist
1
DICKKV. late « t Swanvi ••, in >,m.
u:> u
Waldo, ilct tased, having' |u ’seated a petition
her out
praying that an allowance tnu\ he made
of the persona! estate of said deceased
Ordered. Thar said petitioner give notice to all
persons interested by causing a cop' "1 this
order to be published three weeks -i., .•••->iv. ;y
in the Republican Journal, printed at Relia-o,
that the> may appear at a Probate •'■•nr;.
held at Re 1 fast within and for said Coiiiuy, on
the second Tuesday of September next. at ten o!
theelock before noon, and show cause, if ami they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner slmue'i
not, be granted.
C,Ki). K. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest
('has. P. IIA/.i i.ri.NK, Register.
At a
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SS. —In «
is.,’.
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At a Probate Court held at Belfast, w ithiti and for
tlie County of Waldo, on the second Tm*sda\ of
August, A. I). ISPS.
1 M.I.EK Y BOWDEN Aduiinist rator with the will
li annexed of MARTIN COLSON, late ot Wiuterport, in said County of Waldo, deceased, lutving presented a petition praying ilia: the amount
now in his hands belonging to tin- estate
a said
deceased may be ordered to !*«■ distributed among
the persons entitled thereto under the will of >.ud
i deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
I
till persons interested by causing a copy ot this
! order to he published three weeks sueeessively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held tit
Beflast, within and for said County, out he second
Tuesday of September next, at ten of t lie clock he
! fore noon, and show rause.il any the\ have, why
the praver of said pet it inner should not be g tinted.
(tEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
! A true copy. Attest:
Dias. i*. Hazki.i ink, Register.
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Belfast, within and for
the second Tuesday of

certain instrument, purporting to be tin* last
will and testament ot Jl'LlA A. M'ELIVAN,
late of Searsport. in said County of Waldo, deeeased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice he given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to bepublished three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
Belfast within and for said County, on tlie
the
second Tuesday of September next, at ten
clock before noon, and show cause, it ai > they
have, why tin* same siufild not be proved, approved and allowed.
(JEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge,
A true copy.
Attest:
( has. P. HA'/Ki.TINK, Register.
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XECCTRIN’S NOTICE. The subscriber beret y
gives notice that she lias been duly appointed Executrix of the last will and testament of

A hereby nixes n.-tiee that lie I
appointed Vdmini-I rat"t' ot thee.-iate

j

BEDEELIA M. PENDLETON, late of Beliast.
in the County of Waldo, deeeased. Ail persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present tlie same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested t" make
payment immediately
MARTHA M. PENDLETON.
Belfast, August i), 18i)8.

in the County ot W aldo deeea-e Lam
\ 11 per-a n- h.:\ m:
the laxv ilireet-.
against the estate ot said decease., are
preset.t the same |..r .-ei t U-inent.
thereto are requested to make paynieip
1*11.
('ll ARI.I1S 1
ately
SOS.
Belfast. A unii-t

j

|

Pain-Killer.

j

1,1

A

DM I N

ST II.VI

TT

we Guarantee it

i

i;l.\ S

.Wllll’K.

The

-u!'-

Tiber

hereby gives notice that she hns been duly
appointed Administratrix of the estate ->l
CHARLES 1
ROBINSON, late of Winterport,
in the County <d Waldo, deceased, ami ei\en bonds
as tlie law directs.
All persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased air desired to
for settlement, and till indebted
requested to make paunent immediJl’LI ETTE ROBINSON.
ately.
Winterport, August 'J, lM'JS.
present the
thereto are

same

JOSH 1’A THOM

late ol

I’SON

M

i.

a-

Belfast Savings B
Notice i- hereby uiv.-u that S.
Bank
Book i*»74S. is-Med by this
t■*
it hat
and
appli ..; "it
dltplie.itO hook, to be ts.-ueJ iimlei
JOHN II «>l I M 11 \
State.
ixx-t-l
Bellas!. A tu; J4. D'1'
lost
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BUY YOUR WINTERS COAL
the

F. G. White

Company.

Haddock’s, Plymouth Vein and Latter Leli#
ami
Client mu

Stove

put in (in barrels).. $.600
5 85
Dump Carts..

Delivered and
in
Prices at

—

|

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, withe County of Waldo, on tin
omi
August. A. 1>. lM'S.
certain instrument, j urporting twill and testament ot losKPH K
late of Searsport. in said Countv ot w
ceased, having been presenteil f ■: p:
Ordered. That notice he given to a!'
terested by causing a > p\ .d this
published three weeks successively m :
lican Journal, printed at Belfastthat
appear at a Probate Court to be held
within and for said County, on the
day ot September next, at ten ot the
noon, and show cause it any they h.i\<
same should not be m oved, approved ,c
'i.KO. K .JiiUNSiiN
A true copy. Attest
CtiAS. P. Hazkltink. K

\
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EXCELLENCE

SEW YORK CITY

>.•<

1

■

COMPANY,

$•"

s'!

...

Wharf..
Lehigh 25c. per ton extra.

CUMBERLAND COAL

*

5.60

WOOD OF ALL KINDS

All Coal

guaranteed satisfactory in weight, quality ami delivery.
lySpeeial attention given to delivery outside city limits.
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them old blockade-run,p
s.iid Boy Bill the other day,
,.;d sailor stretched their*legs
,,
mahogany, “1 mind one cele[ made out of Wilmin’ton,
w
v';„ a v’vage when we had some
along of us as passeui>
Blanton Duncan, Jake
,.i Mr. ( lay, three chaps as
the Government to try
i
peace with the Yankees;
they went alter ward to
iin u: but nothin’ much
,>t

anyhow, they

a

come

uigli

of their messes while
us, to my sartain kuowl-

her

sir,

it

DON’T GET DISCOURAGED.

Where There’s Pe-ru-na There’s Hope.
m

OXSUMPTIOX is

Captain Ilara, of which 1

t

were a old tub of
formerly been a passenger
and
iverpool
Ireland, and the
,up about her were she were*
ir no doubt of that; but the
wind you had in her. the
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nothing
known
man
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eneetuaily
catarrh as Pe-ru na.
what
Just see
is said of this
heal th-restoring,
wonderful

life-prolonging medicine.
Mrs. Anna Ilarmening, of
Mazo Manie, Wis., writes as
^ follows: “Last winter I

o-i.i

k

Mr

troubles to take Pe-ru-na.
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open, my lads,’ says the old

easy Food

The
Easy

to

Buy,

Easy to Cook,
,'V•/'S Easy to Eat,
Easy to Digest.
}.\

Quaker
&At all grocers
Oats

in 2-lb.

pkgs. onl>

man

ask
Ilart-

vice.

He

prescribed

Do-

ami I was cured
short time. 1 advise

suttermg
and

witn

enjoying good health,

practical teachings, terse paragraphs, originality and pluck, have won for it a place at
the head of the agricultural press. Its immense circulation,
exceeding 250,000 copies
each issue, is in itself a telling testimonial
of its practical value and intrinsic worth.
Our subscribers will do well to read the an
nouncement and avail themselves of an op-

A

War Without

a

can

j
!
i

lung
thank

Defeat.

Col. Spaulding contrasted the
sufferings
of the soldiers of the Rebellion with those
of the soldiers of the
Spanish war, commenting on the statement of an officer
that the latter suffered more in 30
days in
the field than did any portion of the Union
army in a similar period during the rebellion.
But however much the men may
have suffered their sufferings were light
as compared with those of the women w ho
staid at home and awaited in dread and
anxiety the news from the front.
Dr. D. E. Parsons of'Oakland referred
to the members of the 10th Maine who
have become famous, notably one who
became Governor of the State (Col. Seldeu Conner) and one recently promoted to
a
seat on the Supreme Bench
(Capt.
Fogler.) Dr. Parsons closed with a plea
for the teaching of patriotism to the
young.
J. L. Merrick of Waterville, Assistant
Adjutant General of the Department of
Maine, G. A. R., joked the hoys a bit on
the claims sometimes heard in
camp-fires
of the prominent part some
particular
regiment played in putting down the Rebellion.
He gave some points as to the
trip to the coming National Department
encampment to be held in Cincinnati, and
closed with words of praise and
appreciation of the entertainment accorded to the
visitors by the people of Belfast and especially the ladies of the Relief Corps.
George L. Merrill of Dixfield, formerly
of Searsport, spoke in high terms of the
W'ork of the Belfast people in the entertainment of the Association, and of the
fraternal spirit that prevails among the
veterans. “Why,” said he, “1 felt almost
like kissing some of the boys w hen I met
them this morning.” After
relating an
incident which fell under his observation
at the battle of Gettysburg, of a
young
man fatally wounded and
dying on the
field, urging his comrades on, Mr. Merrill closed with a plea to all to stand firm
for duty in all the relations of life.
Ansel \\ adswortli < t Belfast said lie was
always liappy to meet with the 19th
Maine, and he welcomed the Regiment to
tin- city.
We have reason to be proud of
the record and achievements of this Regiment.
It made for itself a noble record
at the front, and since
being mustered tmt
many of its members have made for themselves honored names in the pursuits of
peace.
F. .s. Walls of Yinalhaven came near
being a member of the 19.ii. lie enlisted
in that regiment, but when he reached
camp th. ranks were full and he returned
home.
Ilf subsequently served in the
-<>t h.
all. Walls had words of
greeting
and cheer tor the veterans.
Xt hfcmiah Smart of Swanvilk* said he
was :tl ways glad to meet with the
boys of
the 19 ih.
The meetings recall many
t
and
some
of
a
pleasing xpedeuces
graver
nature. Nile closed with a tribute to the
ladies of the Relief Corps of Belfast for
their treatment of the comrades and vis-
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Co. B— E. W. Ellis, Isaac Hills, Belfast: I. H. Cross, Thus. J. Young, Lineolnvillc; John Strattard, Washington
Moses
Patterson,
Larrabee, Monroe;
Jason Ware, Geo. E. Cross, Rockland;
Martin Hanson, Liberty; \\ m. H. Wood,
M. Heal, Stephen Cobb, Searsmont; Alvin
II. Ellis, A. K
Nickerson, Swanville;
John Jackson, Belmont; Lorenzo D. CilT. Wilson, Camden;
Erastus
iey, Brooks;
Geo. F. Cliapman, Oakland; John Dean,
Freedom; C. F. Wellman, Mexico.
Co. C—Reuben R. Webb, G. F. Tarbell,
Mayo Bickmore, W. H. Garcelon, V ]’.
Libby, I). C. St. Clair, E. C. Woodbury,
llenrv Judkins, J. L. Merrick.
Co. I)—.John I. rrost, Ezekiel ibomas,
I thiol Pease, W. W. Hartshorn, XV. J.
Brown, F. K. Prescott, Elisha P. Kuowltou. Belfast; G
L. Hatch, Citypoiut; B.
('. Slu-imau, Liberty; .Jacob X. Cuuniugham. F. A. Gilbretli. Waldo; J. W. Wilber. Lisbon Fails: J. XV. White, Bangor:
.1. v. Ni -Person. Searsport; Levi M. Poor,
August:-: A T. Harvey, James Lenfest,
Swanville.
Co. E—X. Smart, II. T. Harris, II. T.
Scribner, swanville: (>eo. II. Page, Apieton; Geo. 1. Merrill, Dixfield; J. \V.
Edwards, Island Fails; Eugene Merrill,
P--l tlano ; Cha-. E. Campbell, Frank Cook.James E
sou,
Nason, Levi Bowden,
Winterpurt: J, A. Colson, Burnham;
Allied Minson, North Searsport: John
Baker. Xewbiiigh: Fiauk A. Patterson,
.1 ames Treat, Stockton Springs; Fred XV.
W.iterli -use. ctr. Moiitville; P. L. Snout,
licit'.is’
Neis.pu Curtis, Monroe; James B.
Sweetsci, Searsport.
(
s las Adams.
F
Waterville; Israel
Btrdnt r, B lfast
A.
Geo. (>. White,
Montviiie A nos siickney, W. C. liowe.
Brooks.
(
(r—\\
(i. Grady, East Palermo; D.
B. Haiisou, \ issalboro; B. II. Moody,
s.<uth China; A. Haskell, Augusta; H.
Rogers, Kuox: 'lk E. Carpenter, Liberty;
B. Webb. P. P
Robbins, W. G. Keen,

“

Hurrah !

BattleAx has come."

Everybody who reads the newspapers knows what privation and suffering were causjd in Cuba—by the failure
of the supply of tobacco provided by the Government
reach the camps of the U. S. Soldiers.

Democratic papers have much to say,
foi campaign effect, of what they call the

mismanagement and political corruption
of the war. They seize upon every minor
incident that worked unsatisfactorily,
it tenfold and

magnify
ground the

keep

in the hack-

unbroken chain of victories.
In less than four months the military
power of Spain was completely paralyzed
and that country compelled to relinquish

sovereignty

over

all its

remaining

Ameri-

possessions. This fails to win congratulations from tiie Democratic press.
On the contrary, they dwell
upon the delays and inconveniences atteudiug the

can

expeditious by sea,
the exceptional cases in which hospital
ships were exposed to neglect, the sickmovement

of

army

ness resu ting from
midsun mer operations in a tropical climate, an 1 the alley
ed plans bused on politie.il rather than
proper military considerations. The in
ference invited is that a Democratic administration w ould have managed the wai
much better, disregarded all political
advice and influences, captured
Santiago
without sacrificing any of the comforts of
a permanent camp and
kept at bay all
forms of malarial disease.
As far as sickness in the at my in Cuba
is concerned it was bound to
jme at th!s
season, and the only legitimate point of
criticism is the condition of the army
medical department to meet it. Moving
an army by sea from one climate to another is well known to be difficult and
dangerous to the health of men, In the
Crimea it costs England the lives of nearly 20,0110 soldiers from disease and privation.
When Scott’s army in Mexico,
shortly after landing, reached Puebla, he
had but isOi.il effectives. 2215 men having
been sent to the hospitals with climatic
fever. The sickness was almost as serious as with Shatter’s
larger, overworked
and constantly drenched army.
(ten.
Shatter might have wailed at his landing
place untii everything was ashore and
then advanced slowly, with fed. tent
equipage, artillery, and newly constructed roads to the rear, lint it leriaius to
be said that Sibouey, where his army
would have halted, has proved to be the
worst yellow fever hole neat Santiago. It
is strange that some people can see Shatter’s sick list, but not the unfavorable
factors that no management could have
removed.
\oi will they consider tiie
Santiago victories.

When

marching—fighting—tramping—wheeling

instantly relieves that dry

taste in

rureigu

comment

t*u

me

war

is

;ar

the admiuistiatiuu that of the Democratic papeis.
The
no
London Times, which
one will accuse
of a disposition to Matter Americans, says
that President McKinley “kept his linger
constantly upon the national pulse,*' and
that the result of “the cautious, tentative
| policy is that where he stands at this
moment the President has the whole
! American people at his back.” With the
! exception, it must be added, of Democratic politicians who are writing and
talking for campaign uses. The London
Times, with a warmth of praise it seldom
shows, admits that, in its opinion, no
President could display a higher statesmanship. But a Democratic paper in St.
Louis says “the conduct of the war was
stained with political jobbery, which in
some of its
consequences, readied the
proportions of shameful treason.” The
President is pictured as a weak tool, un
willing ‘‘to discipline or discharge his
unworthy subordinates.” Such is the
disgraceful line of comment adopted to
make the next House of Representatives
Democratic, and thereby tie the hands of
the President at the end of a war resulting in extraordinary victories and concessions.
fSt. Louis Globe Democrat.
more

complimentary

THE

to

the name
Remember
when you buy again.
*TH&Tii YOURTRUSSAWM

Rev. F. P.

Fui her of Clinton spoke at
Ik* wears not exactly an
They overcome Weakness, irempty sleeve, hut his right arm has lost a
regularity
i& crease ve. >r and bani?
as
portion oi its bone, lie was wounded
of me nstruation.”
They are
above the elbow, an 1 to save the arm the
Augusta.
surgeons removed a part of the bone, inCo. II—-E. W. Richards, S. II. Abbott, cluding the elbow joint.
lie spoke chiefto girls at womanhood, aiding
Benton; Jackson Lyford, Oakland; James ly of the results ot the war, summing up
development of organs and
Phillips, North Vassalboro; F. I'. Furber, in the remark: “Abraham Lincoln carried
or
WOT? *'!i
«-;U: IS
Ciinton; Fred L. Wells, Togus; Sanford to his grave the broken shackles of four them. Cannot do harm iff.- bm.m.-s a pi,-; stire.
per box l»> mini.
Sold hy driiir-Nts.
Braun, Gardiner.
million bondsmen.
DR. MOTT S CHEMICAL CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
o.
Alfred Stinson ot North Searsport, as
reieg Wiley, Kockport; A Ox-I
ton. West Kockport; Ed. Anderson, Cam- usual told a story—of an
FOR SALK BY K. H. MOODY.
exciting experiIyr38
den; Alexander Dumphee, Morrill; W. S. ence of the Colonel of the 1st Minnesota,
when that Regiment was brigaded with
Vinal, C. 1>. Vinal, Vinalhaven.
Co. K —B. B. Ilanson, North Pittston. the 19th.
A. E. Nickerson of Swauville spoke in
George E. Cross of Rockland extended
an invitation to the Association to meet i
praise of the hospitality of the people of
Broken-down Health
in Rockland next year. Comrades George | Belfast. Every part of the entertainment
E Cross, Nehemiah Smart and D. E. ! was well carried out, and he moved a vote
Parsons were made a committee on time ot thanks. A set of resolutions was
adoptand place of next meeting. They £ubse- j ed, including thanks to the citizens of
(juently reported in favor of meeting in Belfast, the Grand Army Post, Relief
*
s
I Rockland next August, as near to the goth Corps, Sons of.Yeterus, also to the Maine
limy be restored if you start
I day as practicable, the date to be fixed by Central Railroad Co. and other transporthe executive committee.
The report tation companies.
*
right It takes fuel to run
was adopted.
Resolutions in memory of Col. Francis
an cm,in.
and yen must burn
Voted to make the following honorary E. Heath of W'aterville were passed.
members of the Association: L. T. Shales,
The meeting closed at 9.30 o'clock, by
it right to get the power
To
Ansel Wadsworth, Adelbert Knight, Bel- all singing ‘“America.”
fast; II. 11. Dawson, Monroe; James E.
health,
must
have
>
regain
you
! Parsons, Ellsworth. Mr. Shales, although
f good tood and digest ii.
Our Distinguished Visitors.
I too young to enter the service during the !
i Rebellion has always taken great interest
n
;
jr « Atwood’s flitters) .:
I
Of course all truly distinguished people
in the Nineteenth and has been of great !
i lk‘V I.
.1
! I
I assistance in various ways. Capt. W ads- I come to Maine sooner or later, but it is
r*t;tlt In !.
Lsl l figestion.
! worth was an officer in the Twenty-Sixth, not often that a single week can boast so
,h,
but lias assisted the Nineteenth in many many notables as the past one.
You
5 UnwU, purify •!..■ ’.■]
ways since the Association was organized. couldn’t count them on your lingers and
Mr. Dawson was a member of the Fif- toes. Among the number are ex-Presi35c. a bottle. Avoid Imitations.
i
teenth Massachusetts, which was brigad- | dent Cleveland, .Joseph Jefferson, ltev.
ed with the Nineteenth during its wann- Lyman Abbott, Admiral Cervera, Parke
est campaigns.
Mi. Knight was a mem- Godwin, Capt. \Y. II. Jacque, the inventber of the 1:3th U. S. Regulars, but has al- or of the Holland boat: Hiram and Hudtaken
an
interest
in the 10th Maine son Maxim, Thomas Nelson Page, William
ways
(«
and assisted it in many ways.
Mr. Par- j Dean Howells, Annie Louise Carey Ray{«
sons served in Co. D, l(3th Maine.
The man with ai. :ij>- f*
mond, not to mention the college presiThe following officers were ch >sen for dent and bishop colonies at Bar Harbor,
petite for I.iquor or Mor- ^
a half dozen or more ex-secretaries, the
the ensuing year:
phine, who has tried and
ex-ambassadors at Poland Spring, promifailed to break the halm ! (<■
President, A. E. Burpee, Rockland.
nent
and
a
men
Russian
Vice Presidents, George E. Cross and
ex-army
prince,
Tell him of the
James Clark, Rockland.
(the husband of Amelie Rives) at Mt. Desii
ert.
Aud
Maine
has
a
few
score
distinSilas
Waterville.
Secretary,
Adams,
Bangor Sanitarium, (*
guished citizens of her own who are at !
Chaplain, J. I). Emerson.
Executive Committee, W. H. Fogler, home this week.
[Kennebec Journal.
)
Where the demon which controls him can (t
* he overcome by the Spkinoek Mktiiop, («
C. B. Vinal, R. H. Currier, Erastus Wilson
R. T. Carver.
“Now good digestion waits on appetite,
! and the appetite permanently removed. £
)
Send for pamphlet
meioiiowing committee was appoint- and health on both.”
If it doesn’t, try Burdock Blood Bitters.
ed to have charge of the distribution of
giving full partici
<<
copies of the History of Maine Regiments
> lars. Address
The Journal and Tribune. It seems
at Gettysburg: Silas Adams, X.
> Bangor Sanitarium
Smart, j
n pessary to explain
A. E. Nickerson, 1). E. Parsons, J. L.
1
Company,
frequently our clubbing
«
Merrick.
165 State Street,
arrangements with the New York Weekly
The meeting then adjourned to7 o’clock.
Bangor.
Tribune. Under the terms of our contract
..«
kupper for the visitors was served in with that paper it can only be sent free to
Memorial Hall by the ladies of Thomas II.
those who pay their subscription to The
Marshall Relief Corps.
Journal one year in advance. It is not sent
The hall was cleared of tables and the
unless requested by the subscriber. The
seats re-arranged and at 7 o’clock the
meeting was again called to order by the date will not correspond with the date on
President, who called upon John O. John- The Journal slip, but each subscriber enti- has caused a sharp advance in ci»t of
iiiiEK
son of
Liberty to preside. On taking the tled to the Weekly Tribune will receive it GOODS, but we put in a big stock andliL
sell at the
chaii Mr. Johnson made a ftw remarks
for a full year from the time the first numin which he
spoke of the work of the navy ber is received. The Tribune is
printed,
OLD PRICES.
during the civil war and the credit due
that branch of the service, a credit which published and mailed in New York, and not
GREAT VARIETY OF
from this office.
is frequently overlooked.
The first speaker was Col. J. W.
FOUNTAIN
Spauh ing of Boston, who spoke of the
A Full Admiral !
pleasure of re-unions of veterans, es
from 2 to 4 quarts, combined with HOT \\ \Some of the papers are suggesting that as TKI! IIOTTI.M attachment. Also the latest :m
peciallv of those who served shoulder to
shoulder in the same company, or who a reward of merit Dewey should be made a provement—
full admiral. If he isn’t made a “full”
went through the same experiences in the
when he gets home it will be his
A GLOBE SPRAY.
regiment or brigade. The 10th Maine was admiral
fault. [Gardiner Reporter-Journal.
recruited from all parts of the State and own
Every size, style and grade
her reunions bring together comrades who
SYRINGES,
Diphtheria, sore throat, croup. Instant
live widely apart from each other.
Rerelief, permanent cure. Dr. Thomas’ EcAI 0311 ZEUS and all
ferring to Mr. Johnson’s remarks about lictric Oil. At anj- drug store.
KUBIIKU GOODS
some

length.
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effect
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use

druggists.

Method.

No cutting operation,
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no
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We guarantee
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Belfat Office, Johnson Block,

E. L. STEVENS, M. 0.
Operating Surgeon.

S“

Office Hours, I lo f ; 7 to S 1>, M.

NOTICE.
The subscriber desires
that lie has leased lie

Help

past will be maintained in tin- future.
The traveling public and tourists will find here
everythin*; which can contribute i• tlieir comfort
and happiness. Those who desire :■ take a
:m>

will find this jda.v one of the most
delightful villages m the interior of
Waldo county. There is -.. fishing on the lake
a short distance from tlie village and
perhaps the
best trout fishing in the gravelly brooks which
mer

Bangor

good table, have clean beds ami
us

The War

We put a cake of the
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To-day!
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BOTTOM PRICKS.

repair your atomizer or syringe and
good as new with bulb, pipe, valves

fitting.

POOR & SON, Druggists.
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Who Have Used Them
Recommend as the BEST
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ami

abound in this section that can be found any
where this side of Aroostook county.
Now let me say to the old patrons of tins Hotel,
come and see if H >tel Maine does u -t still set a

■

AT

vacation

pleasant

;;
Sanitarium;;
Company.

can

public

same has been recently and
thoroughly renovated, and has been refurnished
with new furniture, and he feels coiili lent the
hi-l* reputation '.his Hotel has sustained in the

■-
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accept tor treatment, ami
money is required until cure is com-
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and perfect safety with
which
Syrup of Figs, under
all conditions, make it their favorite remeon the investment in the useful hints and
dy. To get the true and genuine article
teachings to be obtained from its. perusal. look for the Dame of the California
Fig
To all we say, try Farm and Home a year Syrup Co. printed near the bottom of
the
and you will never regret it.
For
sale
all
package.
by

portunity to secure, at a tritiingcost, a paper
which will return them a thousand per cent,
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for ad-

Pe-ru-na for it.”
Mrs. Mary Fritz, of Berwick, Mo., says:
“I was a victim of what
was no doubt whatever a case of
genuine consumption of the lungs. 1 had
severe hemorrhages.
I paid doctors $150, and then thev told me 1 was incurable.
1 was so weak 1 could not lift my head.
My husband got me a bottle of Pe-runa.
It did me so much good lie got me six more, which 1 took, and
got entirely
we;!.
1 his was seven years ago, and since then my health has been perfect.
T
am very grateful for the benefit I received and recommend Pe-ru-na to all
my friends.”
The case of Mrs. F.liza ITeiuzlp, of 10G East Main Street, Columbus, Ohio,
is a wonderful revelation of what Pe-ru-na will do in an aggravated < se of this
most dreaded disease.
She writes as follows: “A violent cold which 1 contracted finally settled on my lungs, and for four m nths I ran down very
rapidly, coughing up quantities of b’oody mucus and having hemorrhages from
the lungs.
I was on the verge of the grave.
My husband and my frit ids had
given me up. As a last hope I bought fi bottle of Pe-ru-na and found that it
mo
immediate relief.
I therefore continued to take it. My cough soon
give
left mo.
1 had no more hemorrhages and am now as well as I over was in my
life. 1 thankfully attribute no, living at all to the good effect." of Pe-ru-na.”
It would indeed seem wicked not to let the great multitude of people
in this country who are suffering from this most terrible of all di'-cases, know
the good that can be done by lV-ru-nn.
It is your duty, ii you h.r .• any
friends affected with consumption, to tell them of it. T< u should remember
that Pe-ru-na is a prescription discovered by Dr. s. Is. lineman, of Columbus,
Ohio, who has made a specialty of all catarrhal troubles for the past ft-nv years,
and though but recently introduc'd in the East is widely known, and enjoys
enormous sales in the West and South.
Y*ui can get Pc ru-na of any druggist.
If you feel that your individual case needs special advice or treatment write to
Dr. Hartman, at Columbus. Ohio, and he will giv* his personal attention to
your individual case and advise you by mail absolutely free «*f charge. Do not
give up hope ami do not let your friends die before your eyes when tl.ero is
such, a wonderful chance of recovery from disease within the reach of all.
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Reunion.

The reunion of the Nineteenth Maine
Regimental Association, which was in
session when The Journal went to press
last week, was continued through the
The business
afternoon and evening.
meeting was called to order in the Police
o'clock
Court room at -'.JO
by the President, E. XV. Ellis of Belfast. After the
reading and approving of the records
the following committee was appointed
to prepare a roster of the members present:
\V. F. Beedle, Cambridge,
Co. A
Mass.; Co. I; A. E. Nickerson, Swanville; Co. t— J L. Merrick, Waterville;
Co. ])—<,. J,. Hatch, Belfast; Co. E—
^ehemiab Smart, Swanville; Co. F—Geo.
O. White. Liberty: C". G—T. E. Carpenter, Liberty; Co. II— F. P. Ember,
Clinton: Co. I Peleg Wiley, Rockport;
Co. K—1>. B Hanson, North Pittstou.
The committee subsequently reported the
names and post office address of members
1>resent as follows:
Field and Staff-Colonel, J. XV. Spaulding, Boston: Major, 1). E. Parsons, Oakland; Surgeon, John O. Johnson, Liberty.
Non- com mi ssi oned St aff—Q uartermaster Sergeant, B. B. Hanson, North Pittstou; Principal Musician, J. L. Brown,
Bowdoinham.
Co. A—Geo. R. Ridley, T. «J. Goubert,
E. II. Smith. Richmond; R. W. Groves,
Smithfield: J. V. Ingalls, Bangor: XV. F.
Beadle, Cambridge, Mass., G. H. Baker,

Consumption Has Been Cured, Even When Believed
To Be In An Advanced Stage.
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Druggists or by mail $1.30 box.
KING MEDICINE CD.. Box 1930. BOSTON, MASS.

PILES !

PILES !

PILES!

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
absorbes the tuiujrs, allays the itching at once,
acts as a poultice, gives instant relief.
Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent by mail, lor 50c. and $1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio,
or sale by R. H. Moody.
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